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Access to Inter-Organization Computer Networks

Abstract

Whcn two or more distinct organiilltions interconnect their internal computer networks

they form an Inter- Organization Network (ION). IONs support the exchange of cad/cam

data between manufacturers and subcontractors, software distribution from vendors to

users, customer input to suppliers' order-entry systems, and the shared use of expensive

computational resources by research laboratories, as examples. This thesis analyzes the

organization implications of using computer networks for inter-organization

communication, and the technical implications of interconnecting networks across

organization boundaries.

We present a descriptive model of the effects of- ION use. IONs change the economics of

inter-organization communication. In particular, the speed and incremental cost

characteristics support more intense communication, while the capabilities and automatic

nature support a greater scope of information and resource sharing across organization

boundaries. These enhanced communication patterns in turn allow participants to carry out

more activities across their organization boundaries and with larger numbers of outsiders.

At the same time, the ION-supported communication is more penetrating because outsiders

access internal resources directly. In addition, when IONs are not universally accessible,

communication is segmented between ION and non-ION organizations. These latter two

characteristics introduce restrictions which detract from the expansive qualities of IONs. In

particular, to compensate for increased penetration organizations may increase

formalization of and controls on cross-boundary flows;, while segmentation may lead

organizations to narrow the range of favored interchange partners to those that are

accessible via ION facilities.

We demonstrate the descriptive and predictive value of our general model in the domain of

research and development laboratories. This domain provides evidence for our predictions

of intensified communication of greater scope and penetration, as well as expanded

numbers of cross-boundary activities; and interchange partners. We attribute the absence of

predicted restrictive behaviors to the absence of resource sharing.
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Given our analysis of the organiiation context in which IONs are used, we demonstrate that

such interconnections are not satisfied by traditional network design criteria of connectivity

and transparency. To the contrary, a primary high-level requirement is access control, and

participating organizations must be able to limit connectivity and make network boundaries

visible. At the same time, these access control requirements are not satisfied by traditional

computer security mechanisms. For example, this investigation of inter-organization

networks makes clear that where traditional security mechanisms emphasize information

flow, network environments are equally, if not more, concerned with command flow-i.e.,

invocation of services and applications. We develop a scheme based on non-discretionary

controls that allows interconnecting organizations to combine gateway, network, and

system-level mechanisms to enforce cross-boundary control over invocation and

information flow, while minimizing interference with internal operations.

Access control requirements such as these impose new requirements on the underlying

interconnection protocols. Just as internetwork access control requirements called for

reevaluation of traditional computer security criteria and mechanisms, so cross-boundary

connections call for reevaluation of traditional approaches to network interconnection.

Consequently, we demonstrate the need for alternative interconnection protocols that

support loose couplings across administrative boundaries and that accommodate the

necessary control mechanisms. Message-based gateways that support non-real-time

invocation of services (e.g., file and print servers, financial transactions, VLSI design tools,

etc.) are a promising basis for such loose couplings.

The thesis demonstrates the value of our bimodal approach to system design and analysis in

which we ask both how industry and organization contexts shape a new technology, as well as

how a new technology affects the organization and industry contexts in which it is applie

Keywords

computer-communication networks (C.2), security and protection (C.2.0), network

operations (C.2.3), electronic mail (H.4.3), public policy issues (K.4.1), organizationa

impacts (K.4.3), management of computing and information systems (K.6), system

management (K.6.4)
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Chapter One

Introduction to Inter-Organization Networks
and the Thesis

Much has been written about the automation of factory and office functions. An important

aspect of this automation is the ability to communicate and share resources between

different physical machines, different administrative and production functions, and

different geographic sites. This thesis focuses on computer-based communication and

resource sharing that crosses organization boundaries as well. When two or more distinct

organizations interconnect their internal compiter networks to facilitate interchange, they

form an In er-Organization Network (ION). The interchange may be person-to-person

communication; exchange of cad/cam data, software modules, or documents; input to an

order-entry or accounting system; or use of shared computational resources.

The purpose of the research is twofold:

e To analyze the organization implications raised when computer-based
communication media are used for inter-organization interchange-increased
efficiency, capabilities, vulnerabilities, etc.

* To analyze the technical issues raised when computer networks cross
administrative boundaries-security and network interconnection.

The first large scale, packet-switched, computer network, the Arpanet, interconnected

computers in distinct organizations-namely, DARPA funded, research and development

laboratories. However, the nature of the research relationships, DARPA's central role, and

the explicit project goal of eliminating barriers to resource sharing, allowed the Arpanet in

its early years to exhibit more of the characteristics of an intra-organization network. Even

before the Arpanet, airlines used telex communications to coordinate reservation and flight

information. Similarly, banks used telex and more recently data communications to support

inter-bank transfers. The transportation industry has also made heavy use of teiex and data
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communications to coordinate with one another and clients. Communication carriers have

interconnected their networks for as long as international telegraph and telephone service

has been available. More recently. firms in industries whose functions are less critically

dependent upon inter-organization interchange and coordination--e.g., automotive,

medical supplies, grocery-have established inter-organization communication links.

1. 1 Contributions

The research contributions described in this thesis lie in three areas:

1. In the area of organization implications:

* Analysis of the effects of this new communication medium on inter-
organization interchange-efficiency, intensity, scope, penetration, and
segmentation.

* Analysis of the significance of these new communication characteristics for
the management of cross-boundary activities-the number of interchange
partners, the number of cross-boundary activities, restrictions on cross-
boundary flows and interchange partners.

2. In the area of computer security and access control:

* Characterization of security requirements that are not satisfiable using
traditional non-discretionary control mechanisms-control of invocation,
protection of invoked, accommodation of two-way communication.

. Application of category sets and an intersect rule as simple mechanisms to
address these requirements.

•"Design of access control mechanisms that allow strictly-internal
applications to be unaffected by interconnection without requiring
physical isolation from ION applications.

3. In the area of network interconnection:

* Characterization of applications in which performance criteria alone and
packet-level interconnection do not satisfy policy requirements.

* Evaluation of high-level and visa-based interconnections in terms of
implementation requirements.

13
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Proposal for mcssigc-hased intcrconncction for loose couplings across
organization boundaries.

The thesis as a whole represents a bimodal approach to the study of new technologies by

asking how industry and organization contexts shape a new technology, as well as how a new

iechnology affects the organization and industry contexts in which it is applied

1.2 Summary of Thesis

The thesis is composed of three parts. The first portion of the thesis describes the context

and implications of ION use. Chapter 2 sets the stage by characterizing inter-organization

relations, and the traditional media used to support inter-organization communication. The

subsequent chapter. Chapter 3, presents our model of how the use of IONs affects

participants. The model begins with the technical characteristics of :ONs and how these

chara.cteristics change the economics of inter-organization communication and interchange.

Based on these technical and economic characteristics, we describe the behavioral changes

that organizations are likely to make in their comr.iunication patterns and cross-boundary

activities. In particular, we explain how IONs support intensified communication of greater

scope, and expanded cross-boundary activities with larger numbers of outside organizations.

We also describe the risks of ION use. ION communication is more penetrating because

outsiders access internal resources directly. In addition, when IONs are not universally

accessible, communication with non-ION organizations may be discouraged.

Given this understanding for the organizational context, the second part of the thesis

analyzes and describes the design of network interconnections to fit the crossing of

organization boundaries. A central concern of ION participants is protection of their

organization boundaries in terms of access to information and resources. Chapter 4

introduces the access control issues using four real world examples which are referred to

throughout the thesis. In addition to defining terms and concepts used in later chapters, this

chapter reviews related work in network interconnection and computer and communication

security.

14
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Chapter 5 describes how the requircmcns For controlled exicrnal access Lan be met while

minimizing interference with internal communication and operations. In particular, we

describe how to use non-discretionary controls to isolate logical networks from one another

while still allowing them to overlap. Although traditional non-dimcretionary control

mechanisms are shown to be unsuitable, we specify an alternative set of non-discretionary

mechanisms that each ION participant implements in the entr) uld exit points to its

internal network, i.e.. ION gateways. These mechanisms are designed to control invocation

of computer-based resources instead of, or in addition to, information flow, and do not

enforce strict confinement.

Chapter 6 analyzes the implications of the proposed approach for network interconnection.

To implement these non-discretionary controls an ION gateway must have access to certain

information about the logical characteristics of traffic; e.g.. organization affiliation of source

and destination. Most packet-level gateways do not have access to the information needed to

make ION policy decisions. We describe a visa scheme for augmenting a packet level

protocol in order to accommodate policy controls and compare it to the alternative of

implementing higher-level gateways that actually terminate higher-level protocols. Our

conclusion is that higher-level connections are preferable for many ION applications. We

also conclude that these controlled, higher-level connections should be placed as close as

possible to the administrative boundary being enforced. Finally, message-based gateways

are suggested as being well suited to loose couplings desired for many inter-organization

relationships.

The controls outlined assign categories or rights according to the organization affiliation of

the source and destination. If the source and destination information can be falsified, then

the controls are not effective. Chapter 7 add esses this issue and shows that Needham-

Schroeder type authentication tools satisfy the authentication requirements outlined in the

usage control model The primary ideas presented are that internal authentication

mechanisms need not necessarily be modified to comply with inter-organization

requirements, and that multiple classes of authentication are desirable.

15
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T,' conclude the technical discussion Chapter 8 describes the implementation of usage

controls in an inter-organization network gateway. The most difficult aspect of

implementing ION gateways is the association of communications with logical information.

Aside from this difficulty the major implementation decision is whether to interconnect at

the packet level and employ a visa scheme, or whether to interconnect at higher levels. The

chapter evaluates these implementation issues for some of the examples described in earlier

chapters. These examples provide insights into issues such as the distribution of control

between an organization's internal gateways and its ION gateway, and the tension between

supporting an open default for person-to-person electronic mail and a closed default for

person-to-server invocation, when servers can be invoked via electronic mail messages.

Having discussed the design of IONs to fit organization boundaries we return to our

discussion of how the technical characteristics of this medium affect the relationships and

communication patterns among ION participants. Chapter 3 described our model in

general terms. However, the implications of ION use are contingent on environmental

factors and it is most useful to discuss IONs within the context of particular domains.

Chapter 10 demonstrates the applicability of the general model to the study of ION use in

distribution channels such as hospital supplies, airline reservations, etc.

The final chapters investigate more deeply the role of IONs among research and

development laboratories. Chapter 11 characterizes R&D laboratories very generally and

describes communication patterns and resource flows. We use the characterization of this

domain and the general model described in Chapter 3 as the basis for our empirical study,

described in Chapter 12. Based on almost 200 responses to an online questionnaire

distributed to 25 commercial and university laboratories, we find strong evidence of

increased intensity, scope, penetration, numbers of interchange partners, and cross-

boundary activities. In addition, we find some evidence of segmentation. However, no

increase in restrictions on communication or cross-boundary activities are evidenced; a

finding that we attribute in part to the prevalence of reported person-to-person electronic

mail, and absence of reported resource sharing. This chapter describes how the predictions

were tested-the method and questionnaire used to collect data, the results of the data

collection, and the implications of our findings.
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Chapter Two

Inter-Organization Communication

and Interchange

The First portion of the thesis describes the context and implications of [ON use. This

chapter sets the stage by characterizing inter-organization relations, and the traditional

media used to support inter-organization communication. The next chapter presents our

model of how the use of IONs affect inter-organization communication and interchange.

2.1 Organization Boundaries

0 This study of inter-organization networks focuses on communication and interchange

between distinct organizations. In this study we consider two organizations distinct when

they do not share a common authority with respect to primary budgetary or policy matters.

Therefore, this discussion draws an organization's boundaries around its employees and

resources. Furthermore, we assume that behaviors, not people, are organized and draw the

boundary with respect to the roles that employees take on, not the individual people

involved. [48] Our definition is loose because organizations are not neatly bundled, and

consequently defining the term "organization" is largely a matter of analytic convenience.

Examples of inter-organization relationships that fit this definition are customers/suppliers,

man ufactu rers/subcontractors, joint venture participants, joint research collaborators, and

companies that coordinate in order to serve common clients such as airlines, banks, insurors,

and railways.

Organizations engage in many activities that blur this definition of organization boundaries.

Vendors assign employees to work on the premises of major customers. Consortia and trade

associations act as vehicles for sharing information and resources, and sometimes serve as

* super-organizations by creating common goals and policies under which members operate.

Overlapping boards of directors and employee migration are less direct ways in which
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boundaries between otherwise distinct organiiations arc often blurred. At the same time.
within single organizations (as dclined ibove) there are often divisions and groups that

relate to one another as if they were distinct organizations. For example, geographically-

distant sites of a single company, distinct functional units such as research and

manufacturing, or separate product-line divisions, often have independent budgets and

significant local autonomy, even though they report to a common authority.

2.2 Inter-Organization Relations

Given this loose definition of organizations and organization boundaries, inter-organization

relations can be characterized according to many parameters such as their function, power

balances, etc. This thesis focuses on the economics of communication between organizations

and the nature of inter-organization activities supported. Moreover, it focuses on formal

task-oriented communication and interchange among organizations, as opposed to informal,

interpersonal communication among employees of the distinct organizations. This

distinction between formal and informal is problematic in that both are important and

interdependent; however it is a tractable place to begin our explorations and analysis.

Examples of the formal communication and interchange addressed include:

, Exchange of purchase orders and invoices between customers and suppliers, as
well as exchange of auxiliary product information and services.

* Exchange and sharing of design information and resources, and administrative
coordination, between manufacturers and subcontractors or vendors.

* Exchange and sharing of design and development information and resources,
and administrative coordination, between participants in a joint venture.

* Exchange and sharing of research information and resources, coordination of
paper authorship, and administrative coordination, between researchers in a
common discipline.

The transaction cost approach to the study of industrial activities, as developed by O.E.

Williamson and others, [78, 79, 801 is particularly relevant given this focus. Building on

work by Coase [14], and the assumption that economizing on transactions is the primary
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criterion for commercial organization. Williamson asserts that firms try to minimize

production and transaction costs combined. He explains organizations' behavior with

respect to other organizations in terms of transaction-cost efficiency and attributes the

institutional arrangements effected between organizations to the type of transaction

supported. He refers to these institutional arrangements as governance siruclures. One of

Williamson's theses is that efficient governance structures vary systematically with the

organizations' investments in durable, transaction-specific assets1

Williamson defines three critical dimensions of transactions: uncertainty of future exchange

conditions, frequency of exchange (i.e., one-time, occasional, and recurrent), and specificity

of investment in the exchange (i.e., non-specific, mixed, and idiosyncratic). He maps these

conditions into three types of governance structures, market, trilateral, and transaction

specific. Each of the three types corresponds to one of the three traditional types of

contracting; market, trilateral, and transaction-specific [38]. Figure 2-1 illustrates the

mapping between governance structures and transactions and gives an example of each.

For each of the cells in the cross-classification table Williamson identifies the governance

structure that is most efficient for that type of transaction. Both recurrent and occasional,

non-specific transactions are associated with the classical governance structure, market.

Occasional transactions of both the mixed and idiosyncratic type are associated with a

trilateral structure in which a third party is engaged. Finally, recurring transactions of both

the mixed and idiosyncratic type justify transaction-specific structures. Two types of

transaction-specific structures are discussed. Bilateral structures are associated with mixed

transactions, whereas unified (internal to an organization) structures are associated with

highly idiosyncratic transactions. For example, for recurring, idiosyncratic transactions,

market competition may be feasible at the contract-award stage. However, the subsequent

relationship between buyer and seller transforms into a bilateral monopoly in which

adaptation requires negotiation via an alternative governance structure.
br

1Transaction specific implies that the investment is not transferable to transactions with other
organizations. 1801
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Investment

Non-Specific Mixed Idiosyncratic

Classical Market Trilateral

Occasional (purchase an office (purchase a (construct a

copier) customized plant)

Frequency milling machine)

Classical Market Bilateral Unified

Recurrent (purchase paper (purchase (rail-transfer

for the copier) specially alloyed of coal

steel plate) from a mine)

Figure 2-1 :Williamson's Determinants of Governance
Structure [791.

Two additional areas of organization studies are of potential utility in characterizing iater-

organization relationships: social networks and inter-organization relations. Social network

research is used for identifying and then analyzing the communication patterns among a

large group of communicating entities [72]. It is most useful for analyzing communications

among organizations that do not have an explicit collective structure. In an ION the

communications network is explicit at the formal, inter-organization level. In other words,

the ION participants are mutually-aware and have distinct patterns of communications.

Therefore, this stage of our research does not employ social network analysis.2

Social network analysis should be well suited to future investigations of the less formal aspects of inter-

organization communications; for example, a comparative study of ION and traditionally-mediated personal
network.
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A large body of research in the area of inter-organization relations is also relevant to the

research described in this thesis. For example, Marrett 139] suggested four dimensions of

interorganization relations: formalization, intensity, reciprocity, and standardization.

Formalization is measured by the extcnt to which exchange is given official recognition and

the extent to which an intermediary coordinates the relationship. Intensity is measured by

the size of the resource investment and the frequency of interaction. Reciprocity is

measured by the extent to which elements are mutually exchanged and the extent to which

the terms of interaction are mutually reached. And standardization is measured by the

fixedness of units of exchange and the fixedness of procedures for exchange.

Over the past ten years, both Williamson's and Marrett's models have proven useful in

empirical studies; for example see [74. 77]. The model of inter-organization networks

described in the following chapter is structured along the lines of the transaction cost

framework, but borrows from Marrett's characterization of inter-organization relations as

well.

2.3 Traditional Communication Media

Any new technology should be analyzed in the context of the technologies that it augments

and/or replaces. So, Inter-Organization Networks should be studied in the context of the

traditional media that they augment, and in some cases, replace. Similarly, the adoption of

this medium can be compared to the history of other new media which are now considered

traditional--in particular telegraph and telephone.

The technology underlying the telegraph was first introduced in the late eighteenth century

but was not used widely until the middle of the nineteenth century. For the first time

information was transferred over distances far beyond that which could be achieved by

human carriers. However, although Morse had developed a code of dots and dashes to

represent the alphabet efficiently, the cost of transmitting one message at a time over many

miles of telegraph line was still very high. Consequently, messages were written in cryptic

language. J. Yates describes how the ability to communicate without delay over long
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distinccs allowed orgwuitations to begin coordinating distribution and sales functions across

geographic regions.3  However, she also suggests that the motivation to use highly

encoded-non-sLindard-language over this expensive communication medium meant that

the cost of internal communications was reduced more than the cost of external

communication-highly specialized telegraphic codes could be established within a single

organization far more easily than across many distinct organiiations. Based on this

economic argument, Yates proposes that the tclcgraph encouraged manufacturers to

forward integrate into distribution and sales instead of engaging independent distributors.

Similarly, she suggests that the economics of the telegraph made it most appropriate for

short routine messages and therefore favored the routine informal communication found

within organizations over the more formal and protective, legalese used between distinct

organizations. When the telephone entered the scene in the later nineteenth century it

dampened telegraph developments. One of the main reasons for telegraph's decline was the

very clumsy iypewriter technology of that day for printing out telegraph messages. [52]

The telegraph and later TWX and Telex were always envisioned primarily as business

communication media. Similarly, the telephone was perceived initially as a business tool

more than an personal communication medium. For example, in 1879, 294 out of 300

telephones listed in the Pittsburgh directory were located in businesses; and all of the

remaining 6 were used for conducting business from the home. [3] Even with the limitations

of early technology, in particular the distance limitations (approximately 20 mile radius), the

telephone allowed significant changes in the coordination of business activities because it

was far less labor intensive than the telegraph and allowed true interaction between

communicators. Examples of changes made possible by the telephone include: construction

of skyscrapers-the telephone was used to coordinate construction at upper levels from the

ground; messages and room service within hotels-previously messengers had to be

available continually on every floor; coordination of railroad operations and coping with

emergencies; and coordination between administration and manufacturing within the

factory plant. [511

3From a presentation at the M.I.T. Communications Forum. Fall 1984, entitled "Structural Effects of
Communication Technologies on Firms: Lessons from the Past"
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Eventually. the economics and utility of the telephone and the recognized network

effect-in which the value of the service to all participants was greatly increased for each

additional subscriber on the network-lead to increased residential development. Between

the mid-1920's and mid-1970's the number of telephone calls per person per year grew from

200 to close to 1000, whereas the number of first class and air mail letters per person per

year grew only from approximately 150 to 250. [51] Like telegraph, telephone charges were

proportional to the amount of time spent on a connection. However, unlike telegraph, the

source and destination of the communication were both human and both available at the

time of the communication. Although this introduced the inconvenience of simultaneous

presence, for many circumstances, the ability to respond immediately and even interrupt,

could reduce significantly the amount of time used per completed interaction.

Computer-based communication is the medium of interest in this research. In some ways

this medium represents a move back to the asynchronous mode of telegraph

communications in which both parties were not, or did not have to be, present

simultaneously. However, now, over 100 years later, other aspects of the technology

combine to make this mode of communication more exploitable- in particular the quality of

terminal equipment, the user interface, and the ability to automate the labor-intensive

aspects. In addition to person-to-person communication via electronic mail, IONs can

support online transaction processing and sharing of computer-based resources. We ask how

this new medium affects the economics of inter-organization communication and

interchange.

In recent years several studies have been conducted of electronic mail use within

organizations.4 Many aspects of this work are relevant to this study, in particular with

respect to person-to-person electronic mail communications between employees of distinct

organizations. For example, Rice and Case 155] describe the applications for which

managerial and computer personnel perceive electronic mail to be appropriate; these

perceptions have clear implications for inter-organization communication as well. At the top

4 A summary of this research can be found in [561.
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of the list for both groups (over 84%) were exchanging information. asking questions.

exchanging opinions. and staying in touch. At the bottom of the list for both groups were

cxchanging confidential information, resolving disagreements. arnd bargaining (below 40%).

'n general the computer personnel found electronic ma il more appropriate fora wider rage

of the tasks. This fact supports the notion that this new medium will be used as one of a

rmultiplicity of media, and will not, or at least optimally should no.. replace use of other

media altogether; each medium appears to have its best set of uses. Kiesler and associates

have found evidence for behz'vioral differences in the use of the different media; for

example, that users of electronic mail express more extreme opinions about things and often

relate more intimate information and questions than is typical of face-to-face, telephone, or

written communications.

Several studies have characterized communication patterns over different media. For

example. J.B. Goddard's comparative field data on telephone and face-to-face contact

showed the following differences between the two channels: 87% of telephone calls were

less than 10 minutes in duration, as compared with 19% of the face-to-face contacts: 83% of

the telephone contacts were not arranged, as compared with 17% of the face-to-face

meetings: 84% of the telephone calls covered only one specific subject, as compared with

only 57% of the face-to-face meetings-, and giving or receiving information or giving orders

was the main purpose of contact for 50% of the telephone calls, compared with 23% of the

face-to-face contact. [26] The characteristics of computer-mediated communications suggest

that the breakdowns of usage will resemble those of telephone more closely than those of

face-to-face meetings with respect to these parameters.

Picot et. al. measured the weight given to different evaluation criteria by users of various

communication media, with the following findings. On a scale from very important (1.0), to

less important (2.0), to unimportant (3.0), users ranked criteria in the following descending

order: unambiguous understanding of context (1.1); speediness (1.2), certainty of exact

wording, certainty of information reaching wanted receiver (1.3); availability of channel,

capability of quick response, capability of quick feed-back, transmission of difficult oontent,

short composition time (1.4); easy processing by receiver, short transmission time, resolving
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;

disagreement, capability of documentation (1.5); identification of sender, transmission costs

(1.6); comfort, circular letters, transmission of small information volume (1.7); transmission

of large information volume, protection from faking (1.8); confidentiality (1.9). [49] As the

next chapter describes, computer-based communications media offer significant

improvements in several of these criteria-speediness, availability of channel, capability of

quick response and feed-back, short composition time, short transmission time, capability of

documentation, transmission costs, comfort, circular letters, and transmission of small and

large information volume. Note that these comparisons apply to person-to-person

communications, not to resource-sharing or even formal business transactions.

Our discussion of IONs assumes that this new medium will be used in conjunction with

traditional media. In addition, the discussion addresses a range of communication types,

including person-to-person electronic mail, online transactions, and online access to

computer-based resources. Unlike traditional communication media which support person-

to-person communication only, IONs also support remote resource sharing. This latter

function can be compared more directly to resource sharing arrangements such as joint

ownership, equipment loans, off-site emnloyees, etc. than it can be compared to traditional

media per se.

The following chapter describes how IONs differ from traditional media for both

communication and interchange. The model assumes interconnection across distinct

organizations. It does not directly address the equally interesting question of

communication and interchange across geographic boundaries but within a single

organization. We begin with the technical characteristics of IONs and how these

characteristics change the economics of inter-organization communication and interchange.

Based on these technical and economic characteristics, we describe the behavioral changes

that organizations are likely to make in their communication patterns and cross-boundary

activites.
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Chaipter Th~lree

Effects of ION use on Communication
and Cross-Boundary Activities: A General Model

The thesis of this research is that IONs change the economics of inter-organization

communication and interchange. We have developed a model that describes:

The technical characteristics that underlie these changes in economics-speed.
capabilities, cost, universality.

*Resulting opportunities for enhanced inter-organization cornmun ication-more
intense communications of greater scope.

* Resulting opportunities for enhanced cross-boundary activities-more cross-
boundary activities and with a larger number of outside organizations.

* Accompanying risks-more penetrating and segmented interchange, restricted
sets of interchange partners, and more explicit administrative and technical
controls on cross-boundary flows.

I his model explains and supports design, deployment, management, and regulation of

IONs. Examples from several domains are used to illustrate the model, including buyer-

supplier relationships and peer relationships among research and development (R&D)

laboratories. An empirical study of R&D laboratories is described in chapters 11 and 12.

Section 3.1 summarizes the model and addresses the issue of causality. Sections 3.2 through

3.4 describe our model of the technical and behavioral changes associated with ION use.

Section 3.5 summarizes the model's predictive statements.

3.1 Overview of the Model

Like traditional inter-organization media such as telephone, paper, and face-to-face

meetings, an ION is a medium for communication and interchange among organization&.

However, because of its technical characteristics, an ION changes the economics of inter-
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organization communication and interchange. In particular. this new medium allows

organizations to adopt new patterns ofcommunication, such as greater frequency and scope,

which reduce costs and enhance products or services. These new communication

characteristics in turn allow organizations to expand their cross-boundary activities. At the

same time. problematic effects of ION deployment can hamper communications and cross-

boundary activities in ways not necessarily intended or foreseen by participants.

This model describes the opportunities for enhanced communication and interchange.

increased cross-boundary activities, and restrictive side-effects, and the industry and

organization factors that motivate ION participants to act upon the various opportunities

presented. Our presentation of this three-stage model is summarized in figure 3-1..

Communication Communication Cross-Boundary

Medium Characteristics Activities

(Section 2.2) (Section 2.3) (Section 2.4)

• Faster Speed
Oppor- Lower incremental * Greater Intensity * More lnterchane

tunities cost
Ge Cat* Greater Scope * More Interchange*"Greater Capabilities ,

Partners
* More Automatic
I-*I I . "

Risks internal Facilities Greater Penetration * More Restrictions

L less Univers G Closed Set of

- - -Greatr~egmntatin irterciiange Paruners

Figure 3-1:Effects of IONs on communication and interchange:
overview and order of presentation.

m5
5The unit of analysis of this model is a focal organization and one or more interchange partnem Accordingly,

the characteristics of the communication medium, of the communications themselve, and of the cross-boundary
activities are treated from the perspective of each ION participanL
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The elements listed in the boxes are dimensions of change supported by ION use. The

changes listed in the solid boxes arc the opportunities that orgamizations can exploit using

ION technology. Typically, these changes serve some organizational objectives such as

reducing costs or increasing efTectiveness. The risks (dashed boxes) are changes that may

accompany the advantageous changes but which organizations may not have intended or

even anticipated. However, in some cases, one or more of the ION participants may try to

exploit these technical characteristics to its advantage. These disadvantageous changes are

potentially more short-term in nature than the advantageous changes listed. Nevertheless.

even short-term changes can have significant organizational and inter-organizational

impacts.

Overall, our predictions of both advantageous and disadvantageous change are strongest

with respect to IONs that support person-to-machine and machine-to-machine, in addition

to person-to-person, communication, as compared with those that support person-to-person

communication only. However, the model applies to ccmputer-mediated person-to-person

communication as well.

3.1.1 Causality

The model describes changes at three levels-communication medium, communication

patterns, and cross-boundary policies. The lowest level, communication medium, describes

the differences between ION technology and traditional communication technology.

Althcugh changes at this level support changes as higher levels, this does not imply

causality. The desire for higher level changes in the communications themselves are the

motivation for investing in and implementing a medium with different properties. The

second level, communication patterns, describes behavioral changes of ION participants.

Whereas the characteristics of the communication medium indicate which communication

types the medium can support, this level describes the actual communication

patterns-behavioral changes-that the ION does support. Finally, the highest level, cross-

boundary policies, refers to the way in which activities carried out between organizations are

managed. Once again, changes at this level may be enabled by lower-level changes, but the
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desired changes in cross-boundary policies are what influence demand for changes in

communications and the communication medium.

Figure 3-2 illustrates this duality. Studies of change associated with other technologies, such

as the telephone, have also called for "a logic more complex than simple causality-a logic

that allows for purposive behavior as an element in the analysis." [51] The causality is

neither that of Karl Marx in which the outcome is completely determined by the

configurations of the technology and economics, nor is it simply that of Max Weber in

which the outcome is determined by intervention of human will and values. The causality

represented throughout this study, is bidirectional--changes in technical parameters alter

the economics of communication and interchange (behavioral dimensions) and thereby

support new forms of efficient behaviors, while desires for behavioral changes motivate the

adoption and design of new media. The organization of this thesis reflects this perspective.

We begin by discussing behavioral changes that IONs can support. We then analyze the

technical designs that these behavioral changes motivate. And finally, we return to

investigate the behavioral changes experienced in a particular setting.6

3.2 Communication Medium

When an organization adopts [ON media, the new technology and procedures typically

coexist along side the old. In fact, the new technology can be used in precisely the same

manner as the old. However, IONs differ from traditional communication media

(telephone, paper, face-to-face meetings) and offer significantly enhanced speed,

capabilities, and cost-performance. The magnitude of the changes depends upon the design

and investment by one or more of the ION participants.

• Four technical characteristics of IONs differ most significantly from traditional media:

speed, incremental cost, capabilities, and automatic response. These are the features of the

new technology that motivate adoption and are the primary design parameters. In general,

6This view is similar to what J. Slack refers to as structural causality. [651 pg. 81.
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Newl Comm~unication

Medium
Motivates

supports /

Knltunced Communication .

SupportsMotivates

II

Expanded Cross-Boundary /
Activities

Figure 3-2:Causality as represented in the model.

IONs exhibit the following characteristics, as compared with traditional media.7

3.2.1 Speed

All ION application types-electronic mail, file transfer, data base query, and remote

login-exhibit faster speed overall than traditional media; where speed includes the time to

prepare, transmit, and process a message. It is easier to compare electronic mail to

tiaditional media than it is to compare other ION applications because like traditional

media, electronic mail supports person-to-person communication. Other ION applications

that support person-to-machine or machine-to-machine communication are not directly

comparable to traditional media: see section 3.2.3. Consequently much of the discussion

below addresses person-to-person communication only.

Iqualify this statement because the characteisUcs of an ION depend upon how it is designed. Therefore, an
ION may conceivably support lesser characteristics instead of improved characteristics: for example, if users do
not respond to electronic mail as readily as to a telephone call, turn around will be lengthened, not shortened.
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Communicating a mcssagc between two or more persons involves preparing the

communication for transmission, and thcn transmitting the desired information. The

preparation time for a face-to-face mecting is the time ncedcd to arrange the meeting. The

transmission time is the duration of the mecting. In the case of telephone, the preparation

time is the timne it takes the originator to establish contact with the recipient(s) (including the

highly-variable delays due to telephone tag). The transmission time is simply the duration of

the telephone call once the parties have made contact. In the case of written communication

(miemos, letters) the preparation time is the time to compose and create the document and

the transmission time is the time to transfer the physical paper from the sender to recipient.

The originator of the message may prepare the document directly or may employ secretarial

assistance. Written communications between organizations typically travels via US postal

mail. express mail services, or facsimile type services. Finally, the preparation time for telex

is that needed for composition and creation of the telex message (both by the originator and

administrative support personnel), and the transmission time is that needed to transfer the

message from the originator to the recipient via intermediaries such as telex operators (i.e.,

transmission time is not just the time to transfer the telex signals between telex machines).

Electronic mail messages are comparable to telex and paper mail in that preparation time is

the time to compose and create the message, and the transmission time is the time to send a

message from the originator to the recipient. The preparation time for electronic mail often

is less than for telex and paper mail because originators typically have direct access to the

electronic mail preparation system and need not employee administrative assistance if they

do not want to. In addition, the computer-based editing tools often available facilitate the

message creation process.8 Although it is not a technical characteristic per se, the style of

communication used via electronic mail is less formal than written memos, and less cryptic

than telex (the latter because the incremental cost per word for electronic mail is not as high

as for telex). Informality can reduce message composition and creation time because less

care is needed to both content and form. Paper, telex, and electronic mail communicationis

8T1he difference between telex and electronic mail is mostly an artifact of the end-users having direct access to
and better message-preparation tools on electronic mail terminals, than telex terminals.
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are superior to telephone and f,-ce to facc in (ernis of preparation time because of the

highly-variable amount of time that it can take to set up telephooc or race-to-face conltact.

On the other hand, psychologists have found that information is transferred among people

at a faster rate via voice communication than via written communication only. However,

this phenomenon is less relevant to exchange of formal or highly codified infornmation. For

most systems, the transmission time for electronic mail is somewhat faster (varies between

instantaneous and one day) than for telex, and significantly faster than for paper mail. In

summary, electronic mail messages (e.g., purchase orders, administrative, providing

information, etc.) reach their destination faster, and therefore the minimum turn-around

time between sending a message and receiving a response is shortened. However, to the

extent human participation is required in the reply, turn around time is not deterministic

because there is no guarantee that the electronic mail recipient will read the electronic mail

message any more promptly than she or he would a telex or paper mail message.9

ION applications other than electronic mail support interactive access to computer-based

resources. The speed of this access varies with the equipment used but in all cases is within

the bounds of being considered interactive. This sharing of resources is difficult to compare

to traditional media. The closest companison is to physical exchange of data, programs, or

equipment, or to human travel to another organization's facility for local use of resources.

3.2.2 Cost

T7he cost of a communication medium consists of fixed and incremental costs. The primary

role of fixed cost is in the organization's decision to employ the medium: iLe, fixed cost

determines what amount of communications is needed to justify' the investment.

Incremental cost influences the overall economic benefit of the medium, and is the primary

factor in an organization's choice of communication patterns once the medium is employed.

The incremental cost of computer-based communication and resource-sharing typically is

9Some reports on electronic mail usage do claim that users read their madl and respond more promptly than
they, or others. do to paper madl or telephone messages. However, much, if not all, of this could be attributed to
the newness of the medium.
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lower than comparable functions via traditional media. Once again it is worthwhile to

discuss preparation and transmission costs separately. Preparation cost includes the human

effort and time required to construct and assure delivery of a message; e.g., making

telephone contact, writing a memo, arranging a meeting, or preparing an electronic invoice.

As with the previous discussion of speed, only electronic mail is directly comparable to

traditional media. Some components of preparation costs are proportional to the speed of

preparation described above-in particular the labor cost of the originator is proportional to

his or her message preparation time. Additional preparation costs are secretarial support

employed and materials used in preparation-i.e., paper products, typewriter use, or

electronic mail system use. Unfortunately, very little data is available on the incremental

end-user and system costs of preparing electronic mail; in fact, little data is available on

such costs for traditional media either. Moreover, the small amount of data that is available

is of limited general use because so much of the measured costs are artifacts of the particular

systems employed. [17, 47] Somewhat more information is available on transmission costs.

In the remainder of this section we summarize some available data on preparation and

transmission costs.

In 1982 Crawford summarized a study of the costs associated with electronic mail use at

Digital Equipment Corporation. He compared the costs of two different internal electronic

mail systems with telephone and inter-office memo preparation and transmission costs.

Preparation costs for electronic mail were significantly lower than telephone or paper memo

if the originator of the electronic message entered the text directly, without administrative

assistance. Moreover, when additional copies of a message were required, the preparation

costs for telephone increased linearly whereas electronic mail costs increased negligibly.10

Including both preparation and transmission costs, electronic mail compared very favorably

with inter-office memos but was not as low as telephone in some cases due to the fact that

terminal and communication system costs were included for electronic mail. In addition,

the significance of telephone transmission costs would increase significantly for inter-site

and inter-organization communication. His findings are summarized in figure 3-3.

101is assumes no conference call facflitiea
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Intcrofficc Phone FIcc Mail 1lcc Mail
Memo Call Orig:Mgr Orig:lnrm.

-I.
Originator $2.88 $1.80 $2.16 $2.88

Preparation (!abor)

Costs
Sccy/Operator

(Labor) $3.42 $1.08

Non-productive $0.25 $1.23

Matcrials/Mail $0.61
Transmission Communication $0.82 $0.27 $0.27

Costs
Systcm $0.83 $0.83

Peripheral:

Equipment $0.44 $0.46 $0.14 $0.14

Communication $0.83 $0.83

Total Unit Cost $7.60 $4.31 $4.70 $6.70

Figure 3-3:Comparison of message preparation and transmission costs for
telephone, paper memo, and electronic mail; from [17].

Panko also studied the costs of message preparation and transmission. [47] He estimates

approximately $9 (1977 dollars) for the cost of preparing a standard business letter;

including author preparation and review, and secretarial time. His study of two 1977

electronic mail systems found the total cost of communication-including preparation time,

terminal, computer system support, and transmission-to be $18/10 messages for the

experimental Planet system and $70/10 messages on the experimental Hermes system. The

costs were projected to be only $5 and $18, respectively, for a 1977 state-of-the-art system,

$3 and $8 for a 1981 system, and $1 and $2 for a 1985 system. Unfortunately, it is difficult
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to judge the relevance of these numbers to state-of-the art systems. In addition, preparation

time for opcn-form business correspondcnce (the subject of Panko's and Crawford's studies)

might be significantly higher than for fixed-form correspondence which characterizes a

large part of inter-firm communication.

A 1980 study by ADL for the grocery industry estimated the following costs for a system to

support one kind of fixed-form correspondence, electronic purchase order and invoice

exchange. [11 In one configuration. A communicates with B via B's service bureau. The costs

to A for this arrangement include: per message and monthly service bureau fee, monthly

phone line charges, monthly 2400 baud modem lease, and local call charges for transmitting

batches of messages. This works out to a $175 fixed monthly cost plus $0.45 per message

incremental cost to A. The ADL study compared these costs to traditional incremental costs:

$0.35 for stuffing envelope, $0.35 for transcribing and keying in paper invoice or purchase

order, and $0.15 for postage, totaling $0.85 per message incremental cost.11

Somewhat more data is available on the incremental transmission costs of electronic mail

and traditional media, than for preparation costs. In general, the incremental cost of

transmitting an electronic mail message is less than some media such as telex and,
depending on message characteristics, telephone. However. the cost may be greater than for

paper-based media. On the other hand, if we compare the incremental cost of transmitting
a message at a given speed, or for processing messages automatically instead of manually,

computer-based communications is lower cost for most message types. [17, 43, 47] Figure

3.2.2 is a summary of rates charged by public communication services-both traditional

voice and paper-based media and electronic mail. However, the costs of private

communication facilities used by most large organizations and even groups of organizations

(e.g., AIRINC jointly owned by Airlines, Insurance Value Added Network (IVAN) jointly

owned by insurance companies, etc.) are not represented. In his 1981 paper, Panko cites the

Illn an alternative configuration for heavier users. A connects its computer directly to B's via Telenet. The
costs to B fbr such a configuration include: $1300 per month for a host connection to Telenet or $85.00 per
month for a terminal connection, $0.004 per 1,000 character message, and $0.05 for telephone charges to reach
Telenet (1980 dollars).
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Figure 3-4:Transmission costs for different media. Data taken from 143.
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hardware and telecommunications cost of Hcwlett-Packard's internal electronic mail system

at $1.06 million. Averaged across the 23 million messages sent in 1977, the average cost per

message was $0.05. In general, it is difficult to obtain data on private network costs.

Informal reports from other organizations with large, privately-operated, electronic mail

networks confirm that their average transmission costs are significantly lower than those

offered by commercial services, $0.10 (domestic) and $0.20 (international) per message are

commonly-used estimates for large, high-volume, private networks. 12

The incremental costs of ION applications other than electronic mail include transmission

and processing. Transmission costs are the charges for telephone or packet-switched

network usage. Telephone rates vary with distance and speed while packet-network rates

include a fixed and volume-sensitive component. As with electronic mail. the incremental

cost via privately operated facilities are rarely measured or publicly available but are

considerably lower for high-volume networks. Processing costs include the overhead of the

endpoint machines which similarly are rarely measured.

In general, the fixed equipment costs of electronic mail are higher than for traditional inter-

organization communication media because the investment in telephone systems, mail

rooms, and telex terminals were made long ago and were divided across the entire

organization. The fixed cost of ION facilities varies widely according to capabilities, the

existing equipment and expertise of the participant, the way in which the network is paid

for, etc. The minimum fixed cost includes the hardware and software system used to

connect the internal service to the ION, the communication equipment used to interface to

12Ulrich. Personal communicaton.
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the ION, and any fixed communication or access charges.

3.2.3 Capabilities

IONs support a wider range of capabilities for inter-organization communication and

resource sharing than do traditional media. In particular, message-based IONs support

remote, direct, and interactive communication and access to computational resources,

databases, and information services.

There are four basic types of ION applications:

• Person-to-person electronic mail.

* File transfer.

* Database transactions.

* Remote login.

As described above, electronic mail does not represent qualitatively new capabilities as

compared with traditional media; although, it is a faster, lower incremental cost, and often

more convenient means of sending messages between people. The other three types of

application support capabilities that are less comparable to traditional inter-organization

communication media. Unlike speed and costs, capabilities do not lend themselves to

quantitative metrics. In lieu of an appropriate metric, examples of each of the general

appl'cation types will illustrate how these capabilities differ from traditional media.

One example of a file-transfer based application is software distribution. Computer system

13The rate structure for CSNET illustrates the tradeoffs between fixed and incremental cost (see Chapter 11
for a description of CSNET-a network connecting computer science research and development laboratories).
In addition to an annual membership fee, charges depend upon whether a laboratory uses telephone facilities or
X25-based packet network facilities. The fixed equipment cost for Phonenet access is approximately $1500.
Using this equipment over local telephone, the estimated yearly incremental expense for electronic mail is $125
for light users (10 messages/day. 24 lines each). $250 for moderate users (38 messages/day. 36 lines each), and
$625 for heavy users (75 messages/day, 50 lines each). In contrast, the fixed equipment cost for X25nei access is
approximately S15.000 while the estimated yearly incremental expense is only $75 for moderate users and $250
for heavy users. Furthermore, X25net access supports file transfer and remote login in addition to electronic
mail.
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cndors regularly release new versions of their operating system and various applications.

Customers can be provided timely updates via an online file transfer system. Such a system

can operate in a variety of ways. For example. when a new release is available, a computer

on the vendor's premises could automatically dial and transfer the updates to designated

machines at each of its customer sites. Alternatively, the customer's machine could dial up

the vendor and request a ile transfer of new software releases. This use of file transfer is
most directly. comparable to shipping a magnetic tape with the new release. File transfer

applications might also augment or replace more traditional means of exchanging printed

documents.

The airline reservation systems are a good example of a database transaction application.

Travel agents communicate with the airlines' computer-based databases directly in order to

obtain nlight information and to make reservations, Similarly, the three major airline
reservation systems communicate with one another to coordinate flights, and allow viewing

of other airlines reservation data. The comparable capabilities using traditional media are
telephone or paper communications with travel agents and the airlines directly. However,

traditional media do not allow a travel agent, or a client, to consider as much information,

from as many sources, in trav el decisions, because of the variability of the information over

time (e.g., seat availability) and the time needed to acquire it via traditional media. There

are many other examples of customer-supplier, inventory-related applications for IONs (see

Chapter 10).

Remote login provides the user with access to the full range of computational resources of

the machine to which she or he is logged into-, within the confines of access control

mechanisms. Because of the generality of remote login, it may be used to support database

access, electronic mail, or even file transfer, Furthermore, remote login can be used to access
other types of applications such as a VLSI design simulation system, for example. Such

general-purpose, remote access to computer-based resources is the least comparable to

traditional media, The closest equivalent is sending a person to the site of the remote

organization, or borrowing physical equipment
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Although person-to-pcrson electronic mail does not introduce new capabilities, message

systems can be used to invoke computer-based applications, peripherals. and various kinds

of servers. One example is a long-standing application of the Arpanet. Researchers use

electronic mail to send VL.SI chip designs and commands to MOSIS, a facility that prepares

Lhip layouts. Less sophisticated applications can be found in more general-purpose

computing environments: for example, message-invocable name servers, file servers.

program-tool libraries, and of course, mail forwarders.

In summary, IONs allow users in one organization to access information, manipulate data.

and invoke computational resources, in a remote organization: capabilities which are not

comparable to those of traditional person-to-person communication media.

3.2.4 Automatic Response

Access to a remote computer resource implies that the remote computer responds to

requests or commands from outsiders automatically, without the participation of any human

employee of the organization that owns the computer. Much of the efficiency of ION-based

interchange arises because a human in each organization needs not be available at the same "

time to facilitate transfer of information or resources. Although this quality is clearly less

applicable to person-to-person communications, even electronic mail that is read by a

human in the destination organization, may support more direct, asynchronous

access. [34, 23]

Traditional media support person-to-person communication. In all cases, an employee of

one organization interprets and responds to communications from persons outside the

organization. The response may be to pass the communication on to another employee in

standard bureaucratic fashion, or it might be to routinely respond, perhaps by shipping out

a requested item or initiating some other transaction such as a reservation or inter-bank

transfer. However routine the response, employees typically are charged with some

discretion over and responsibility for their actions. Using an ION tha, ..:, ports person-to-

machine communication, the host, application, or peripheral in the remote organization

may take action without involving a single employee of that organization; whether the
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action is generating an instruction to the shipping department to send 500 of part number

362f to a customer's address. for example-, or updating thc design file for a family of

components, one of which is being designed by an outside party. In summary. the degree of

change represented by the automatic nature of IONs depends on two factors: the extent of

automatic processing done by ION-connected machines before an employee of the firm is

involved, and the degree to which employee response to requests via traditional media are

so routine as to be almost devoid of discretionary input. The types of automated and

administrative controls that an organization might place on such automiatic processing are

discussed at length in subsequent chapters.

In addition to these direct changes in the communication medium, problematic increases in

the internal value of accessible information and decreases in the universality of the

communication medium often accompany ION use.

3.2.5 Access to Internal Facilities

Traditional inter-organization communication media connect persons outside the

organization with persons inside. Often the internal employee has the assigned role of

boundary -spanner, i.e., mediating access to internal information, resources. and people (e.g.,

customer representative, purchasing agent, etc.). Much of the value of computer-based

information systems and networks within and between organizations is the ability to

efficiently integrate related functions and streamline information flows. Likewise, one of

the most significant motivations to interconnect is the elimination of intermediate time

delays and labor costs. Consequently, the systems made directly accessible to outsiders via

IONs often (and increasingly) support, or are connected to, related internal applications,

e.g., inventory or engineering design databases. Moreover, these internal systems and

applications often contain internally-valuable information or resources (i.e., proprietary,

critical, limited, or costly) that in the past were accessed by outsiders only with the assistance

of an internal employee.

ION's that support person-to-person electronic mail only do not support unmediated access

to information or resources. However, often persons deeper within the organization (i.e.,
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those who do not have official boundary-spanning roles) have more elastic demand for

conmunications. If so, then the cost reducing characteristics of electronic mail contribute to

deeper penetration by increasing the amount of external communication conducted by

persons deeper within the organization. In other words. ION communication is more likely

to involve persons who are not official boundary-spanners, than is communication via

traditional media. On the other hand, much of this penetration may be attributed to the

newness of the medium and therefore may be only a transient effect.

3.2.6 Universality

Theoretically, an ION facility could be used to interact with an unlimited number of

interchange partners. However. an ION participant may be unable to use its ION facilities

to communicate with more than one organization. Even if the participant can use the

facilities with multiple organizations, it may be difficult for the organization to extend ION

access to interchange partne's outside of the initial set of ION participants without seeking

agreement of all ION participants. The barrier to transferring ION facilities, i.e., the lack of

universality, may be due to use of non-standard communication protocols or application

procedures' the former prohibits using ION software or equipment, the latter prohibits

using personnel training and know-how of ION procedures, e.g., learning effects.

Universality may also be reduced due to the high fixed cost of ION equipment which may

prevent some classes of organizations from participating. Finally, universality may be

reduced intentionally through contract provisions.

I contrast, today telephone, telex, and paper mail are all highly universal media. Although

special procedures and forms exist which are not universal, at least the underlying

communication structure is common. At one time telephone and telex also lacked

uniformity. However, the nature of the incompatibility and the implications were quite

different. For example, in the early days of the telephone, there were many small

independent telephone operators in addition to Bell. Although there were serious problems

regarding interconnection and the ability to contact persons on the other side of town

because of the multiplicity of systems, the barriers were largely administrative. Once the
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organilations agrecd to intcrconncct (or werc merged undcr the expanding Bell Tclephone

Company). connections were made without too much difficulty because the technical

parameters were more similar across systems. Although over time different companies

de.eloped incompatible signalling schemes. all of the systems started with the original Bell

patent and did not diverge significantly. In the case of IONs, a much larger and more

diverse set of equipment and protocols exisL Therefore, interconnection and compatibility

are more serious technical and economic impediments. On the other hand, computers

support ccst- .Tective translation among dissimilar protocols. Therefore, in the long run.

third part'.-s can offer interconnection, or protocol conversion, services if market players

themselves fail to come up with a standard for clients. When this occurs the issue of

universality will diminish. Nevertheless. the transient effects may have harmful long-term

structural effects in terms of which organizations emerge as participants.

Message-based IONs are easier to interconnect than other types of IONs because of the

greater homogeneity among message formats and transfer protocols, and. more importantly,

the ease of protocol conversion (see chapter 8). Similarly. although protocols and formats

for message-based invocation of computer-based resources and servers are less standardized

than electronic mail transport and format, conversion among a small number of message

formats and protocols is less expensive than is conversion among the same number of

connection based (real-time) protocols, and experiences less performance degradation. In

addition, the fixed cost of message based IONs is less than other types of IONs.

Nevertheless, universality may still be lower than for traditional media due to fixed costs,

barriers to adopting a new technology, and contract provisions. In the long run,

development of third parties can increase universality by providing equal access and

reducing the minimum fixed cost of participation.

3.2.7 Electronic Mail

Many IONs support person-to-person electronic mail only. Electronic mail applications do

not introduce the same degree of change from traditional media that other ION service

types do (e.g., file transfer, remote job entry, database query). In particular, the level of
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automatic reaction is far less since messages arc interpreted and responded to by an

employee of the remote organization. Thercforc, the change in human oversight as

compared with traditional media is not sign ificant. However, electronic mail is sufficiently

different from conventional communication media to make the general theory presented

here useful. Three salient technical characteristics distinguish electronic mail from

traditional media. Non-simultaneous presence increases the hit ratio 14 and reduces call

set-up time. Nearly immediate delivery relative to conventional written forms greatly

reduces minimum turn around 'ime. And forwarding, receipt and delete, and distribution

lists are all easier. See [56] for further discussion.

Table 3.2.7 provides a very rough comparison of the different media discussed-face-to-

face, paper mail, telephone, telegraph, electronic mail, and full [ON. Each of the six

characteristics discussed in this section are outlined.

3.2.8 Exogenous Factors

All of these characteristics are subject to design by one or more of the ION participants.

However, flexibility (i.e., cost of design changes) varies over the IONs development cycle,

and is more available to some participants than to others. [4, 12]. Two general situations can

be identified: symmetric control and ownership in which there is equal control among ION

participants, and asymmetric control in which one party owns or otherwise controls design

and modification of the ION. A special case of symmetric control is vwhen a third party is

employed. Depending upon the particular arrangement, third party service may not only

facilitate balanced control over network design among initial ION participants, but may

make it easier for new organizations to join the network at a later date. Shared services via

third parties may aid universality in two ways: joining the network requires negotiation with

only one enti>, the third party, and the minimum cost of ION participation is potentially

lower.

H4-it ratio is the number of successful connections over the number of attempted connections. In this cue a
connection is successful when the destination party is reached.
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Full ION Fmail Telegraph Telephone Mail Facc-Facc

Speed ++ ++ + +

Incr. Cost

Capabilities + + + + +.

Automatic ++ + + +

Internal + +

Universality .+ ++ ++ ++

_j

Figure 3-5:Comparison of different media.

3.3 Communications

Use of a new communication medium does not necessarily imply changes in the

communications themselves. An ION can support the same communication characteristics

as were and are supported via traditional communication medium. Even if incremental costs

and delivery time are reduced, organizations do not necessarily change their behavior, i.e.,

their communication patterns. However, if there is unmet demand, due to industry or

organization factors such as pressure to speed up product turn around, organizations can use

the new technology to support communications of greater intensity and scope, as described

below. At the same time, increased penetration and segmentation often accompany greater

intensity and scope, even if such changes are not intended by all ION participants. These

latter characteristics are strongest when the ION supports person-to-machine and machine-

to-machine, in addition to person-to-person, communication.
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3.3.1 Intensity

Organizations with unmet demand for communications can take advantage of increased

speed, reduced incremental cost, and automatic processing to iniensi/y communications, in

particular more frequent communication with reduced delay. The incremental cost for a

given communication speed is reduced enough to make interactive communication and

resource access across organization boundaries economically viable. Moreover, the

automatic nature of the message processing in the remote location contributes to the overall

increase in speed by eliminating the need for simultaneous prcsence and participation of a

human being in the remote location.15 As a result of the reduced delay between requests

and responses, IONs can support more frequent communication in conjunction with finer

grained coordination and interchange.

The ION participants may increase the intensity of communications in order to reduce costs

or enhance products and services. For example, shorter turn around and overhead per-

transaction allow customers of an electronic firm to order components more frequently but

in smaller quantities and thereby reduce inventofie!. 16 The electronics supplier can use an

ION to shift the costs of order-entry downstream to the customer. 17 The shift in inventory

may also provide faster feedback on consumption patterns and thereby alluw the supplier

tighter product control and enhanced customer service. The ION may even allow suppliers

to offer last minute, consumer-specified, product features such as system configuration of

instrumentation systems.

In other domains, IONs may reduce costs for joint ventures and R&D collaboration, and

both speed up and make more effective the coordination of technology transfer among

participants. The electronics firm can use intensified communication to support joint

I5n fact. both of the communicators, in both organizations. may be machines and not people. But for
simplicity we discuss this process as if there is a human participant in one organization invoking services or
information in a second, remote organization.

16This practice is referred to ajus-in-ibne inven tory management

17 1 use the terms buyer and customer, and supplier and vendor interchangeably.
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ventures and subcontractor rclationships for those componcnts where there is high technical

uncertainty and therefore unmet demand for interaction. In particular, the new

communication medium can cost-effectively support a larger number of. and more

frequent, design updates between the partics-assuming other aspects of the production

process are flexible.
41

3.3.2 Scope

As with intensity, organizations with unmet communication demand can use an ION's

enhanced communication capabilities to support a wider scope of resource sharing and

exchange of information. One type of scope increase is attributed to the increased speed of

IONs, and the second to their capabilities and automatic nature. First. based on inieased

speed alone, an organization can export timely information before it becomes stale. To the

extent that the utility of accessing computer based information and resources is sensitive to

timeliness and convenience, traditional media prohibit sharing of some types of information

and resources. In other words, information that before was not exchanged because of its

perishable nature, can now be made available quickly enough to warrant purchase. As a

result, communications include a wider scope of information and resource types. Second,

the ION's automatic nature allows an outsider to access and invoke information services and

resources without engaging a human intermediary. Therefore, ION participants may use

the enhanced timeliness and convenience of the new technology to expand the range of

resources and information interchanged.

For example, the electronics firm's customers may evaluate the component-inventory

database when making manufacturing or purchasing decisions; whereas previously it was

not economical or feasible for the suppliers to make as wide a range of information directly

available to customers. A financial services firm can include information and services whose

market value depends on the timely, interactive access offered by IONs. Similarly, a medical

products supplier can introduce auxiliary services along with online order entry. From the

buyer's perspective these services may enhance the product line and differentiate the

vendor's products from those of its competitors (see section 3.3.4 below). [4] Similarly, a
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subcontractor can invoke the electronics firm's computer aided design (CAD) system to test

the interaction of component specifications. And, research and development (R&D)

laboratories can share expensive resources, such as supercomputers, since they can be

con'enicntly utilized remotely. 18 These examples illustrate how organizations can increase

the scope of their communications to enhance and differentiate products and

srcrvices. [4, 12] Scope increases that allow suppliers to offer new types of services can in

turn affect other industries; if the enhancements overlap with another industry, new ION-

supported services may provide a substitute for existing sources of information or services

(e.g., financial services firms and insurance companies).

3.3.3 Penetration

If organizations do increase the intensity and scope of their communications, two additional

communication characteristics may be affected in problematic ways, namely, penetration

and segmentation.

Automated communication media offer efficiency and functionality that were not available

using traditional communication media. As a result, an organization can use the ION to

efficiently provide an outsider with direct access to resources, information, and people that

are located deeper within the organization.19 In the process, this automated communication

may reduce or eliminate human oversight from the accessing of the internal resources by

outsiders. Together these technical characteristics-automated acce.s and access to more

internal information--can lead to behavioral changes, namely deeper penetration of

cutsiders into an organization. For example, whereas previously the electronics firm's

customers would obtain projected price and inventory information from a sales department,

an ION can allow customers to access the supplier's internal, online price list, without

human mediation. Similarly, whereas previously the subcontractors would obtain part

specifications from a person in manufacturing or engineering assigned to interface with

18This particular example is more generally applicable to IONs that support real-time communication.

19We think of a person being deeper within the organization, the fewer, and less significant are his or her
dealings with persons outside of the organization.
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subcontractors (an official boundary spanner), IONs make direct access to the electronics

firm's internal engineering or manufacturing cad/caun database a more efficient and

effective channel.

Typically, an ION participant does not have penetration as a design objective in the same

way that it has intensity and scope. Rather, increased penetration is a possible result of

seeking these direct design objectives. Although theoretically each ION participant can

control the extent of penetration, typically this issue is not considered as explicitly as are

intensity and scope. Because access to internal systems anJ the automatic nature of the

channel are minimized, penetration is minimized for IONs that support only person-to-

person communication. In addition, more sophisticated usage control mechanisms may

* reduce the extent of undesired penetration; see Chapter 4. In some cases, fear of this

unknown technology may so dominate as to inhibit interconnection altogether.

Alternatively it may simply dampen or delay behavioral changes such as expanded

communication and cross-boundary communications.

As described in the previous section, person- to-person electronic mail does not bypass

human oversight in the same way that other ION applications do. Nevertheless, to the

extent electronic mail does not have the same set of customs associated with it that

* traditional media do, electronic mail may contribute to deeper penetration by supporting

direct access to internal personnel, as opposed to official boundary spanners. In addition to

* faster turn around, non-simultaneous presence, and easy preparation, electronic mail is

* more often created directly instead of via a secretary, and has fewer associated institutional

* or cultural norms. 1231 However, these changes are as much a function of new organization

characteristics (the protocols of communication) as of new technical characteristics, and the

impacts may be more transient as a result.

3.3.4 Segmentation

If an organization values the greater efficiency, intensity, and scope offered by IONs, it may

* be unwilling to substitute communications that rely on traditional media for those that have

ION support. The organization's communications are thereby segmented into ION and
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non ION supported. If an ION communication medium is not universally accessible due to

non-standard protocols or application procedures, or to restrictive contract provisions, this

segmentation corresponds to the membership of interchange partners in the closed set of

ION participants. If the fixed cost of ION participation is high, this segmentation

corresponds to the size of the interchange partner and its ability to pay for ION access.

However, as described in the previous section, in the long run. development of third parties

may increase universality and thereby decrease segmentation.

For example, a computer manufacturer that uses an ION provided by one of its electronics

suppliers may find that the ION provides inventory and administrative cost savings, or is

simply more convenient for the purchasing agent. If the ION facility cannot be used to

communicate with the customer's other electronics suppliers because it uses a proprietary,

non-standard protocol and application interface, thn from the customer's viewpoint, non-

ION suppliers are less directly competitive for those communications that benefit from ION

enhancements. In other words, if ION supported communications are preferred, the

customer faces higher switching costs than were experienced when a traditional media was

used (e.g., telephone, or standardized paper purchase order/invoices).20 High switching

costs can contribute to higher barriers to market entry as well as shifts in bargaining power

of buyers and suppliers.

Even if the ION is standardized, if the fixed cost of access (equipment, software, etc.) is a

barrier to participation by small organizations, the ION-supported interchange will include

only larger suppliers. For example, there are several nation-wide R&D networks in the U.S.

that are open to participation by most R&D laboratories (under certain restrictions such as

no directly commercial use). However, these networks differ significantly from one another

in capabilities and cost of access. Communication and collaboration that makes use of the

more advanced capabilities available on the Arpanet (online access to computer-based

resources), for example, is not as readily carried out with organizations that have access to

k"0

20Switching cost is the cost to a customer to switch from one supplier to another; in this case the cost of
reduced efficiency or convenience of transacting with a non-ION supplier.
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the lower cost networks on ly (i.e.. CSN . iwiN El, UUCPnet-SCC Chapter 11 for further

description of these networks.) Therefore. collaboration activities are segmented according

to whether they can make use of the more sophisticated capabilities.

Even if the communication equipment itself is transferable, the ION may promote

segmentation. Typically, the form of resources and information are more unique the deeper

within an organization they lie. In other words. the information and resources are less

standardized and therefore are less easily substituted with information and resources

belonging to other organizations in the market. Segmentation will increase if an

organization becomes dependent upon procedures, information, and resources that lie

deeply within another organization, and that are not widely available from other sources.

For example, if the computer manufacturer relies on detailed and timely information

regarding electronic components availability for production planning, it will favor suppliers

that provide such detailed information. Furthermore, if the information is of a special type

or in a special form, the manufacturer may prefer to adopt a single source rather than deal

with multiple formats and types of information, even if the information is accessible via

standardized ION facilities. Similarly, an university research laboratory may make use of an

experimental supercomputer being developed in an industrial laboratory. The university

researchers may develop special software or techniques as part of a joint research project. If

the supercomputer is not available from other laboratories, the university laboratory's

interchange with the industrial laboratory is less readily substituted by interchange with

* other laboratories than if the relationship with this industrial lab were based strictly on

* exchange of technical reports, for example.

3.3.5 Exogenous Factors

Several industry factors influence whether and in which ways organizations choose to

* change their communication characteristics to make use of the new communication

medium. In other words, these factors influence the level and elasticity of demand for

communication. First, if there exist industry pressures to speed up turn-around time, then

there is incentive to make use of ION features to speed up communications; if no such
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pressures exist. there may be no unn-et demand and therefore no reason for an organization

to upgrade its communication characteristics in response to a change in the communication

medium. If a product has a short lifetime, or if the cost of holding inventory is high, for

example, then demand is higher and an organization has incentive to change

communication patterns by increasing the frequency and turn around with which it can

order or sell products. 21  Similarly, if a joint venture or subcontracting arrangement

operates in an industry characterized by high technical uncertainty, the participants can use

increased communication intensity to shorten and make more flexible the production cycle.

On the other hand, ifWan organization is already communicating intensively with outsiders,

other factors-such as diminishing returns-may reduce the value of intensified

communication.

Second, if the external communications are important to the function of an organization,

there may be unmet demand for information and resource interchange between

participants. For example, in the case of joint ventures and subcontracting arrangements,

more tasks and activities can be coordinated efficiently across boundaries and thereby allow

other constraints, such as location of resources and expertise, to determine how tasks are

divided and allocated (these issues are discussed further in section 3.4). Similarly, if an

organization can enhance a service by augmenting it with timely information or interactive

access to additional resources, communications of increased scope will provide value to ION

participants. In both cases, if the focal organization does not consider the interchange

important to its central function, it may not be motivated to invest in new procedures.

Organization and industry factors influence how penetrating and segmented ION-supported

communications are. Penetration is partly a function of an organization's internal computer

and network facilities. If information, resources, and people deep within the organization

are not accessible via computer-based communication, the ION would have no way of

making them any more accessible to outsiders since the ION would not extend deeper into

211n an unpublished working paper, D. Gherson points out several product types that have this perishable
quality-financial, airline reservations, etc.
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thc organization than traditional media do. Segmentation on the basis of interchange

content was described in terms of penetration and consequently it too depends upon the

extent of the remote organ ization's internal facilities. Industry and organization factors also

influence whether an organization would benefit from increased segmentation, and whether

the organization would actually have the foresight and power to impose it.

Although segmentation and penetration are treated as problematic changes, both may be

intentionally imposed by one or more of the ION participants. Some organizations may ind

it particularly useful to design increased specificity into the ION, thereby increasing

segmentation. tying in their interchange partners, and reducing competition. An industrial

research laboratory might use this strategy to solidify its relationship with a university

laboratory, to the exclusion of other commercial competitors. Industry factors determine

whether or not there exist incentives to tie in interchange partners, while organization

factors determine whether each ION participant is likely to recognize the opportunities.

Finally, if other ION participants perceive increased segmentation as a threat, the outcome

will depend on the structure of the industry.

3.4 Policies Governing Cross-Boundary Activities

Just as organizations do not necessarily modify their communication characteristics in

response to changes in the communication medium, new communication characteristics

may or may not lead organizations to change the way they manage and make use of cross-

boundary activities. However, in addition to exploiting the new communication

characteristics supported by IONs to reduce costs and enhance products or services,

organizations can use the new communication characteristics to shift internal activities out

across organization boundaries and to transact with a larger number of outside

organizations. In other words, just as the new communication medium can support new

communication characteristics, the new communication characteristics can support new

patterns of cross-boundary activity. For this reason, the economics of IONs can affect the

decisions that individual firms make about organizing production activities and managing

inter-organization relations.
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3.4.1 Cross-oundary Activities

The greater intensity and scope of interchange means that some activities that previously

were carried out most efficiently within the organization can now be carried out efficiently

across the organization's boundaries. Williamson describes a continuum of ways in which

production activities are managed, from internal to market. 180] He claims that a primary

criterion for selecting the former over the latter is the relatively high cost of coordination in

a market under conditions of high uncertainty. IONs support intense interaction between

organizations, allowing them to coordinate adjustments quickly and efficiently; i.e.,

resembling coordination within a single organization more closely. Therefore, conditions

that previously prohibited cross-boundary activity due to excessive coordination costs, can

now be accommodated by virtue of ION-supported coordination. For example,

technological and volume uncertainty increase the need for ongoing communication

between computer manufactures and electronics suppliers. Previously, the expense and

difficaty of intensive outside communication sometimes lead organizations to make some

components internally instead of purchasing them, even if there existed production-cost

advantages to outside production. The greater frequency, timeliness, and lower incremental

cost of ION communication may cause buying a component (i.e., cross-boundary activity) to

become a viable alternative to internal production.

Another type of increased cross-boundary activity is the introduction of certain kinds of new

products. The greater scope of interchange supported by an ION allows an organization to

offer as products internal information and resources that previously could not be made

available to outsiders in a timely or economic manner. For example, some banks provide

large customers with terminals that support direct access to internal portfolio management

systems in addition to standard communications.

3.4.2 Number of Interchange Partners

Greater intensity and efficiency also allow a single organization to coordinate interchange
with a larger number of organizations efficiently. Since the cost of preparing and executing

communication is lower, the amount and frequency of communication can increase. This ?"
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larger volume of interchange can spill over to increase the number of organizations that are

contacted. In addition, because the minimum cost of querying an ION participant is lower

than the minimum cost of querying a non-ION-connected organization, the number of

organizations communicated with per transaction can be greater.

For example, if the ION decreases the incremental cost to the computer manufacturer of

checking the price of its electronics suppliers, then the manufacturer can afford to survey a

larger market before purchasing. Similarly, if an ION among research laboratories supports

more intensive and efficient communications among researchers, each researcher and

therefore each laboratory can exchange information and resources with a larger number of

other researchers and laboratories.

3.4.3 Restrictions on Interchange

ION participants may perceive increased risk due to the reduced oversight and increased

internal value of the information and resources accessed by outsiders. In order to cope with

this new risk, organizations may apply restrictions to ION supported interchange. The

restrictions may be as formal as a contract provision or technical and administrative controls

on interchange, or as informal as limiting ION use to a few major interchange partners.

Formal agreements specifying liabilities may reduce some risk. They may also inhibit the

ease with which additional organizations are brought online. Because penetration and risk

increase less for IONs that support person-to-person communication only, restrictions on

interchange will also increase less for such IONs than for those that support machine

communication as well.

Technical and administrative controls on cross-boundary flows may contain the extent of

penetration and risk (see chapters 4 through 9). However, as part of the codification process

needed to implement technical controls on ION flows, an organization may make more

explicit what is and what is not allowed to flow across an organization boundary.

Organizations often accompany computer-based automation with increased codification of

rules, procedures, work and information flows, that were previously left vague. This impact

is sometimes intended by the organizations, and sometimes is an unanticipated side-effect of
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defining a computer system to Like thc place of manual procedures. Therefore, in addition

to the protective rcstrictive measures described above, the process of defining ION

procedures may contribute to the restrictiveness of inter-organization interchange and

relations. Moreover, codifying and implementing restrictions on external flows often

impacts internal communication.

The fear of this unknown technology could overwhelm factors favoring expanded cross-

boundary activities. The most extreme case is choosing not to interconnect at all. Even

given interconnection, such fears could significantly dampen increases in ION mediated

cross-boundary activities.

3.4.4 Restrictions on the Set or Interchange Partners

An ION participant may choose to minimize risk by using the ION only with a small set of

select interchange partners. For example, a manufacturer may be able to efficiently

coordinate interchange with a large number of subcontractors by using an ION for

exchange of cad/cam data. However, to the extent the ION provides subcontractors with

access to sensitive or proprietary internal information and resources, the manufacturer

would be making itself more vulnerable. Consequently, the manufacturer may use the ION

for a few subcontractors only. As with increased restrictions on interchange, because

penetration is less, restrictions on the set of interchange partners will be much weaker, or

even non-existent, for IONs that are used for person-to-person communication only.

Segmentation of communications according to ION support may result in interchange with

a smaller, not larger, set of organizations. IONs can not contribute to greater numbers of

interchange partners if the equipment or communications themselves are specific to a single

or small set of organizations (due to non-standard protocols, contract restrictions, or high

fixed costs). For example, although a customer can transact more efficiently with the

electronics supplier that supports online order-entry, if the ION facilities cannot be used to

communicate with other suppliers as well, the efficiency gained does not promote

interchange with a larger number of suppliers. As described earlier, some ION participants

may seek to impose such segmentation in order to tie in interchange partners and redue
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competition. On the other hand, exploitation of segmecntation will encouragement

development of third partics which may increase universality of network access.

3.4.5 Exogenous Factors

Where there is unmet demand for increased cross-boundary activity (e.g., buying over

making. or joint ventures over internal ones), organizations can use communications of
increased scope to carry out greater numbers of activities across their organization

boundaries. Similarly, where there is benefit to interchange with a larger number of
organizations, organizations can use more intense communications to seek out greater

numbers of interchange partners. Organizational factors influence the extent to which

organizations recognize these opportunities for expanded cross-boundary activities. They

also influence the organizations consideration of greater penetration and segmentation in

decisions about how to manage production activities.

3.4.5.1 Production Cost Advantage

Communication or coordination costs are only one criterion according to which an

organization decides whether to carry out an activity in the market or internally. The
primary criterion is production costs. If other organizations have production cost
advantages due to economies of scale or greater or unique expertise or resources, an

organization has incentives to carry out an activity across its organization boundary rather

than internally; e.g., if a supplier can produce a component more cheaply than the
customer, the customer should buy the product rather than make it. On the other hand, if

the production cost advantage of buying over making has always been very high, the

decrease in communication costs may not affect the organization of production activities
since external production would already be the primary mode of choice. T'herefore, the

reductions in communication costs offered by IONs will result in increased cross-boundary

activity only when the relationship between communication costs and relative production
costs change from a situation in which communication costs exceed production cost

advantage to one in which production cost advantage exceeds communication costs. In

some cases, basic limitations on production cost advantages, may impose an absolute ceiling
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on the cffect of reduced communication costs; e.g., limitations on the amount of

information and information sources that a researcher can assimilate mneaningfully into his

or her work. Similarly, the reductions in communication costs offered by IONs will result in

a larger number of interchange partners, when the larger number offers production cost or

quality advantages through increased variety, price competition, or bargaining power.

Production cost advantage can be viewed as a firm's motivation to alter the way it currently

organizes production activities.

3.4.5.2 Level of Decision Making

Increased penetration and segmentation supported by ION's may not be of concern at all

levels of an organmization. Therefore, th~e level of attention accorded to the interconnection

determines the degree of risk that the organization will perceive and the extent to which it

will place restrictions on I0ON-supported activities. Typically, higher levels of management

are more concerned with rmanaging vulnerabilities and dependencies; whereas, at lower

levels, the primary concern is getting the job at hand done expediently. If higher levels of

management pay attention to ION adoption, ION-induced penetration and segmentation is

more likely to result in more increased interchange restrictions (e.g. restricted numbers of

interchange partners, contracts, administrative and technical controls).

Similarly, lower levels are less likely to pay attention to the potential for taking advantage of

new communication characteristics in the management of production activities. If the ION
is dealt with only at the technical level of Data Processing or Telecommunications

administration, organizations are unlikely to intentionally use an ION to achieve strategic

objectives such as product differentiation, raised switching costs, or increased bargaining

power. [12122 If higher level management is involved in ION deployment, it may consider

opportunities for strategic gain, such as manipulating specificity to tie in customers An

organization's role in initiation of the ION is related to the level of decision making.

Initiators are more likely to have considered the implications of the ION before proposing

ithose organizations such as university research laboratories where the technical personnel also determine
how to manage research activities, this statement does not apply.
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diec investment. Followers, arc more likely to react on a strictly procedural level and thereby

overlook higher-level, strategic implications. [12]

3.5 Summary

The model is of most usC when interpreted in the context of a particular domain. However,

below I summarize the general predictions set forth in the model. These predictions apply to

those environments in which there is unmet dcrnand for cross-boundary communications

and activities.

1. Several predictions regarding communication characteristics can be made on the
basis of this model.

a. IONs will support communication of greater intensity and scope.

b. If ION facilities are specific to a single or small set of interchange partners,
an organ ization's communications will be more segmented than they were
when only traditional media were used', i.e., the organization is not likely
to substitute communications that rely on traditional media for ION-
supported communications.

c. The greater scope of information and resource sharing, and direct access
to more internal resources and information, will result in communications
that pentlrates deeper into the organization. IONs that support person-to-
person communications only will not increase the level of penetration as
much.

2. Several additional predictions can be made about the way in which policies
governing production activities may be affected:

a The expanded intensity and scope of ION-based communication will
support an increase in cross-boundary activity in the form of vertical de-
integration, joint ventures, or new products and services.

b. IONs support interchange with a larger number of outside organizations
than was engaged previously.
However, if the ION cannot be used outside of a closed set of
organizations, the number of interchange partners will be inhibited. The
number may even decrease if the relative benefits of ION use, and cost of
extending the ION beyond the initial set of participants, are both high.
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c. Oganiations will impose restrictions on cross-boundary activities, such as
codification of cross- boundary flows. limited numbers of ION partners, or
contract statements. in response to deeper penetration.

The model and predictions are summarized in the figure 3-6. The first part of the figure

illustrates the direct opportunities introduced by the new medium. The second part

illustrates problematic implications of exploiting these opportunities and ways in which

organizations may respond, i.e., the indirect changes illustrated in figure 3-1. The thin-line

arrows indicate opportunities offered to an ION participant by the characteristics at the tail

of the arrow. The thick-line arrows indicate more direct implication, i.e., the characteristics
at the tail of the arrows will bring about the changes pointed to under certain industry and

organization conditions. The label above each arrow indicates which of the above

predictions it corresponds to.

The three dimensions of policies governing cross-boundary activity are dependent

variables-number of interchange partners, cross-boundary activities, and restrictions on

cross-boundary activities. Segmentation and penetration are dependent variables with

respect to intensity and scope and are independent variables with respect to number of

interchange partners and restrictions. Intensity and scope are also independent variables

with respect to number of interchange partners and cross-boundary activities. Finally,

exogenous industry and organization factors are strictly independent variables in this model.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter outlined our general model of how ION use affects participants'

communications and cross-boundary activities. The model described changes on three

levels--communication medium, communications, and policies governing cross-boundary

activities. In general, ION use can support tighter coupling between participants but at the

same time may introduce a new boundary between ION and non-ION organizations.

The general predictions set forth in the model are illustrated in the last portion of the thesis
using examples of distribution channels (Chapter 10) and an empirical study of Research
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Some evidence of segmentation was also found. However, no restrictive behavior was

indicated.

The next portion of the thcsis, Chapters 4 through 9. investigates the technical

characteristics of this medium, IONs. In particular, the desire to preserve organization

boundaries, in terms of access to information and resources, raises new types of access

control requirements. Hence, we develop mechanisms to embody organization boundaries

in network interconnections.

The model described in this chapter serves as the context and motivation for the technical

mechanisms developed. However, the technical issues also have direct implications for the

model described above. In particular, the ability to implement these controls, and the costs

of doing so, influence several parameters of the model. In termns of the medium itself,

controls may reduce the range of capabilities and the automatic nature of ION services.

At the same time, implementing technical controls may entail increased codification of

communication flows and thereby increase the overall level of restrictions governing cross-

boundary activities.

The interleaved organization of this thesis is representative of our treatment of causality.

The organizational context is the basis for our technical design while the technical

characteristics are central to our predictions of how use of IONs will develop.
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Chapter Four

Usage Control Requirements

in Inter-Organization Networks

As described in the previous chapter, a central concern of ION participants is protection of

their organization boundaries in terms of access to information and resources. This chapter
introduces the access control issues addressed throughout the next six chapters of the thesis.

Section 4.1 describes the salient features of IONs. Section 4.2 introduIcs four real world
examples which are used to illustrate points throughout the thesis. Section 4.3 begins the

discussion of usage control requirements which is the subject of Chapters 5 through 9.
Section 4.4 concludes this introduction with a review of related work in network

interconnection and computer and communication security.

4.1 Classifications and Definitions

Computer networks in general, and IONs in particular, can be described on three
levels-operational, logical, and physical (see figure 4-1). At the first, operational, level, an

ION includes the administrative procedures and policies that govern use of the facilities

encompassed in the ION; for example, the types of interchange, usage patterns, access rules,

and accounting. This level is of most concern to the managers of the ION-supported

interchange functions within the participating organizations and to the end users. Existing

IONs include interconnections between airlines and travel agents, between banks, between

insurance companies and agents, between research institutions, between medical-product

suppliers and hospitals, between automobile manufacturers and parts subcontractors, etc. In

each of these cases the interconnecting organizations want to enhance operations across

their organization boundaries. The previous chapter focused on the organization

implications of IONs and is tied most closely to this operational level.

At the second, logical, level, an ION is the set of accessible computer resources and
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appl'cations lbrmied vi ;iterconnection of facilities that are owned, operated. and/or used

by two or more organizations. The logical ION excludes human decision making as part of

the interconnection process and deals only With automatic proccdures. It refers to all

processes and applications that can be invoked automatically from another position in the

ION, Participating organizations typically are concerned most with this level of the

network. For each of the IONs mentioned above, a logical ION can be described; for

example: the reservation systems of the airlines and the access equipment of the travel

agents, the computers from and to which bank funds are tranrsferred; the insurance

companies' and agents' record management systems; general and special purpose

computing and communications resources belonging to multiple research institutions; the

medical-product suppliers inventory system and the hospitals' order-entry system; the

automotive manufacturer's cad/cam and inventory systems and the subcontractor's

cad/cain system, etc. The technical issues discussed in the following chapters are concerned

most directly with this logical level.

At the third, physical, level, an ION is the transport mechanism and the supporting

architecture (e.g., data format, coding, and exchange protocols) via which data are passed;

this is the level commonly addressed by computer network designers. In the physical ION

the interconnection of organizations' facilities need not manifest itself in the installation of a

physical wire or switch, but only in an agreed-upon protocol for transferring and

interpreting data.2 Physical IONs that correspond to the arrangements described above

are: travel agents using a specialized protocol over leased lines to communicate with an

airline company's central computer; insurance companies and agents communicating

through a third-party, value added network accessed via dial-up or dedicated telephone

facilities or via a public packet-switched network; computer science research institutions

using packet switched architectures over telephone lines;, and the customer-supplier

interchanges based on standardized or specialized protocols over dial-up and dedicated

telephone lines, or magnetic tape transfers.

F3 or example, even magnetic tape transfers or automatic processing of telex messages quality a utomatic
processing of external transactions: although in the case of tape transfer issues differ because transmission is not
automatic, i.e., it requires human participation to transfer and down-load the tape.
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I.vel [unction Design

Operational Policies and Proccdures Map organitation policies

to usage control requirements.

Logical Applications Define usage control

mechanisms.

Physical Network Architecture Identify architectural support

needed to implement mechanisms.

Figure 4-1:Levels of an ION

I distinguish among these three levels because although a given logical network can be

supported by one of a number of physical configurations, and can be operated in a variety

of ways, the design choices made at each of the three levels interact with one another. For

example, policy requirements at the operational level imply implementation requirements

at the logical level, which in turn imply design requirements at the physical level.

Many organizations have network connections to public carrier networks such as Telenet,

Tymnet, and other packet-switched networks. Such connections, between a client

organization's .internal network and a public, packet-switched network, cross organization

boundaries at the physical level, but not necessarily at higher levels. The client-to-carrier

connection is not intended to support inter-working of the client's and carrier's computer

based resources; i.e., there exists no logical network, by the definition given above. In fact,

the client might use the public network to interconnect the geographically-distributed

facilities of its own organization; in which case no ION exists. This thesis treats IONs at the

logical and operational levels, primarily. Because the physical level is of interest only to the

extent it affects higher levels, client-to-carrier connections are addressed only as used to

support logical IONs among clients.
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Existing IONs can be classified into two types-those that are dedicated to a single ION

application, and those that support more general communication capabilities. At the

physical level, the first type of ION is an interconnection between single computers,

whereas the second is an interconnection between networks of computers. At the logical

level, the first type is a system whose function crosses an organization boundary(ies). The

interconnected facilities are dedicated to specific, well-defined, inter-organization

interchange functions (e.g., a particular database transaction application such as airline

reservations or order/entry). Because of their automatic nature, such interconnections can

raise significant policy issues for the participants at the operational level. But, from a

technical standpoint, usage control mechanisms can be treated as an extension of traditional,

database-management and information system security, and do not impose on internal

operations since the system is used for ION purposes only. In contrast, the second, more

general, type of ION is composed of facilities interconnected to support generic inter-

organization communications on top of which a multiplicity of user-defined applications

may operate. This more general type of ION arises out of interconnections between

networks of facilities of two or more organizations. By virtue of this interconnection a range

of resources potentially are accessible to persons and machines within the other

organization(s). However, at the operational level the participants may not intend that the

e-ntire set of internal resources in each organization form an integrated system or even be

accessible.

This distinction between the two types of IONs can be described in terms of overlap

between logical networks (see figure 4-2). We can model an organization's internal facilities

as multiple logical networks operating on top of an internal physical network. Each ION

participant's internal network consists of applications that pertain to strictly-internal

operations. The logical ION consists of resources that the participants intend to make

accessible to each other. The logical ION crosses organization boundaries and operates on

top of physical networks belonging to multiple organizations.24 In terms of this model, the

241f an organization supports multiple types of inter-organization interchange, electronically, each type

constitutes a separate logical ION.
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First type of ION is an interconnection in which the logical ION does not overlap with the

participants' internal networks; i.e.. the facilities accessed by outsiders are dedicated to that

single function. The second, more general, type ofl'ON is an interconnection in which the

logical ION and internal networks do overlap; i.e., the facilities in the overlap are used for

both internal and external applications. This potentially results in conflict between internal

requirements for connectivity, transparency, and maximum performance, and inter-

organization requirements for controlled access.

The remainder of the thesis focuses on the second, more general, type of ION. This more

general ease raises fundamental technical issues, not addressed by traditional intra-

organization network interconnection, nor by traditional security mechanisms for shared

systems. This emphasis is justified because in fact, organizations are using information

technologies in support of a wiue range of internal and external activities, and are extending

internal networks to support information and resource flows among these activities. As a

result, there exist more internal computer-based resources that an organization might want

to make accessible to an external interchange partner, and unrestricted external

interconnection to one resource is more likely to imply access to other internal resources.

4.2 Examples

To make more explicit the discussion of usage control requirements in IONs this section

describes the use of IONs by four organizations. Each organization described illustrates a

different policy perspective and corresponding set of usage control requirements. The

examples are real but the names have been changed to protect the proprietary concerns of

the subjects. The examples are taken from the research community because that is where a

number of sophisticated, internal and inter-organization networks are in use. Moreover, the

relatively integrated nature of the internal, computer-based resources is representative of

how many organizations are likely to use this technology in the future; based on the

economics and technical characteristics of the technology and applications. The

interconnections are described in this section, usage control requirements are discussed in

section 4.3 and Chapter 5, and implementation issues are analyzed in Chapter 6 and 8.
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Figure 4-2:(a) Non-overlapping and (b) overlapping logical networks.

4.2.1 MIT

MIT has extensive and varied internal computing resources, most of which are

interconnected via local area networks. In addition, MIT has several external network

connections, several of which are described here-the Arpanet gateway, public accounts on

Multics, a dial-up gateway, and two dedicated connections to local companies.
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Most Arpanet participants have individual hosts or groups of hosts, connected to the

Arpanet directly via a special network interface. MIT has had such host-connections to the

Arpanet since the network's inception, over fifteen years ago. However, several years ago

the MIT Laboratory for Computer Science implemented a packet-level Arpanet gateway to

provide all hosts on the MIT local networks with direct Arpanet access. The gateway

supports any protocol that operates on top of the Internet Protocol (IP). [54]; in this case the

most common applications used are mail transfer, file transfer, and remote login. MIT

faculty, research staff, and students use the Arpanet for person-to-person communication

via electronic mail, exchanging documents and software via file transfer, and accessing

remote computers and applications via remote login.

MIT operates a Multics computer system. In addition to serving MIT users, Multics sells

account time and space to non-MIT users.25 Because Multics is connected to the MIT

internal network and several external networks (i.e., Arpanet, Mailnet, Bitnet, and

ScienceNet), it serves as a high-level ION gateway from the non-MIT organizations that

have Multics accounts to MIT and the other external networks. The connection between

non-MIT sites or users and Multics is achieved in one of two ways. The most common mode

is for an individual with an account on Multics to call in via telephone or a packet-switched

network and log in. A second mode is for a user to leave a daemon running under his or her

Multics account that regularly wakes up and forwards mail or other kinds of traffic from

Multics to the user's local machine, via a telephone or packet-switched network. Most

Multics users have network privileges and thereby can communicate via electronic mail, file

transfer, and remote login with other hosts at MIT and elsewhere. In yet another mode of

access, users on BITNET and Mailnet exchange mail with MIT, and MIT-connected hosts,

via Multics which is a node on each of these networks.

A third MIT gateway connects on one side to the public telephone network via dial-in ports

and on the other side to MIT's internal network. This dial-up gateway is a packet-level

25There is a loose requirement for a user's work to be related to some interest of MIT in order for the user to

be given a Multics acounL
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network entry point for both M IT and non-M IT users. To the cnd-user the gateway appears

more or less like a terminal concentrator. "he end-users connect to the gateway via the

telephone network, and establish connections to their destinations as if they were connected

directly to the same local network. However, unlike many terminal concentrators, the

connections are established between the two endpoints directly-the gateway sees only

individual packets and not the connection per se. The gateway routes packets according to

the header addresses and some state information that maps dial-up-user-address to gateway

port number. This gateway is used by a range of off-site users. Along with a terminal

concentrator it provides users with remote access to hosts that do not have their own dial-in

lines and it provides more flexible access to multiple hosts and peripherals. The gateway is

also used for inter-organization communication. For example, an experimental community

information service transmits data via the gateway to a local radio station for over-the-air

distribution.

In addition to the three external connections described above, MIT has two low-level

network connections to local companies. These gateways forward packets between the MIT

local networks and the local networks of the two companies, respectively. Users and hosts

on either side of these gateways can communicate with one another via electronic mail, file

transfer, and remote login using this low-level gateway. At the communication level, the

local companies look as if they are geographically-remote MIT sites because they are a part

of the MIT network.

Within MIT there are several communities of users. The Laboratory for Computer Science

and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory are the official users of the Arpanet and dial-up

gateways. Multics is administered by an institute-wide information processing services

center. Some machines used by the MIT administration contain private or sensitive

information (student records, payroll, personnel, etc.) and are not even connected to the

internal network because of the perceived risk of unauthorized access. However, in the

future some of these hosts are likely to establish restricted connections to the MIT network.

In addition, MIT is expanding its campus wide network to accommodate increased

computer use in a wide range of departments, both for teaching and research. In particular,
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every student on campus will have access to some computer facilities in the coming year as

part of a large-scale effort to incorporate computers in education, known a Project Athena.

The diversity of this internal environment is very relevant to the external connections and

their management, as will be described in later sections.

4.2.2 ABC Inc.

ABC Inc. is a large, US-based, computer manufacturer with sites all over the world. ABC

makes heavy use of computers internally and supports world-wide inter-computer and

inter-site communication for all research and development sites over an internal store-and-

forward network. In addition, ABC sales, manufacturing, and other critical business

operations depend heavily on direct access to business-oriented databases over a large

private network of leased telephone lines, satellite links, etc. ABC also supports several

inter-organization network connections, four of which are described below-access to two

nation-wide R&D networks, links to subcontractors, and a value added network.

ABC operates gateways between its internal research and development network and two

R&D IONs-BITNET and CSNET. BITNET participants are university computer centers

and university computer science departments, primarily. The network supports mail and file

transfer, and limited interactive communications. A participant joins the network by

establishing a telecommunications link (leased line) to its closest BITNET neighbor and

agrees to do the same for future members. CSNET is administered by NSF and connects

computer science departments in universities and industrial labs. CSNET su'nports

electronic mail throughout the network, and remote login and file transfer via a less widely

used (more expensive) X25net service. Both networks have gateways to the Arpanet

(described above) and USENET (a network composed of computer companies and

universities which supports mail and file transfer). In addition, BITNET is connected to its

European counterpart, the European Academic Research Network (EARN), making the

ION, international as well. ABC's researchers use the BITNET and CSNET connections to

facilitate joint projects, sponsored projects, collaboration, and informal communication,

primarily with universities. The primary ABC gateway supports only electronic mail.
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However. electronic mail is used to exchange software and data (e.g.. software updates, and

input data to simulation program), in addition to person-to-person communication (e.g.,

exchange of research ideas and progress reports, joint authorship of papers, and

administrative scheduling).

ABC employs a separate ION connection to support a joint-development project between a

west-coast subcontractor and an east-coast division of ABC. ABC connected the

subcontractor's facilities to a west-coast node of ABC's R&D network, which then serves as

a transit path between the ABC development group on the east coast and the subcontractor

on the west coast. This connection supports mail and file transfer as well as some interactive

communications.

Two other external connections are worth mentioning. A separate division of ABC operates

a value added network over which they provide information and communications services

to subscribers. This service network has connections to ABC's internal network, as well as

to the subscribers' facilities. It differs from the two connections described thus far, and is of

somewhat less interest, because the facilities made accessible to outsiders are strictly for

external use, i.e., the logical ION and internal networks do not overlap. A second example

is a proposed connection between ABC's network and the reservation system of the

company's preferred airline carrier. This experimental connection would support direct

online information and reservation services to end users throughout the ABC network.

The usage control concerns associated with these various connections will be discussed in

section 4.3 and 8.5.

4.2.3 XYZ Inc.

XYZ Inc. is another computer manufacturer that uses computer communications internally

and for communication with outside organizations. As with ABC, XYZ has a world-wide

internal, network which supports mail and file transfer and remote login. The network is

used for both R&D and management, manufacturing, and other business-related functions;

the management and manufacturing and R&D communication systems are not as strictly
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separated as are ABC's systems. XYZ supports several external conncctions-R&D

network, customer orders, customer program development. Additional connections are

being planned such as online software distribution.

XYZ has a mail connection to Arpanet which serves the same purposes as ABC's described

above. XYZ is also connected to USENET. The usage control issues differ across

companies and are discussed separately in section 4.3. Because XYZ is a contractor for the

DOD section that administers the Arpanet, it has hosts directly connected to the Arpanet.

Like the mail gateway described, these hosts also forward mail automatically between any

XYZ host and Arpanet host. In addition, remote login and file transfer capabilities are

available to XYZ users that have accounts on the particular hosts, these capabilities are not

available to other XYZ machines-the hosts do not act as gateways for these protocols, only

mail. In addition, only outgoing file transfer and remote login is available, i.e., Arpanet

users cannot establish connections to the XYZ hosts.

A second use of computer-based communications with outside organizations is the online

product information and ordering system made accessible to customers. This system is not

currently integrated with the rest of the internal network--orders are manually transcribed

onto paper before being processed-but will be in the future. In addition, many orders

currently handled via telephone are expected to be shifted to this mode. Some customer's

are also given access to certain XYZ hosts to support program development while the

customer is awaiting product delivery, or during repairs.

To support just-in-time inventory management, XYZ is also connecting its internal

inventory and purchasing systems to its suppliers online order-entry systems. These

connections support online ordering of components and materials, purchase orders, and

invoices. These connections use a combination of XYZ and supplier-owned facilities. A

particularly interesting example is communication between XYZ and printed circuit board

shops that manufacture components of XYZ products.

Another external connection supports warehousing and delivery operations. XYZ provides

computer systems to its warehouse operators (i.e., storage and trucking companies).
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Tyrically, these systems arc connected to a single XYZ host to support coordination of

warehousing and shipping operations.

XYZ currently supports most joint ventures by providing the other company with a

computer manufactured by XYZ. Thus far there has not been intensive interaction between

XYZ and the outside contractors during the development period so online connections have

not been established. In the case of contract employees, the individuals are simply given

accounts on the appropriate system and temporarily treated as internal employees. XYZ

plans to use IONs to support several applications in the future-for example, software and

document distribution to customers, order/entry and coordination with suppliers, financial

transactions with banks and credit union, and more extensive customer access.

4.2.4 QRS Inc.

QRS Inc. is a smaller computer manufacturer which, like ABC and XYZ, uses computer-

networks heavily for intra- and inter-site networks, as well as connections to external

organizations. Like XYZ, QRS is also an Arpanet contractor. However, it is connected to

the Arpanet in a different fashion. QRS has a leased-line connection to a nearby university

which in turn is connected to the Arpanet. QRS is effectively a subnet of the university's

local network and in this way appears to be directly connected to the Arpanet. The Arpanet

connection is used for electronic mail in the same way as was discussed above for ABC and

XYZ. In addition, file transfer capabilities are used to distribute new software for testing

and program updates to joint venture participants, research collaborators, and in some cases

customers that have Arpanet access (mostly universities and government laboratories). A

separate dial-up gateway supports electronic mail and file transfer communication with

subcontractors and customers. QRS plans to extend this service to software distribution, bug

reports, bug fixes, etc.

QRS uses its internal network to interconnect its R&D, manufacturing, and training centers

which are located across the country.
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4.2.5 Policy Perspectives

Each of the organizations described has a diffcrent policy perspective which shapes its

requirements for usage control. The following sections illustrate the flexible technical and

administrative mechanisms needed to address these diverse perspectives.

MIT is most concerned with supporting information and resource sharing, internally as well

as with outsiders. Most usage control requirements at MIT arise in order to meet externally

imposed requirements, i.e., controlling transit onto the external networks. In contrast, ABC

is very conscious of controlling flows and is prepared to sacrifice benefits of external

communication as well as increased internal regulation in order to protect its boundaries.

XYZ and QRS are somewhere in between MIT and ABC. On the one hand, they share

ABC's need to protect proprietary information and facilities. However, at the same time,

they are more aggressive in exploiting the technology and in incurring the associated risks.

Moreover, they share some of MIT's intolerance for impeding internal and external

communication.

4.3 Usage Control-Introduction to Issues

Usage control issues in IONs vary widely depending upon the technical and organizational

characteristics of the interconnected facilities and institutions. Nevertheless, this section

begins to generalize and characterize these issues in preparation for subsequent discussions

of appropriate technical mechanisms. The focus of discussion is the usage control issues

that are unique to IONs. This section sets the stage for Chapters 5 through 8.

4.3.1 Assumptions

The conceptual model presented in subsequent chapters is based on assumptions about the

technology and its capabilities. In its simplest state, an ION resembles a simple database

system or service bureau that is used by multiple organizations. In its more sophisticated

state, an ION is a collection of heterogeneous networks of heterogeneous computers

carrying out a diversity of tasks in a decentralized manner. When not otherwise specified, a

message-based, request-response protocol is assumed. Although existing IONs range from
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real-time communications to periodic exchanges oF bulk data, many interchange types can

be modeled as loosely-coupled message-based transactions.

This discussion also assumes that within an organization's internal network there exists a set

"(  of explicit and implicit policies and procedures that are considered adequate for the

intended environment, namely, the members of the organization.26 Often, the purpose of
such internal networks is to facilitate communication and access to shared resources.

Therefore, although individual hosts or servers connected to the network frequently include

a protection system to isolate users, many services are treated as internal utilities that have

limited or no protection. Often users perceive protection mechanisms ,as making use more

cumbersome with little compensating benefit. It is even less common for data

communications and processing facilities, in particular, network transport or electronic mail,

to include logging or accounting mechanisms. Therefore, when such interconnected

internal systems are made accessible to outsiders, there may be no existing means of treating

external users differently from internal users other than by preventing access altogether. In

any case, it is fundamentally difficult to convert from an environment composed of

networks and resources in which the default is open access to one in which the default is

closed; and the difficulty is increased the greater is the decentralization of management

control over the resources. In other words, when an organization's internal network is

exposed for the first time via an ION gateway, explicit design effort is needed if resource

boundaries27 are to be preserved in their pre-interconnection state. Even if internal security

is high, many organizations would prefer to support some regions in which flow is less

inhibited than in other regions.

The design of mechanisms that support articulation of policies can be separated from

certification of the mechanisms' security. For example, specifying what type of information

is needed to support a particular usage control policy is separable from questions of who

26This assumption is necessary in order to isolate issues regarding inter-organization networks from networks

in general.
27The term resource boundary refers to the dividing line between facilities and information that are owned,

operated, and accessed internally, and those that are noL
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provides the information and whether it is forgeable or trustworthy. This research

emphasizes the former. The rationale for this emphasis is not that certifiable security is

unimportant. Rather, what is most different about IONs from traditional intra-organization

networks and systems is the necd to articulate and support new policies.

Security per se is addressed in two respects: as a primary motivation for some types of usage

control policies (e.g.. access control), and as a design parameter of supporting mechanisms.

With regard to policy motivation, a significant difference between access control

requirements for an ION connection and more traditional requirements is the greater

acceptability in IONs of detection of abuse as opposed to a priori prevention.2 8 The

ongoing relationships among ION participants typically are such that there is significant

disincentive to abuse the ION facilities, in the presence of detection capabilities, due to

resource dependency, legal contract, or cultural standards. With regard to the design of

supporting mechanisms, the secufity issues of enforcement and certification are not

qualitatively different than they are in the case of internal networks, although the perceived

need for such enforcement may be greatly increased. The primary security issue that must

be addressed anew in IONs is the difficulty of authenticating information in the absence of

a single, mutually-trusted mechanism to mediate, settle disputes, and provide

authentication -related services such as key distribution (see Chapter 7).

4.3.2 Usage Control Requirements

As described in section 4.1, usage control issues differ for IONs that support outsider access

to applications that are used only for external interchange functions, and those that support

outsider access to internal communication and resource sharing. We explained the

difference in terms of the overlap of internal and external logical networks. The well-

defined applications of the more narrow type of ION can imply greater reactivity of internal

resources to external inputs due to more concrete automatic processing of external

communications. At the same time, this defined quality can support greater, and more

XnTe accuracy of this statement varies with the nature of the service type supported, information or resources
interchanged, and the perceived threat of malicious attacks.
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cenmralizcd. control ove. the extent of reactivity than in the case of the more general type of

ION. In the narrower case, system security issues arc intensif'ied, but usage control policies

can be satisfied, for the most part, by adopting or enhancing system security without

infringing upon internal operations. In contrast, more general IONs raise network and

resource control issues that diffier from traditional security requirements. Each participant

ma ant to implement multiple logical networks, some strictly internal and sme that cross

organization boundaries. If traditional access controls are implemented within each

resource in such a way that all users (both internal and external) encounter equal scrutiny,

conflict may arise between internal and external requirements (e.g., tolerance and need for

cost and performance overhead of security measures). Alternatively, controls can be

implemented in cooperation with other resources on the network so that internal users are

treated differently from external ones. The benefit of the latter approach depends upon the

value placed on minimizing usage controls encountered by internal users within each

organlization. These requirements are discussed in chapter 5.

In general, the function of ION usage controls is twofold: (1) to isolate non-overlapping

logical networks that share a common physical network, i.e., build walls and gatekeepers

around each logical network; and (2) to maintain the boundaries between overlapping

logical networks by implementing usage controls within those resources that belong to

multiple logical networks (i.e., resources in an overlap between walled domains). The first

function is the more straight-forward of the two and resides in the domain of traditional

lower-level network security. [53, 44, 75] In other words, any device that is physically

connected to resources outside of a single logical network is responsible for maintaining the

boundaries of that logical network.

A resource that resides within a single logical network can do whatever filtering is desired

for the entities in that logical network. But, if a resource resides in multiple logical networks

that have different usage control requirements, the resource must be able to discriminate

between members of each logical network. For example, a device may define a barrier fbr

one logical network (i.e., no information is intended to flow into or out of the device unless

the information is going to and coming from other devices in the same logical network)
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white acting as a forwarder or shared resource for a second logical network. In order to

discriminate in its provisior of forwarding services, the shared device must distinguish

between the different sets of entities that access it via the common physical network.

Traditional protection mechanisms are adequate within a resource dedicated to external

functions. But, if the resource is used also for internal functions, performance overheads,

restricted information flows, and disincentives to resource sharing may not be tolerable, and

new mechanisms are needed. Within the internal network of an ION participant,

implementation of more flexible usage controls involves two functions, differentiating

between internal and external users within the network as a whole, and using this

information to discriminate in the provision of services. In other words, how can one

implement multiple logical networks on a single physical network29 in such a way that

minimizes imposition on internal users. These issues are analyzed in chapters 5 through 8.

The usage control requirements that arise in reaction to (or anticipation 00 interconnection

depend on the nature of the interconnecting organizations (hereafter referred to as

participants). Formally structured organizations that manage resources conservatively and

have proprietary interests to protect are unlikely to allow changes in external resource-

*accessibility to occur readily, assuming they are aware of the change. Such organizations are

* more likely to refrain from interconnection (the ultimate form of usage control) unless or

until usage control mechanisms can be implemented to maintain existing resource

boundaries. Alternatively, such organizations may adopt new usage controls that impose on

internal procedures (such as increased internal access control or accounting) in order to

accommodate interconnection without effecting a change in resource boundaries. On the

other hand, loosely structured organizations that have ill-defined proprietary interests, and

* that manage resources more loosely, will likely accept some changes in resource boundaries

more; in fact, they may be less tolerant of impinging on internal communications than they

* are of increasing external accessibility. Within the research and development community

(which I describe in section 4.2) examples of the former are many industrial labs, whereas

2The single physical network might itself be composed of multiple local and long haul network facilities. But
for the sake of this discussion I will refer to the entire internal faciity as a single network.
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examples of the latter are many Univcrsity labs. Because rcquircmcnts vary among

organizations that are interconnected to one another, ION usage control mechanisms must

support a range of participant-defined policies, and different coexisting policies for

participants at either end of a connection. The goal of this research is to define usage control

mechanisms that will permit interconnection in such a way as to mitigate undesired changes in

both external resource-accessibility and internal usage controls.

In summary, most requirements for usage control in IONs are requirements to prevent

outside users from obtaining all the rights and privileges of entities tha. reside within the

network. The undesired situation can be modeled as a logical ION encompassing the entire

internal network of the a participant. To control the rights of outsiders, a mechanism is
teeded to discriminate against externally originated messages and connections. In these

termis, the fundamental usage control requirement is to isolate logical networks from one

another. First, an organization must be able to isolate the ION from strictly-internal logical

networks. Second, if an organization is connected to more than one ION, it must be able to

isolate the various IONs from one another, i.e., to control transit across the two networks. In

addition to restricting traffic flows, isolation entails insulating the logical networks from

each other's policies. The following sections illustrate these three points with the examples

presented earlier.

4.33 Isolating Logical Networks

A single instituition may connect to several special-purpose networks, where each network

,epresents an interest group (e.g., CSNET, SCIENCENET, EDUCOM, Supplier-networks,

etc.). 'lembership overlap among the communities results in overlapping logical networks

(i.e., organizations beiong to more than one of the interest groups). Similarly, when multiple

user communities within a single organization share communications and computer-based

resources, the logical networks that correspond to the various user communities overlap

(i.e., users share an organization-wide network as well as computational resources such as

name servers and gateways). Chapters 5 through 8 describes mechanisms for isolating

logical networks. As an introduction, this section illustrates the need for such isolation using

the four examples described earlier.
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As described in section 4.2. MIT is connected to scveral outside organizations via an

assortment of ION connections. and the internA network itself is composed of several

distinct user and administrative communities. Each of these internal and inter-organization

user communities can be viewed as a logical network. The logical networks overlap since

some users and computer-based resources (hosts, peripherals, servers, etc.) are a part of

more than one user community. The usage control requirements encountered in this

environment are not particularly stringent since university's have a public orientation and

do not have proprietary concerns. Nevertheless, limited resources, personal privacy, and

policies imposed by external ION participants, call for some isolation of the- logical

networks. For example, due to usage policies imposed by Arpanet administrators, and

limited gateway capacity, the educational network developed for project Athena at MIT

needs to be isolated from the logical ION that spans the Arpanet. However, the educational

network overlaps and is connected to the research network in the MIT Laboratory for

Computer Science. Mechanisms are needed to isolate these overlapping user communities.

Similarly, some MIT resources that sit on the MIT internal network are not to be accessed

by entities outside the MIT community (e.g., clipping service, high quality printer, gateways

to other networks, etc.); other resources are intended for access by a restricted set of non-

MIT users as well. MIT would like to enforce these policies with respect to Multics and

dial-up gateway users in particular since they are less homogeneous than Arpanet users. At

the same time, MIT is concerned about imposing boundaries on intra-MIT communication

and resource sharing. Subsequent chapters describe mechanisms that balance these internal

and external needs.

Both ABC and XYZ have a large internal user population that includes many computer-

based services in addition to person-to-person electronic mail and remote login; for
example, file servers, print servers, name servers, etc. Several of these internal services can

be invoked via electronic mail, i.e., users send commands and data to the servers inside of

specially formatted electronic mail messages. ABC and XYZ would like to support person-

* to-person communication with people on the external R&D network, but does not want to

support external access to internal servers. Moreover, ABC does not want all ABC

employees to use the ION for external communication. ABC wants the gateway to be used
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onl) for research-related activities on account of the highly proprietary proprietary nature of

other business operations. QRS's Arpanet gateway supports file transfer and remote login

as well as electronic mail. It must prevent external access to all internal systems that contain

proprietary or unreleased software and documentation. These requirements can be viewed

as the need to isolate the strictly-internal network and the ION from one another; where

ABC's and XYZ's research mailboxes are part of the ION while their servers and non-

research mailboxes are not.

The other external connections of ABC, XYZ, and QRS can be described in similar

terms-the facilities included in the ION form a logical network which needs to be isolated

from strictly-internal facilities. ABC wants to restrict the west-coast subcontractor from

accessing any ABC facilities other than project-related east-coast facilities. Similarly, ABC

wants to restrict employees from accessing the accounts and resources belonging to

custcmers of the ABC value added network service, and from abusing the airline carrier

connection. XYZ also wants to restrict vendors from accessing most internal information

and resources since these same vendors may be competitors in other markets. Similarly,

XYZ wants to restrict customer access to product information and ordering, and warehouse

access to shipment schedules. Similarly, as QRS increases it use of its dial-up message

gateway it will need to restrict the allowable destinations of customer's messages. In

addition, QRS wants to isolate the strictly-internal logical network from the internal

facilities made accessible to customers during training courses. All of these are examples of

the need to isolate overlapping logical networks.

4.3.4 Insulating Participant Policies

The above examples refer to isolation in terms of allowing or disallowing traffic flow. One

higher level motivation for this usage control is the need to insulate the ION participants

from one another's policies.

Assuming for now that policy is uniform within any single logical network, different

institutions have different policies regarding facility use, sharing, and gateway access.

Similarly, different, but interconnected, interest group IONs have different policies
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regarding access. billing, etc. In order for these different institutions and interest groups to

support their respective policies without imposing on one another's, participants must be

able both to share facilities internally and still conform with the controlled connection

desired by the external interest group network. In some of the examples described above

the motivation for isolating the logical networks was based on the need to insulate the

networks from one another's policies; e.g., MIT's Arpanet connection. Moreover,

mechanisms used must entail minimum modification of internal procedures. For example,

if external network traffic is billed on a usage-sensitive basis, an organization should be able

to limit or control outgoing traffic without necessarily implementing accounting internally.

An example of this problem is found on the Arpanet which does not implement usage-

based accounting but which has a gateway to an X.25 public packet-switched network,

Telenet, which charges on a per-packet basis.

Later chapters will show how each organization can implement its own ION gateway(s) to

enforce policies and meet constraints imposed by the various IONs and internal network

that connects it.

- 4.3.5 Transit and the pairwise connection problem

When an organization is connected to more then one ION, the issue of transit arises.

Namely, the organization itself, or members of either ION, may desire to prevent transit

from one ION to the other via the common organization (see figure 4-3).

We can use the case of CSNET to illustrate this problem. CSNET [35] is a network linking

computer organizations engaged in computer science and engineering research throughout

the US, Canada, and Europe. Membership is open to any university, corporation,

government agency, etc., engaged in computer science research or advanced development.

CSNET provides electronic mail, gateways to other networks, and a database of CSNET

entries. CSNET also provides, at higher cost and effort, login and file transfer. Although

some CSNET members attempt to constrain the overlap of ION and internal logical

networks by forwarding mail to and from authorized registered personnel only, most

member institutions forward mail to any mailbox within the organization. If these any of
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Figure 4-3:Network interconnection without controlled transit.

these mailboxes are forwarders and gateways, the logical ION completely encompasses the

participants' internal electronic mail networks, as well as other networks to which the

internal networks connect.

This cascading of networks, in which the logical ION encompasses the participants' internal

nets including gateways, raises the problem of transit. For example, in order to control costs,

preserve desired levels of service for CSNET members, and preserve the utility of paying

CSNET membership dues, CSNET wishes to limit the amount of traffic that is originated

by non-CSNET members and carried over CSNET facilities. On the other hand, it is not

desirable to prevent or prohibit all forwarding because the value of CSNET to its members
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is proportional, in sonic sense, to the number of institutions that arc accessible via CSNET,

i.e., gateways arc desirable. At a mininmum. CSNET does want to prohibit communication

between non-CSNET members over CSNET facilities, called transit, since no CSNET

member benefits from such use.

Non-CSNET members gain access to CSNET via forwarding by CSNET members. To

control undesirable forwarding, an appropriate tactic in this particular (research)

community is to produce incentives for CSNET member hosts to not forward lion-member

traffic. One ad hoc mechanism is to state the policy and rely on peer pressure, since

forwarding is detected when a message is read by the recipient. But this would have little

effect on the transit problem since the non-member recipients and sources are not likely to

be affected by peer pressure of this sort. A less ad hoc mechanism is to charge per message

or set upper bounds on usage for each CSNET member hosL This would force users to

address the problem of implementing controllable forwarders and gateways so that they

forward mail only from authorized machines within the member institutions but do not

forward mail from non-CSNET members. In order to comply with such a policy the

member hosts need a mechanism to tag and filter non-local from local traffic, i.e., to control

the overlap between internal and ION logical networks. The following chapters describe

usage control and interconnection mechanisms to address these requirements. One caveat

regarding this approach is the tendency to discourage all forwarding of non-CSNET traffic

due to cost, difficulty, and imposition of implementing flexible usage controls; even when it

makes economic sense on a system-wide basis for CSNET members to receive and send

some off-net mail via one another.

Note that CSNET differs from the two research networks, BITNET [221 and

UUCP/USENET [46], in this regard. Neither BITNET nor UUCP/USENET charge for
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services and therefore do not face the burden of protecting their investment as a network."1

But, although membership is free and largely unrestricted in BITNET and USENET,

individual members may want to limit their forwarding burdens due to limited resources,

both cpu time and leased line or dial-up capacity. Therefore, to varying degrees, individual

members of the networks share CSNET's interest in controlling transit.

A somewhat different perspective on the transit issue is the painvise connection problem.

This issue arises when one organization interconnects to two other organizations that do not

intend or desire to be connected to one another. Without usage controls in gateways that

delineate and isolate logical networks from one another, such interconnection creates a path

between the two unrelated organizations by default. One :xample is ABC's connection to

Arpanet and UUCP/USENET by virtue of its CSNET connection, whereas the firm has not

connected to ARPANET or UUCP/USENET directly. The question that arises is whether

an organization must obtain the approval of the other organizations to which it is connected

bc "ore establishing new connections. If the answer is yes, an impractical situation arises in %

which pairwise agreements are no longer adequate. Another example is the connection

between MIT Artificial Intelligence laboratory and a local company in support of joint

research. The Al lab is in turn connected to the rest of the MIT networks and to the

Arpanet, and the local company is in turn connected to a number of its customers. Due to

the nature of the network interconnections, the logical ION encompasses all internal

facilities, and therefore by default a connection exists between all of MIT's networked

resources and this company's customers.

ABC and XYZ have additional concerns about transit because their internal networks span

3Joining BITNET involves acquiring a leased line to a nearby BITNET member and thereby picking up
one's portion of the costs directly. BITNET communications software (RSCS) is an IBM product and is available
for other types of machines at a small charge. BITNET scrvices, i.e., BITSERVE. are developed in a cooperative
manner with a large amount of direction coming from its birthplaces, City University of New York and Yale
University. Similarly. an institution joins UUCP/USENET not by paying a fee or signing up with any central
coordinator, but rather by finding an existing member to connect to and paying the telephone charges to transfer
the traffic to that connected host. Again, the communications software is pan of standard UNIX software and is
available for other types of machines at little charge, and mailing list/bulletin board services are maintained in a
distributed, cooperative manner.
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• . national boundaries. The telecommLunication adm inistrations in Japan and sonic European

countries have strict regulations about who can provide value added communication

services. ABC's and XYZ's connections to custoners and other types of organizations

potentially supports communication among these external entities. Such transit could call

" into question the legality of the firms' internal networks in countries with more restrictive

policies. For this reason, both ABC and XYZ must be able to control transit communication

from external entities to other external entities via the internal facilities.

_* 4.4 Related Work

The two most relevant areas of technical research are network interconnection and

computer system security. Sample papers in each area are discussed in relation to the

proposed research.

*" 4.4.1 Network Interconnection

Over the past ten years research and development of computer network interconnection has

advanced significantly [69, 13, 101. Although interconnection of computer networks across

organization boundaries raises issues discussed in this literature, the priorities differ. In

-2 particular, the emphasis of most network interconnection literature is on connectivity,

." performance, and transparency. These issues typically are of secondary concern in IONs. On

the other hand, usage control is of primary importance in IONs but is not emphasized in

. most internetworking literature. In this section I review aspects of the internetworking

. literature that are significant to ION development: level of interconnect, gateway

configuration, naming, usage control, standards for message transfer systems, and packet

* network interconnection.

A gateway can be configured as a front-end, protocol translator, host on two networks, or

formal gateway with standardized end-to-end protocols [13]. Different configurations imply

different levels of interconnection and different levels of homogeneity. For example,

interconnection at the internet level 31 implies that the internal address structures of the

311nternet is the lowest level of the Department of Defense protocols employed on the Arpanet.
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networks are uniform. Alternatively, if protocols terminate at the gateway, the address

structure can be different in each network so long as a mapping is defined. If the gateway

acts as a host on two (or more) networks it must encapsulate forwarded messages, be they

packets or electronic mail. Finally, the feasibility of protocol-translation gateways depends

upon the similarity between the design of the network protocols on either side. For

example, the University College London (UCL) gateway described below interconnects at

the transport level, and SNA-to-SNA 32 gateways do name mapping at the path control

level [61.

Problems of naming in distributed systems are exacerbated by the crossing of organization

boundaries. Sunshine proposes hierarchical naming to reduce the size of network routing

ables. However, such a centralized approach is not applicable in many ION environments

where the absence of a centralized rule-setter is an impediment to standardization. The

SNA interconnect architecture provides name-mapping facilities in the gateway. This allows

SNA networks with overlapping name-spaces to interconnect without affecting internal

naming. This latter design addresses the concern for isolation desired in many ION

activities. Sirbu and Sutherland also discuss naming issues in directory systems for

interconnected, heterogeneous systems [64]. Related to naming are issues of addressing and

routing. Source routing, in which the source of a message specifies the complete route to the

destination,33 appears particularly suited to environments in which access control and

restrictive routing are desired [68]. In addition, source routing reduces the need for global

agreement on network names.

Although many research papers mention the need for authentication, access control, and

accounting, only a few systems actually implement such controls. Two exceptions are the

facilities developed at University College, London (UCL) and Cambridge University which

implement access control mechanisms; these systems are described in sections 6 and 8

32SNA stands for System Network Architecture. IBM's network protocol and architecture.

"This is in contrast to hop-by-hop routing in which each gateway or node uses a muting table to determine
the appropriate action given a packers destination.
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.. [11, 81, 18]. Most existing access control schemes for interconnected networks maintain a

* table of authorized users in the gateway. Many rely on a trusted entity to authorize or

authenticate users and maintain the access table [13, 81, 111. Independent of how

authorization is administered, existing access-table schemes support a flat protection space,

in which a user has either full access to the network, or no access at all.

Symbolics' Chaosnet design includes a secure subnet feature which classifies subnets as

either trusted or untrusted. Servers on one subnet can use this information, held in address

tables, to discriminate in providing service. Chaosnet also distinguishes between

communities in an internet via the definition of Namespaces. A closely-coupled community

shares a single namespace, because within a namespace, routing updates and ojher control

* information are broadcast frequently to all hosts and servers. Across different namespaces,

detailed information about the internals of other namespaces are more transparent. [70]

* Most network interconnection designs ignore accounting mechanisms. Often, implementors

assume that each network will charge for gateway traffic as it does for host traffic [691.

* However, there may not be an accounting mechanism in place for charging internal hosts.

Therefore, an ION gateway that admits outsiders for the first time might introduce the first

" demand for internal accounting. Even if internal accounting does exist, it may be necessary

- to account differently for incoming and outgoing traffic than for strictly-internal traffic.

Consequently, there would still be a need to modify internal accounting to discriminate

between internally and externally generated traffic. Interconnection of public networks

"" raises a specific accounting requirement, revenue sharing. Interconnections between public

• carriers are more formal and static than are interconnections between private networks.

Many solutions can be borrowed from interconnection of public switched telephone

networks; however, these solutions do not satisfy the dynamic requirements encountered in

private interconnections,

Several international standards activities address network interconnection. The CCITT has

* developed a standard for interconnection of public packet switched networks, X.75. The

standard is not intended for use by private networks [13, 27] and it does not specify security
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features. NBS. I FIP. and CCITT are developing message transfcr systcni standards for mail

and document interchange 1631. On a similar vein, IBM has developed a Document

Interchange Architecture [62]. Meanwhile. thc American National Standards Institute,

based on earlier designs by the Transportation Data Coordinating Committee [71),

developed a Business Data Interchange standard which specifies formats for invoices,

purchase orders, and other business forms [21]. These application -level standards will

facilitate the ION process in general and could make adoption of standardized ION

protocols, as opposed to specialized ones, more likely.

4.4.2 System Security

Several environmental factors distinguish ION usage control requirements from typical

system-security requirements. First, a single trusted third party often is not available across

multiple organizations. Therefore, mechanisms must accommodate negotiation among

mutually suspicious entities, or at least reliance on the minimum common mechanism.

Second, there is no single point of mediation for all operations in a network. This issue is

less troublesome for IONs that are dedicated to a single interchange function and therefore

have a single application interface which can act as a central mediation point. The third

difference is the relative difficulty of articulating usage control policies that both reflect

organization requirements and can be mapped into technical mechanisms. Certification of

these mechanisms as secure is a somewhat separable concern. Finally, investment in a priori

security enforcement can be traded off for reliance on a posteriori detection in conjunction

with legal contracts. In this section I discuss models of system security that contribute to the

development of a usage control model for IONs. I conclude with a discussion of network

security. The usage control requirements encountered in IONs are elaborated in the next

chapter 5.

Articulation and models of computer system security are discussed in a large body of

literature most of which will not be discussed here. Summarizing the literature, Saltzer and

Schroeder [60] classify security violations as unauthorized information release, information

modification, or denial of use. For both intra- and inter-organization networks, these
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violations should be extended to protection of resources in addition to information. Saltzer

and Schroeder also categorize functional levels of information protection: unprotected, all

or nothing, controlled sharing, user-programmed sharing controls, and strings on

information (information flow control). Most existing IONs reside at level one or two of this

classification. This research effort will define mechanisms to support levels three through

five.

Saltzer and Schroeder also discuss two types of sharing controls, list-oriented and ticket-

oriented. List-oriented refers to protection systems in which each object has associated with

it a list of authorized users. Ticket-oriented refers to systems in which each user maintains

an unforgeable bit pattern (i.e., ticket) for each object that it is authorized to access. This

dichotomy applies to usage control mechanisms in an ION environment. For example, the

Cambridge system mentioned above is ticket oriented, whereas the UCL system is list

oriented. A proposal by Mracek [421 uses a combined approach analogous to the

"" international practice of issuing and checking visas (see chapter 6).

In information systems in general, policy is best separated from mechanism. Policies are

high-level statements indicating which resources are to be secured, from which kinds of

usage, and by which users. Mechanisms are the automatic procedures and administrative

controls used to implement the policies. Different organizations require different policies.

Therefore, an information systems mechanism should support a range of policies without

extensive alteration. In datab.se systems that support a diversity of data, users, and

applications simultaneously, articulation of security requirements is particularly complex.

At the same time, the more complex the underlying mechanisms are, the harder it is to

achieve performance and certifiability. Consequently, because mechanisms define the

range of supportable policies, there is a tradeoff between flexibility of policy on the one

hand, and performance and certifiability of mechanism on the other.

Control policies can be classified as either discretionary or non-discretionary. Discretionary

policies allow the owners, and sometimes the users, of a resource to specify who may have

access to that resource. Non-discretionary policies enforce restrictions on access that are
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beyond the control of resource users, or even owners. A typical mechanism used to support

discretionary policies is an owner-specified access list attached to a file. In contrast, a typical

mechanism used to support non-discretionary policies monitors all read and write actions

and disallows flows between users or files of different classification levels- where each user,

file, and resource in a system is assigned a classification level. The latter is called non-

discretionary because it disallows flows independent of user or owner defined restrictions

such as access lists.

Numerous designs for network security employ encryption. Popek and Kline [531 discuss

the use of encryption for protection of data and authentication. Voydock and Kent [75] also

discuss requirements and mechanisms for protecting data in networks, with emphasis on

encryption as the tool. Needhan and Schroeder [44] developed specific protocols for using

encryption to authenticate users (see chapter 7). In a paper design, Rauthier [581 extended

their work to accommodate an ION environment where there is no single, trusted third

party. Encryption has been used to control access to the data transport facility in a local

network by verifying sequences of packets at the link layer of the communication protocol

[7]. Gifford [24] designed a method of cryptographic sealing to protect and self-authnticate

objects. The cryptographic keys represent desired access and ownership policies. Karger

describes a proxy login scheme whereby hosts differentiate non-local users from local users

and access control is based on user ID as well as the network path via which a user accesses

the host [331.

The systems that are accessible via IONs are equipped with a wide range of security and

access control mechanisms. These mechanisms were designed primarily for use by persons

within the organization. As discussed in the following section and chapters, the existence of

connections to the outside world changes the ground-rules on which the original design and

implementation decisions were made. Building on the system security literature, I describe

and analyze access control policies and mechanisms suitable for this environment.
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4.5 Roadmap

This introduction to IONs is followed by descriptions of how to address these usage control

requirements using non-discrctionary controls (Chapter 5). Subsequent chapters analyze die

implications of the proposed approach for network interconnection (Chapter 6),

authentication (Chapter 7), and implementation (Chapter 8).
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Chapter Five

Non-Discretionary Controls
for Inter-Organization Networks

This chapter describes a conceptual model for implementing usage controls in Inter-

Organization Networks (IONs). After reviewing usage control requirements in networks

that cross organization boundaries, a proposal is outlined for adapting traditional, non-

discretionary controls to support usage control in IONs. N

5.1 Summary of ION Usage Control Requirements

When two or more distinct organizations interconnect their internal computer networks to

facilitate inter-organization interchange, they form an Inter-Organization Network. The

interchange may be person-to-person communication via electronic mail; exchange of

cad/cam data, software modules, or documents via file transfer; input to an order-entry or

accounting system via a database query and update protocol; or use of shared

computational resources via an asynchronous message protocol or remote login. In most

inter-organization arrangements, the set of resources that an organization wants to make

accessible to outsiders is significantly smaller than the set of resources that it wants to

remain strictly-internal (i.e., accessible to employees of the organization only). In addition,

because the potential user is a person (or machine) outside the boundaries of the

organization, the damage associated with undesired use can be high. Because of these

characteristics, IONs have unique usage-control requirements.

Unlike traditional simple security requirements, the goal is not simply to prohibit access by

outsiders; some outside access is explicitly desired. The goal is to support access to certain

34This chapter is based on a paper of the same tide published in the Proceedings of the 1985 Symposium on
Security and Privacy, Oakland, CA April 22-24, 1985. IEEE Computer Society.
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4.5 Roadmap

This introduction to IONs is followed by descriptions of how to address these usage control

requirements using non-discretionary controls (Chapter 5). Subsequent chapters analyze the

implications of the proposed approach for network interconnection (Chapter 6),

authentication (Chapter 7), and implementation (Chapter 8).
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Figure 5-1:verlapping Logical Networks: The ION shares physical
resources with the two organizations' internal networks. However,
at the logical level, the ION is isolated from the strictly-internal

facilities.

machines, services, and processes, while preventing access to all other internal facilities. In

addition, because the function of the internal network predates and dominates that of the

ION, interconnection must not interfere with internal operations. Therefore, it is not

acceptable that ION facilities be physically isolated from all strictly-internal resources for

this would interfere with internal communications and resource access. We want to

implement logical networks that can be isolated from one another yet share physical

resources (see figure 5-1).35 Similarly, when two organizations interconnect, it may be

inappropriate to impose a connection between the other organizations to which each was

interconnected previously. In other words, the new ION may overlap physically with the

existing IONs, but it must not form a transit path between those organizations that desire to

remain isolated from one another (such as B and C in figure 5-2).

"35T€ term logical network refers to a collection of computational resources and applications that
communicate with one another. Logical networks operate on top of physical networks which are composed of
communication links and switches
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Figure 5-2:Overlapping IONs: The ION between A and B shares
physical resources with the ION between B and C. However, at a

logical level the two IONs are not connected to one another,
i.e., B cannot communicate with C via A.

oI

5.2 Constraints on the Solution

ION participants typically want to make only a subset of their internal resources accessible

to outsiders; and in most cases, the default condition for external access is no access. There

are two obvious ways to support access to certain resources while preventing access to all

other resources The first is to physically isolate those resources that are to be made

externally accessible from those that are to remain strictly internal (see figure 5-3 (a)). The

second is to increase access controls on all systems on the internal network so that no system

allows external access unless it is explicitly approved to do so (see figure5-3 (b)). Both
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solutions support controlled interconnection. however, the constraints described below

make both approaches unacceptable as general solutions.

First, in most cases, the function of the internal network predates and dominates that of the

inter-organization network. Moreover. typically, the purpose of an internal network is to

facilitate communication and resource sharing. Increased internal usage controls that are

tailored to restrict outsiders may interfere with this objective. In addition, the

administration of most networks is intentionally decentralized. Consequently, it is very

difficult to assure conformance with new policies such as accessibility of internal resources

to outsiders. Internal networks also grow incrementally by adding connections to other

internal networks as well as single machines. Therefore, it is hard to determine whether such

additions introduce resources into the internal network that do not conform to network-

wide policy. Finally, in order for resource owners or users to enforce a security policy they

must be educated as to its purpose and operation. Educating all resource owners and users

in a decentralized network is hard to accomplish once, let alone every time an external link

is established.

A solution based on physical isolation may be acceptable for some special cases, but, given

these constraints, it is not a general solution because it imposes excessive restrictions on

communication and integration between externally-accessible and internal systems. For

example, XYZ Inc. provides MIT with access to some research facilities. Physical isolation

would imply that these internal research facilities could not be integrated with the XYZ's

internal development system. Similarly, if to protect itself from customers a supplier had to

physically isolate customer-accessible online order-entry system from the internal inventory

system, the supplier would forego one of the main benefits of online order-entry-the

potential for integration of order processing and inventory control. The second obvious

solution described above is also unacceptable as a general solution. The constraints

summarized imply that strictly-internal resources which have nothing to do with the

interconnection not be required to take any action such as modifying security mechanisms,

in order to be protected from external access. A requirement to take explicit security action

when an external link is added violates several of the constraints listed. First, the access
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controls implemented may inmpose on internal communication and resource Sharing.

Second, modifying all internal systems is an exceedingly costly proposition in most

reasonable sized organizations. Finally, even if such a cost could be justified, given

decentralized management of internal facilities and/or interconnections, it is not feasible to

assure conformance of all systems with new interconnections.

If internal security levels are high, all users have limited Capabilities, and therefore the

extent of damage that would result from treating external users as internal is contained.

Nevertheless, there remain two reasons why internal security measures must be augmented

in the presence of inter-organization interconnection, even if the existing internal access

control measures are conservative and non-discretionary, to begin with. First, in most

environments, internal needs are best met by open internal access to some shared internal

resources which nevertheless should not be accessed by outsiders; in the same way that

small office supplies often are freely accessible to employees. Second, the design of a

security mechanism depends critically upon an accurate model of the user population.

External connections that are implemented incrementally under decentralized management

may undermine the assumptions on which some internal security mechanisms were

developed previously. Requirements for increased internal security raises issues for

divisions within a single organization. Divisions that wish to communicate and share

* resources but that wish to remain autonomous and control access to local resources

encounter tensions between connectivity and autonomy or liability that are analogous to the

general ION issues described here.

* In summary, only the administrators of the external link (i.e., the ION gateway) and the

internal resources that are made explicitly accessible should be required to take security

* action; in accordance with organ ization-wide policies or guidelines, perhaps. Owners of all

other internal resources should be assured that their facilities are not accessible to outsiders

In other words, the management of a strictly-internal resource should not have to rely on its

own discretionary action for restriction of external access to its facilities. This requirement

suggests the use of non-discretionary access controls to isolate strictly-internal resources and

net works from the ION without relying on the discretion or explicit action of strictly-internal

resource owners
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5.3 Non-Discretionary Controls

There are three essential differences betwecn the non-discretionary access controls called for

here, and those traditionally employed in military security systems [32, 361. First, in the case

of military systems the most common use of non-discretionary controls is to restrict the flow

of information from higher classification levels to lower ones.36 [51 In IONs, of equal or

greater concern is preventing outsiders from invoking proprietary, expensive, or scarce

resources that are supposed to be strictly internal. In traditional terms, control of invocation

concerns unauthorized disclosure, modification, and denial of resources, whereas,

information flow control concerns only unauthorized disclosure of information. Although

many commercial and government institutions are extremely concerned about the outgoing

flow of information, in this paper we focus on invocation control because it has received far

less attention in the past 37

Second, the non-discretionary invocation controls that have been developed are designed to

protect the integrity of the invoker, not the invoked[8, 37]. For example, the integrity rating

of a program indicates the level of assurance that the program does not contain any trojan

horses. Based on these ratings, the simple integrity policy allows a user to invoke programs

of equal-or-greater integrity only.38  In contrast, we are trying to protect each ION

participant in its role as service provider, not user. To do so, we must protect the provider

from unauthorized disclosure, modification, and denial of resources. Therefore, we want a

policy that prevents a program from being invoked by a user that does not have an adequate

-No read up, by a lower classification level of a higher one; and no write down, by a higher dassification of a
lower one.

370ne form of information control that we do address explicitly is information flow that is not mediated by an
employee of the organization (i.e., extraction). Such flows require invocation of a file transfer or database or
other computer-based service by an external entity and therefore are covered by invocation controls. IONs also
raise concerns about the outgoing flow of information that is mediated by employees. For example. automatic
distribution lists remove direct employee discretion from the process of generating outgoing mail. In addition,
organizations often are concerned about excessive dependency on resources that are not controlled by the
organization itself. However. these concerns are more traditional in nature and can build on traditional
mechanisms. Extension of the mechanisms described here to information flow control is disc issed briefly in
section 5.5 of this paWe.

MThe simple integrity policy is described as the mathematical dual of the basic security policy by Bibe in j8].
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integrity rating. The invocation policy should allow a user to invoke services of equal-or-less

integrity only. Rotenberg [57] was also concerned with protecting informetion providers but

did so only in the form of controlling information flow. i.e., unauthorized disclosure of

information. He assumed that all services necessarily returned information, and that

* information flow controls would prevent the returning of information to unauthorized

users. In current-day network environments there exist facilities that do not necessarily

return information or that do so only after the resources have been expended or an

irreversible action has been taken (e.g., gateways, print servers, robotic devices, order-entry

systems.) In this environment, control of invocation is needed in order to protect the owners

of such services. A related issue is that in the communication applications addressed here

the distinction between object and subject is not meaningful because both participants in a

communication take on both roles. Consequently the distinction between clearance and

classification is not useful.

Most systems that enforce non-discretionary policies enforce confinement between

categories of information. In other words, information can flow from a source to a

destination only if the destinations category set contains all of the elements contained in the

source's category set. The third distinction between traditional non-discretionary controls

and those proposed here is that organizations would like to support overlapping logical

networks (see figure 5-1). In order to do so, the non-discretionary controls enforced on

network communications should implement a relaxed rule. namely, that information can

flow from a source to a destination so long as the source's and destination's category sets

overlap, i.e., have a non-empty intersection. As is described later, this intersect restriction on

network communications would then be complemented with traditional system-level

controls in those systems made accessible. These issues are summarized in table 5-4.

Based on these characteristics and requirements, we suggest that special network entry

points, ION gateways, implement non-discretionary invocation controls. ION gateways are

logical gateways that mediate and control the forwarding of messages from outsiders into
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Trad itinal ION

* Information Pow * Invocation

* Protect Integrity of Invoker * Protect Invoked

(cqual-or-grcatcr rule) (cqual-or-less rule)
* Sensitivity Levels * Category Sets

* Subjects and Objects * Communicating entities

* Enforce Confinement * Overlapping category sets

Figure 5-4:Comparison of traditional non-discretionary controls and
the requirements encountered in IONs.

the internal network. 39 Each organization operates its own ION gateway. Therefore

communication between any two ION participants invoives two ION gateways. In addition,

ION facilities which can be communicated with by outsiders must implement discretionary

or non-discretionary controls to protect other non-ION resources. Finally, because

organizations communicate with multiple external organizations, and these inter-

organization relationships are not hierarchically related to one another, the access rights

should be based on category sets (compartments) and not sensitivity levels.

The participating organizations can tailor the strength of the gateway's implementation to

suit their security requirements. These requirements will vary with the value of the online

information and resources, as well as the nature of the inter-organization relationships. One

way to formulate the general requirement is to require that the level of monitorability and

accountability equal that of telephone and paper communication.

In the following sections we describe two example IONs and discuss how non-discretionary

controls can be implemented in the ION gateways and ION facilities without modification

to strictly-internal facilities.

3910N gateways may be composed of multiple, physically distributed components, e.g., a packet forwarder,
policy filter, authentication server.
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5.4 Examples

The following two examples illustrate how non-discretionary invocation controls could be

used to protect the rcsourc, of interconnected organizations. The first example is from the

perspective of MI ,he second is from the perspective of ABC Inc. These examples are

representati'e of ekisting ;ctivities. However, the details have been changed somewhat to

illustrate several points in a single example, therefore the examples are hypothetical, not

actual, cases.

MIT has connected some of its internal computer facilities to those of two of its industrial

sponsors, ABC and XYZ who happen to be competitors of one another (see figure 5-5). The

connections are intended to support exchange of software modules, access to some unique

computational resources, and electronic mail. ABC has access to a host on which an MIT

research group is developing educational software. XYZ has access to a different host on

which another MIT research group is developing network software. XYZ also has access to a

design simulation program developed by yet another group of researchers at MIT. In

addition, both ABC and XYZ have access to electronic mail communications. For the sake

of this example, we assume that both ABC and XYZ invoke the various services (i.e., file

servers for software distribution, simulator, and mail distribution) by sending appropriately-

formatted messages through the gateway, and the servers return the requested data via the

same gateway to the requesting organization. Aside from these ION resources, MIT has

other strictly-internal computer-based facilities: administration, student accounts, other

research projects, gateways to other networks, etc.

In this example there are five logical networks that need to be isolated from one another;

where logical network refers to a set of computer resources that are intended to

communication and interwork. The two logical IONs are shows in figure 5-5, one between

MIT and ABC, and the second between MIT and XYZ. In addition, each of the three

organizations has a logical internal network which each organization should be able to

isolate from the IONs. Note that there is no logical ION between ABC and XYZ because

none of their facilities are intended to communicate or interwork. In order to isolate ION

from strictly-internal facilities, and the XYZ ION facilities from the ABC ION facilities,

MIT can implement the following controls:
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Lduc. Software lRescarchl Marketing

* fducaiioiial-research/ CI)ccomn

0 ftb (Researchl

( Mail Inventory
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Mail Development

ResearchMarketing

Computer Resource Logical ION of ABC and MIT

Figure 5-5: Example of an Inter-Organization Network: One ION exists between
MIT and XYZ and another ION exists between MIT

and ABC. Both IONs overlap physically yet are isolated
logically from the internal networks of the three organizations.
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1. Implement a single ION gateway and prohibit direct connection of all internal
machines to outside organizations. Equip the gateway with an authentication
mechanism to certify the source of each message.

2. Assign appropriate category sets to each of the ION facilities, and no category
sets to stictly-internal ones. MIT assigns the category set {Educational-
research} to the host used for development of educational software, the set
{Nctwork-research} to the host used for development of network software,
•Architecture} to the design simulator, {*} to its electronic mail system to
indicate all. and IStrictly Internall to all other internal systems. See figure 5-5.
If an internal facility is not registered at all the gateway assumes that it is not
accessible via this entry exit point. The category information is assigned to
internal resources but the information is maintained in MIT's gateway, see
figure 5-6.

3. The ION gateway checks the category set of the source, {Ci}s, and of the
destination, {Ci}d, of each message and forwards the message to the intended
destination If and only If {Ci} s Intersect {Ci}d does not equal nullset, {J
(referred to as the Intersect rule).

4. Equip the internal ION facilities (software distribution servers, electronic mail
server, and design simulator) with discretionary or non-discretionary controls to
enforce application-specific controls (e.g., restrictions based upon the dollar
amount of a purchase order or the filename of a cad/cam file request), isolate
non-ION files and processes, and prevent transit between the ABC ION and the
XYZ IONs.

Similarly, ABC and XYZ each label their own research hosts and inventory systems with the

category set {MIT} only, and implement gateways with message authentication and the

Intersect rule. Note that each organization assigns category labels to incoming messages for

interpretation by its own internal facilitiet Therefore although naming must be consistent

within each organization, it need not be consistent throughout the ION as a whole

Our second example is from the perspective of one of the computer manufacturers, ABC,

that connects its internal network to a nation-wide network of computer research and

development (R&D) laboratories. Informal, person-to-person research communication

transpires with a large subset of all the organizations on the network. In addition, there are

two universities, MIT and Northeastern (NU), with which ABC is conducting two separate

joint studies, one with each of its major research divisions. In conjunction with these
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Entity Category Set

ABC I Educuational-computing}

XYZ {Nctwork-rcscarch, Architecture}

Educ. Software {F4ucuational-computing}

Network Software {Nctwork-Rcscarch}

Mail

Simulator {Architecture}

Figure 5-6:MIT's gateway table containing category set in rormation.

studies, ABC supports some file transfer and remote job entry with these two organizations

only. To support such tailored connections, ABC assigns the category sets {MIT} and {NU}

to Division I's and 2's respective R&D systems, and all three organizations assign the wild-

card category set {*} to their respective mail servers. See figure 5-7. The mail server is

thereby made accessible to all network members, whereas the joint-development facilities

are made accessible to the select parties only. As described above, the gateway authenticates

messages, implements the Intersect rule, and ION facilities are equipped with discretionary

or non-discretionary controls to isolate non-ION processes and files. For the most part, the

two universities, MIT and NU, are not concerned about protecting internal resources. One

exception is that MIT has another gateway to a special network, Bitnet, which in turn

connects to the European Academic Research Network (EARN) that interconnects

European research institutions. In order for MIT to remain on Bitnet, it must guarantee

that no non-university parties send mail or other traffic to international destinations over

the subsidized network.40 For this purpose, MIT implements the Intersect rule in its

gateway to the R&D net, assigning wild card category sets to entire regions of its internal

4This restriction to university parties is necessary in order to conform with policy requirements of the

European FITs.
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Figure 5-7:Example of an Inter-Organization Network: One ION exists between
ABC and MIT, and another ION exists between ABC and NU.
BothIO~soverap pysially yet are isolated logically from oneantead

from a third ION, Bitnet, to which MIT is connected.
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network that it wants to be globally acccssible, but assigning the Bitnet gateway the strictly-

internal category only.

5.5 Implementation

In general, the following controls should be implemented by each ION participant

Detailed description is provided in Chapter 8.

First, an ION participant must define categories and assign to each ION machine or process

the set of categories (compartments) for which it is to be used. For example, the

organization may define a category for each ION in which it is a participant 4 1 If a process

is intended for external access by members of a single ION (e.g., an order entry system for

customers), then the process is assigned only that category. If the process is to be accessed

by members of multiple IONs (e.g., a mail server), then it is assigned multiple categories.

* Strictly-internal services are assigned only the strictly internal category since they are not

intended for any ION access. External entities are assigned the category associated with

their particular ION. If the gateway supports multiple types of invocation (e.g., connection-

based remote login, message-based server requests, electronic mail), each ION or subgroup

may be assigned multiple category sets, where each set applies to a different type of

invocation.

Given these category sets and assignments, the organization allows external invocations to

enter the internal domain only through specified gateways; similar to the notion of entry

points [57]. Each gateway forwards (routes) an invocation to the indicated destination if and

only if the Intersection between the category set of the external invoker, {Cils, and the

category set of the destination ION proeess, {Ci}d, is not nullset, {}.42 Strictly-internal

entities (processes, programs, mail-boxes, machines, etc.) are assigned a category set of

41 f different external entities in an ION are to be given different capabilities, then subgroups are defined and
each subgroup is assigned its own category set.

42Note that the gateway's control policy does not require that the category sets of the invoker and invoked be
exactly the same. i.e.. it does not necessarily enforce confinement. Each ION application enforces additional
controls which restrict flows across categories; see below.
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{strictly internall only, and are therelore not accessible to any external groups. In addition,

if an internal process or machine is not registered, it is not accessible via the ION gateway.

The mechanism can be implemented using a non-discretionary access control list for each

ION process, where the list contains groups that are allowed to access the process.43 in

addition to maintaining category information for each outside ION or subgroup, the ION

gateway must know where to route incoming and outgoing messages based on the

destination address, as do traditional gateways.

Finally, the ION participant must implement discretionary or non-discretionary controls

within ION facilities. ION facilities must enforce application-specific controls that the

gateway can not enforce itself (e.g., restrictions on the dollar amount of a purchase order or

the filename of a cad/cam file request). In addition, ION facilities that reside in overlapping

logical networks must prevent information or invocations from flowing between ION and

non-ION entities, and between different ION entities. A range of traditional system security

mechanisms can be employed. System level controls complement the controls on network

communication L e., at the network boundary

The result of these mechanisms is that no external invocations can be sent to entities that are

not explicitly registered as accessible to outsiders. In addition, the ION participant can

specify which categories of external users may access each ION process

5.5.1 Information Flow

In many cases, information flow controls on outgoing traffic may be needed as well.44 If an

organization is unable or unwilling to rely on existing policies to discourage employees from

exporting confidential information via the ION, the organization may require additional

information flow controls. For example, some features of computer-based communications

43Note that internal invocations originate within the organization's domain, do not enter through gateways,
and therefore are not subject to these non-discretionary controls.

44For many inter-organization networks invocation control is needed for incoming traffic whereas
information flow oontrol is needed for outgoing traffic. Therefore, the two do not conflict with one another as
they often do when both apply to traffic flowing in the same diection [371.
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remove direct employee discretion from the generation of ION messages, such as automatic

distribution lists. A user who sends a message to a distribution list typically does not know

which individuals are on the list: the user knows only that they share a common interesL If

one of the addressees on the list is located outside of the organization, an employee may

export information without realizing it and therefore without considering relevant company

policies. In addition, an ION participant may enforce controls on outgoing flows if it must

conform to policies imposed by other ION participants (e.g., Bitnet's no transit requirement

described earlier in the MIT-ABC-NU example), or if it must pay for outgoing flows on a

usage-sensitive basis.

Some information flow controls can be implemented using category sets and the Intersect

rule: internal user A can send a message/file X to external user/resource B if and only if

{C}a and {C}b have a non-empty intersection. However, more elaboration is needed and

capabilities will vary with the type of control mechanisms available internally. For example,

if internal systems implement non-discretionary controls that mark objects with security

labels, the gateway can control outgoing information flow based on the security level of the

message content as well as the category set of the message creator. Because each

organization implements its own gateway, each can integrate existing, internal, labeling

systems into its ION gateway.

In summary, the gateway authenticates, labels, and maintains information on category sets

while most of the rest of the internal systems can go on unchanged. Because of the gateway's

central role. there are a number of important design issues which require further elaboration

but which we will only mention here. One is that the gateway and ION entities are programs

that must be "trusted" by the organization that owns them. However, each ION participant

can make its own decision as to the investment and trust that it will place in its ION

gateway. The general requirement is to raise the level of monitorability to that of non-ION

communication channels (e.g., telephone and paper). Therefore, organizations' security

requirements vary according to the value of online information and resources, as well as the

nature of the inter-organization relationships. The second issue is that the gateway must

authenticate the source of a request/message in order to properly evaluate its category set. A
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range of tools, of varying strength, can be used: from ihird-party authentication servers to

one-time encryption keys. Although participants need not use a common authentication

scheme internally, they must agree on the authentication protocol used by their respective

gateways (see Chapter 7).

5.5.2 Confinement and the Role of System-Level Controls

The above discussion and examples illustrate how a non-discretionary policy based on a

relaxed intersection rule can be used to isolate logical networks without imposing either

physical isolation or increased access controls on all internal systems. Before concluding, it

is important to emphasize the role of system-level controls in those systems that an

organization does include in the ION. First, as was stated earlier, it is essential to the

security of critical strictly-internal systems to implement controls in all ION systems to

prevent external traffic from traveling via the ION system to strictly-internal systems or

systems belonging to other IONs. Although such system-level controls depend on

traditional security techniques, the task may be very difficult, depending upon the

application involved. In particular, the larger in number and more varied are the tasks

performed by the system, the harder it is to certify or audit system-level controls. At the

same time, if the system is used for strictly-internal purposes as well, the overhead

experienced by internal users must be minimized (see section 5.2).

Despite these difficulties, an intersection rule on communication flows could be combined

with confinement rules at the ION-system level to achieve confinement in the larger

network system. For instance, in the first example (see figure 5-5), MIT provides both ABC

and XYZ with access to its electronic mail delivery system. At the communications level, an

intersection policy is enforced so that both customers can communicate with the order-entry

system. As indicated in figure 5-6, ABC has category set {Educational-research}, XYZ has

category set {Network-research,Architecture}, and the mail system has category set }. If a

traditional confinement policy were implemented. XYZ would be unable to communicate

with the simulator because the simulator's category set is not a superset of XYZ's category

set. Moreover, the confinement rule would prevent the mail system from sending online
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mesages back to either of the companies because neither of the companies' category sets is

a superset of the mail system's category St. By equipping the ION gateway with a non-

empty intersection rule instead of a strict confinement rule, the desired communication

between customers and the order-entry system is achieved. However, because the rule

governing communications has been relaxed, the order-entry system must take

responsibility for preventing flows across, what are intended to be, isolated logical

networks-that between MIT and ABC and that between MIT and XYZ. In other words,

the mail system needs to enforce the traditional confinement policy to prevent information

and invocation flow (message based) between ABC and XYZ entities. Although the

security of such a scheme depends critically upon the security of the system-level controls -.

employed, the approach described throughout this chapter structures the problem so that

security risks can be isolated and managed by the organizations involved. In other words,

although we have not eliminated the problems that are common to all computer system

security (e.g., certifiability, overhead cost, etc.), we have developed an approach to access

controls in IONs for which the security risks are as tractable as traditional computer system

access controls. And we have done so without violating organization constraints such as

minimizing interference with internal resource sharing.

5.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, initial analysis suggests that category sets and non-discretionary control

mechanisms can be adapted to satisfy usage control requirements in inter-organization

networks; namely, to isolate the strictly-internal facilities from the ION facilities, and

distinct IONs from one another. This approach has implications for network

interconnection, in particular the level of interconnection. Further research is needed to

understand the range of applications for which the proposed modifications might be suited,

the implications for non-discretionary security models, and appropriate authentication

schemes. The following chapter investigates the implications of the proposed mechanisms

for network interconnection protocos$ 5

I thank Bob Baldwin, Carl Landwehr. Steven Upner, David Reed, Suzanne Sluizer. and Juliet Sutherland
for insightful comments and suggestions on drafts of this chapter.
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Chiapter Six

Implications for Network Interconnection

As the previous chapters described, when organizations establish inter-organization network

connections and extend their networks internally, they require new usage control policies

and mechanisms to cope with the increased heterogeneity of the user population. For

example, consider the case of a university computer science department, such as MIT's, that

is connected to the Arpanet. In the past, the user population that could access the

department's Arpanet-connected machines was small and the department required no

special measures in order to adequately comply with the Arpanet policy that the Arpanet be

used only by computer science researchers. However, as MIT extends its computer networks

out from the computer science and engineering department to the rest of the campus, the

user population that can access the Arpanet-connected machines is no longer small nor

homogeneous. In addition, the university has established external network connections

with local industry. In this case, the potential user population of the computer science

department's facilities includes not only members of other departments, but members of

other organizations altogether. In this new environment the computer science department

may have to introduce control mechanisms to restrict access to the Arpanet gateway or

Arpanet-connected hosts in order to adequately comply with Arpanet policy.46 Such control

mechanisms would have to discriminate between various segments of the user population;

in this case these segments are logical groupings of users or hosts according to organization

or department affiliation.

A second issue that arises when interconnection reduces the homogeneity of a network

concerns efficient use of network resources. Typically, the larger and more heterogeneous is

the user population, the less tightly coupled are the applications that operate across the

16A related policy requirement with similar technical implications is that the Arpanet not be used as a transit
path between two points, neither of which is itself a legitimate Arpanet node.
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.,ntire network. However. many applications that assume tight coupling among users
operate tinder the assumption that this tight coupling spans the entire network, even in the

presence of extensive interconnection. Applications that use broadcast communication

protocols are the best example. I will use Xerox's Grapevine system illustrates this point. [91

Grapevine is a distributed database service that provides mail, naming, and other

information to users and applications. Fundamental to Grapevine is the manner in which it

keeps the distributed data repositories up-to-date. The updates can take up significant

network resources. If two organizations that each run Grapevine interconnect their

networks in order to support some inter-organization application such as electronic mail, the

Grapevine updates will travel across both networks.47 However, this up to date naming

information may be far less appropriate to the loosely coupled relationship of the two

organizations than it is within a single organization. And given the gateway bottleneck

--through which all inter-organization traffic must flow, the updates may place a significant

burden on network resources.48 For this reason, some types of communi, ation traffic

should not be forwarded onto external networks. More efficient use of network resources

would be possible if broadcast information such as minute-by-minute Grapevine updates

would carry information in the packet header indicating that the packet is intended for

logically-local destinations only. Logical locality is emphasized since it is what determines

the appropriate degree of coupling for this application.

A second example is the use of Address Resolution Packets (ARPs) to locate hosts. Some

networks broadcast ARPs over the entire network in order to locate a particular machine.49

Consequently, when two networks that use ARP are simply interconnected, all ARPs flow

across both of them. If these two networks belong to two distinct organizations, it may not

47Primarily because ION connections and the like were not an explicit consideration during the design
proce.

481n addition, such inter-organization connections are often more transient than intra-organization
connections. Transient connections are the exception internally and the tightly coupled applications may not be
designed to adapt easily.

49CMU is one example. Their use of ARP is described in [411.
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be cost effective to broadcast all ARPs across the boundary.50  However, without

information about the logical affiliation of a packet source and dcstination, there is no easy

way to use a broadcast-based search mechanism locally without having it propagate across

the ION gateway as well. An application level example of the same phenomenon is a

nctwork-widc broadcast search for a service of some kind, e.g., a high-quality printer. In this
p.

case it is likely that the user is interested in printers belonging to his or her organization

only.

The following sections focus on the issue of controlling ION flows to meet policy, as

opposed to efficiency concerns. However, similar mechanisms and issues pertain to the

latter concern as well and therefore are relevant to intra-organization connections as well.

6.1 Non-Discretionary Controls

An uncontrolled connection between two distinct organizations implies that the

organizations are willing to trust one another and all organizations to which each

interconnects. Under some circumstances this level of trust is appropriate due to the nature

of the organizations (e.g., low risk), their relationship (e.g., not competitive), or existing

contract provisions (e.g., liability for violation of connection). However, under many

conditions the level of trust implied may be inappropriate and inconsistent with other

aspects of inter-organization relations and interchange.

The proposed approach to the problem of usage control in IONs is to implement non-

discretionary controls in all entry and exit points to each organization's internal network,

i.e., all ION gateways (see Chapter 5 for discussion). Any ION communication involves at

50Problems related to broadcast of ARPs have been experienced at MIT. MIT's Lab for Computer Science's
local network is connected to the Al laboratory's Chaosnet. The Al lab Chaosnet is in turn connected to a local
company's, QRS's. ChaosneL QRS's Chaosnet is in turn connected to many of its customers' hosts or networks.
A bug in the machine of one of these customers caused large amounts of ARP traffic to be generated to the
extent that it flooded a MIT LCS local network and caused several network-attached personal computers to
cease functioning. Although this same problem would have occurred if the defective machine had been on the
same local network as the personal computers. it is unfortunate that by virtue of interconnecting an organization
makes itself so dependent on the correct operation of another organization's machines.
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Icast two ION gateways-one belonging to the source's organization, and one belonging to

the destination's organization. Each organization implements its own ION gateway and

selects the control mechanisms to fit its own policy requirements. Examples of policies that

an organization might enforce using such controls are:

1. Accept incoming traffic only if it is from an authorized outside entity and is
destined for an internal system or gateway that has been explicitly registered as
available to such outside access. Access may be refused to an external user either
because of the user's organization or group affiliation, or because of the type of
access requested.

2. Forward outgoing traffic only if it is from an authorized internal entity and is
destined for an authorized external network. External network access may be
refused to an internal user either because of contract provisions that restrict the
use of the external network, or because of usage fees charged by the external
network. Information flow may also be restricted on the basis of internal
sensitivity classifications.

All entry points to an organization's internal network must be treated as ION gateways and

equipped with controls. For example, as described earlier, MIT sells time on one of its

timesharing systems to a wide range of users-small local companies, international research

centers, government personnel, other universities, etc. Because these non-MIT users can

access the MIT network to which the system is connected, the system itself acts as a gateway

and must enforce controls consistent with MIT's policies; for example, restricting access to

other gateways and certain internal resources (e.g., printers, scarce computational resources,

etc.). If controls are desired in connections that cross organization boundaries, all entry

points, both dedicated gateways and hosts that provide outside access, must be equipped to

address incoming and outgoing traffic. The benefit of the non-discretionary approach

proposed is that systems used strictly by insiders need not be modified, nor made aware of

the presence of new interconnections. However, those systems that are made accessible

must employ mechanisms to enforce application-specific controls (e.g., which files can be

accessed, which programs can be run), and to isolate ION processes :rom non-ION

processes.

To implement these non-discretionary controls an ION gateway must have access to certain
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information about the logical characteristics of traffic; e.g.. organization affiliation of source

and destination, type of service, amount of resource requested, etc.51  According to this

information the gateway determines which categories of internal information or resources

the external entity may access. In other words, in addition to the traditional bindings

between user or service and node, node and network attachment point, and network points

and path [61], the ION gateway needs a binding between user or service and organizatio"

affiliation. Domain style naming might be used to capture this notion of affiliation. [40]

However, as is described in the following section, it i not possible to evaluate the domain

affiliation of a packet based solely on the network number that it carries in its header.

If the logical information required for policy decisions is available, then the non-

discretionary controls can be implemented by assigning category sets to incoming and

outgoing traffic, according to logical characteristics of the traffic and enforcing invocation

and information flow controls accordingly. [20] The next section describes issues associated

with low-level connections (packet-level), for which this information is not directly

available.

6.2 Packet-Level Interconnection

As with any gateway, an ION gateway can be designed to operate at one of several levels.

Most gateways can be classified as either high or low level. A high-level gateway is an

end-point in a message- or connection-based communication session, such as file transfer,

remote login, or electronic mail. A low-level gateway forwards packets between machines

that are the endpoints of higher-level message or connection-based communication sessions,

but the gateway itself is not an endpoint. Low-level gateways may operate on individual

packets (datagrams) or virtual circuits, depending upon the protocol design of the

interconnected networks; I refer to both as packet-level gateways. High-level gateways

operate at session, presentation, or application layers, whereas low-level gateways operate at

transport or network layers of the International Standards Organization, Open Systems

Interconnect (ISO-OSI) reference model. [30]

51For simplicity, much of this discussion focuses on organization affiliation of source and destination and
mode of access. Similar arguments apply to other types of information.
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As i discussed below, most packct-le,el gateways do not have access to the information

needed to make ION policy decisions. This is not necessarily inherent to this level of

connection, but is a result of the competing requirements that constrain the design of low-

level protocols.

6.2.1 Network Numbers

The organization affiliation of source and destination is fundamental to many, if not most,

conceivable usage control requirements for IONs. Consequently, an ION gateway must be

able to identify the organization affiliation of the traffic destination and source. Given this

information, the ION gateway can assign categories and determine the rights of that source

aid destination.52 The source and destination in a packet header appear in the form of

network numbers. This section describes some ef the problems of relying on these numbers

for identification of organization affiliation.

Networks interconnected at the packet level (e.g., Internet Protocol (IP) level in the DARPA

TCP/IP family of protocols) must coordinate the assignment of network numbers in order

for packet addresses to be meaningful throughout the intemet. In addition, network

numbers provide information about proper routing of a packet to its destination, e.g., which

subnet on which network a particular host sits. This routing information pertains to the

physical location of the destination. When networks cross organization as well as geographic

boundaries, logical information is desired in addition to topological information. In other

words, policy control mechanisms need to know the organization domain to which a

message is being sent, and from whence it came, in addition to the physical locations.

Currently, network numbers in the Internet are allocated to sites by a centralized number

czar. Each site may then allocate numbers to hosts and even subnets that lie within its

topological network. Most of these hosts and subnets are within the confines of a single

* organization, but some are not. For example, MIT has direct network connections to several

52 Many policies may require more information than just source and destination affiliation. But for simplicity I
focus on this information to illustrate the argument.
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Figure 6-1:A simplified depiction of MIT internal networks and
several external networks to which it is connected. The Internet
network numbers are listed near the gateway to each network.

local companies; see figure 6-1. The network numbers of destinations in these companies

look like the network numbers of other MIT subnets because they contain topological

information for muting purposes. In order to discriminate between subnets and hosts that
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are part of MIT's logical network (i.e., actually belong to MIT) and those that lie outside of

the logical network (i.e., facilities in the local companies which are accessible but do not

belong to MIT), the gateway must be able to bind the source and destination network

numbers in the packet header to the organization affiliations.

These issues were not among the many considered during design of the Arpanet/Intemet

protocols. At that time, the primary concern was to achieve connectivity and transparency

and make network boundaries disappear.53 Therefore, it makes sense that providing

information needed to enforce organization boundaries was not a design requirement. Even

if it had been a consideration, the number of competing requirements and constraints on the

low-level protocol would probably have led the designers to leave such application-specific

information to higher levels. In particular, because routing table size is limited, there is

pressure to be able to make routing decisions on the basis of a packet's destination subnet

number.

One might try to use the network and subnetwork numbers as a hint to organization

affiliation. However, because of the decentralized manner in which networks and

subnetworks may establish their own interconnections, over time these topological numbers

may not map into meaningful logical groupings. For example, MIT might implement a

filter in the Arpanet gateway to reject outgoing messages with source addresses other than

MIT's Arpanet network number, 18. However, if an MIT department or laboratory

connects some local company to the department or laboratory local network, according to

current practices, that company is assigned a subnet number within net 18. Therefore, the

filter would not catch transit traffic sent from that company to non-MIT Arpanet sites. In

addition, several MIT hosts do not sit on network 18.

Of course it is possible to identify the various subnet numbers that are assigned to non-MIT

entities and add such information to the gateway filter. However, this is not a general

531n many ways the Arpanet is not a typical ION. In the past, the Arpanet was intended to encompam the
internal networks of the participating organizations. Only recendy, as the participating ofganizations have
extended their internal networks to other internal communities, is the Arpanet community manifesting many of
the issues attributed here to IONL
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solution because such interconncctions are established in an incremental and decentralized

manner, and therefore there is no good way or tracking these exception cases without

centralizing the interconnection and number allocation process in some way. One approach

might be to establish guidelines that set aside blocks of numbers to be used for non-MIT

sites. However, because of the nature of the namespace, it is hard to know a priori how

many such numbers to set aside, and exactly what groupings one will want to be able to

distinguish between, i.e., MIT/non-MIT is only one relevant distinction. If such guidelines

do not exist, and the connection is not centrally managed, it is not feasible for the gateway to

maintain a list of allowable host and/or subnet addresses with which to implement packet-

level controls.

An example of a packet-level ION gateway that implements usage controls is the University

College London (UCL) network connection to the Arpanet. [11] The UCL network

employs two gateways to the Arpanet. One connection forwards packets via a private

satellite network to the Arpanet. The second connection forwards packets via an X.25

connection over public packet-switched networks. The two separate gateways are needed

because of the different protocols used, and the division satisfies policy requirements. Due

to PTT regulations, only Ministry of Defense traffic can be sent via the private satellite path,

while civilians (such as many university researchers) must send traffic via the public-

network path. Because only routing information is available at the IP level, the restriction is

enforced by making UCLnet appear as two separate networks, UCLnet and PSSnet. This is

achieved by splitting the namespace in two and assigning addresses to MOD and civilian

hosts accordingly. Because there is a small and fixed number of user groups (i.e., two) the

mechanism works. In addition, higher-level controls enforce restrictions on invocation of

higher-level network applications, i.e., mail, file transfer, and remote login (see the

description in section 6.4). A similar mechanism could be employed by MIT to restrict

access to the Arpanet. For example, most student access to computational facilities and the

MIT network will occur via the MIT subnets that belong to project Athena. 54 The Arpanet

gateway could simply reject all packets originating from those subnets, but in so doing it

54Athena is a university-wide experimental project in the use of computers in education.
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would preclude transit oy legitimate research lhosts that arc physically located on Athena

subnets.

In conclusion, traditional packet level protocols do not carry the information in each packet

header that an ION gateway needs to make policy decisions. The following section describes

one scheme for augmenting a packet level protocol in order to accommodate policy

controls.

6.3 Visa Scheme

Given that logical information generally is not deduceable from packet headers alone, we

can adopt an approach first suggested by D. Reed and documented by J. Mracek. [421 This

scheme, depicted in figure 6-2, requires that the source carry out a higher-level dialog with a

policy server in the destination network in order to authorize a particular conversation (e.g..

mail, Mie transfer, etc.). The policy server passes the authorization information to the

packet-level gateway along with a means of authenticating the authorized traffic (e.g., an

encryption key). The scheme is referred to as a visa scheme because gateways are analogous

to border crossing stations, access control servers to embassies, and the keys to visas

In this scheme, in order for a source host to send a packet or set of packets via an ION

gateway, the source must obtain a key from the access control service (ACS) of the network

that it wishes to enter or leave. If the source passes the ACS's policy filter, the ACS gives

the lower-level gateway a source network id, key pair with which to authenticate packets

from the authorized source as they pass through the gateway. The same key is given to the

source. The key may simply be a ticket appended to each packet header or it may be an

encryption key used to calculate the packet checksum. For example, using an encryption

key, the ION gateway records which keys correspond to which network numbers. The

gateway looks up the key corresponding to the source network-ubro nCDmn packt

and calculates the checksum using the key. If a key is found and the checksum is properly

computed then the gateway knows that the packet has been authorized by the local ACS. If

the organization's policy requires that the gateway discriminate according to the destination
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This scheme offloads to the ACS the mapping of traffic afiliation to access privileges by

requiring the source to have a higher-level dialog with the ACS before its packets are able to

enter or leave the network. Once the ACS provides the low-level gateway with the access

and authentication information, the low-level gateway operates as if it were itself equipped

with the category information and a way of mapping traffic information to that category

information. In effect, by granting a visa to a source or source-destination pair, and

informing the gateway of the granting, the ACS wraps a set of individual packets into a

logical unit which is then subjectable to policy control in the packet-level gateway.

A visa scheme has been proposed to control incoming traffic to a dial-up, packet-forwarding

gateway to the MIT network. This gateway is connected on one side to the public switched

telephone network, and on the other to an MIT local network. Although a single physical

gateway is used, MIT would like to apply different access policies to the different groups

that use it. Some MIT resources are intended for access by members of the MIT community

only (e.g., gateways to other networks, a New York Times clipping service, high-speed

printers, etc.). Other resources are intended for access by some non-MIT users as well. In

order to implement non-discretionary controls as proposed in Chapter 5, the gateway would

operate as follows. When a user calls the gateway, the gateway associates the call with a

particular port and accepts packets from the user only if they are addressed to an ACS. The

external user carries out a high-level dialog with the ACS and authenticates itself. After

authenticating the user and identifying the internal facilities that the user is authorized to

access, the ACS sends the gateway a key and a list of destination addresses to which the

particular user should be allowed to send packets. In addition, the ACS sends the same key

to the user. The gateway associates both the list of destinations and the key with the port

assigned to the user. The key is used as a connection-authenticator for the duration of the

connection. In order for the gateway to accept a packet through the port, the checksumn of

the packet must have been calculated including the con nection-authenticator that is

currently associated with the port. When the user first dials up the connection-authenticator

is zero and the user can send packets to only a single destination, the ACS.

If access policies are relatively stable, an even simpler visa scheme can be used which would
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reduce thc nccd for frequent highcr-level dialogs with the ACS, and would thecrorc reduce

the overall performance requirements of the ACS itself. For example, assume that an ION

gateway needs only distinguish between those hosts that belong to a particular research

community and those hosts that do not. In this case it would be adequate to regularly

distribute a key to all eligible research hosts and the ION gateway. The gateway could use

the key to identify packets belonging to authorized research hosts, as in the above

description. The research hosts would no longer require a dialog with the ACS for each

external communication. Consequently, the ACS could even operate offline or via

electronic mail.

A packet-level gateway together with an ACS can effect higher-level controls. However, if

the ION is intended to support only a small number of higher-level applications, if the

policies can not be expressed in terms of information available in packet headers, or if
performance benefits of packet-level interconnection are not significant, it makes sense to

consider interconnection at a protocol level at which the policy-related information is

available directly. The following section describes higher-level interconnection. The two

schemes are contrasted in more detal in Chapter 8.

6.4 Higher-Level Interconnection

In the introduction I gave two motivations for treating entities on the other side of an ION
gateway differently from those within an organization's internal network. First, policy

concerns may require that non-local users be restricted from using some internal resources

and other gateways. Second, efficient network use suggests that information needed for

local, tightly-coupled applications, not be broadcast through an ION gateway across which

applications are more loosely coupled. In the discussion of network numbers I explained

that the logical information needed to implement intelligent filtering in an ION gateway is

not available at the packet level. The visa scheme described above can effect higher-level

control for many simple usage control policies. However, when policy decisions are

dependent on higher-level informnation that cannot easily be bound to packet-level

information, higher-level connections may be more practical. The primary advantage is that
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the information needed io evaluate policy, such as organization affiliation, service type, size

of request, etc., is available to higher level protocols directly; i.e., these protocols deal with

aggregated units of traffic that contain more semantic information in the headers and

control fields (e.g., electronic mail messages, remote login or file transfer connections, etc.).

A packet-level gateway with an ACS can effect higher-level controls, as described. However,

these controls must be representable in the form of a key or ticket. In addition, the visa

scheme requires modification of lower-level communication protocols because of the need

to alter calculation of the packet checksum.

Even with a higher-level ION gateway, some controls are best implemented in the endpoint

applications themselves; in particular, controls that discriminate according to the content of

a message, e.g., the size of a purchase order, or the name of a file requested. In addition,

these applications-level controls may be required to isolate the ION processes and

applications from the non-ION ones. In the remainder of this section I will continue to

focus on higher-level, communication protocol controls, under the assumption that some

applIication- level controls are implemented in the endpoints.

Higher-level gateways terminate the higher-level communication protocols and thereby gain

access to more information about the application of the connection. Depending upon the

level of connection and application, this informaticn may include the logical affiliation of

source and destination, the actual service being performed, and the amount of

communication resources requested, for example. Although a key security issue arises with

regard to the authentication of this information, the point is that the information is available

for evaluation, and authentication mechanisms can be employed as needed. For example,

Harvard University is connected to the Arpanet via a packet-level gateway. Harvard would

like to allow any university member with a computer account to send electronic mail via the

Arpanet gateway, but at the same time it wants to provide file transfer and remote login to

select groups of users only. Currently Harvard is able to control remote login use because

for internal resource control purposes, it does so anyway within the internal network.

Remote login is a restricted command on all internal hosts and because only certain users

can use it internally, only those users can use it through the gateway. However, file transfer
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is not a restricted command: it is too common and useful a facility to even consider

restricting internally. As a result, there are no controls on doing file transfer via the gateway.

Because the gateway is a packet-forwarding gateway, and such information is not

deduceable directly from packet headers, controls that discriminate according to service

type (i.e., remote login, ile transfer, mail) and host are difficult to implement on such a

gateway. If the gateway operated at a higher-level, it would be a more simple and modular

task to restrict file transfer use to authorized users, because the connection would carry

information about the affiliation of source and destination as well as the communication

mode.

This discussion of level of interconnection is concerned most directly with what Sunshine

refers to as service level and implementation approach. [69] Service level refers to the

communication mode supported in the gateway, e.g., datagram, virtual circuit, file transfer,

remote login, mail, etc. He distinguishes between two implementation approaches, endpoint

(where the source and destination each act as an endpoint in the communication mode and

each gateway passes lower-level information), and hop-by-hop (where each intermediate

gateway acts as an endpoint of the communication mode as well). I refer to the former as

lower-level, or packet-level, and the latter as higher-level, interconnection. 55 With respect to

traditional interconnection concerns alone (not inter-organization concerns), Sunshine finds

the hop-by-hop (higher-level) approach more appropriate where backward compatibility of

protocols and immediate needs predominate and where user awareness of crossing network

boundaries is acceptable. He finds the endpoint approach (packet-level) preferable when

robustness and generality are important and there is more basis for agreement and

conformance to standards. Sunshine's conclusions lend support to the argument in favor of

higher-level (i.e., hop-by-hop) ION connection. When an organization interconnects to the

outside, backward compatibility with internal protocols and procedures is still of primary

importance. Similarly, expediency is often a key criterion for the interconnection and it is

5 5Application level refers to the endpoints in the application itself and therefore application-level controls are
even higher than the higher-level communication controls discussed here. For example. where a high-level
gateway would forward a file transfer request without looking at the content of the request, an application-level
gateway would interpret the request itself.
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Oftca desirable for the connection to be less than transparent so that insiders are conscious

of their actions when communicating with outside entities.

Two types of higher-level gateways can be distinguished-connection based and message

based. Some applications require that the gateway set up a real-time connection between

machines on either network. Message-based applications require only that the gateway

forward messages between two applications. Due to their store-and-forward nature,

message-based gateways are sometimes referred to as relays. However, message-based

gateways operate at a higher protocol level than packet gateways, which also operate on a

store-and-forward basis. A message is a complete semantic unit whose content, and address,

a remote process, application, or person can interpret. Packets are small, equally sized

components of a connection or message. Any single packet may have no semantic meaning

by itself and typically carries only low-level addressing information. The most common type

of message-based gateway is a person-to-person, electronic mail relay.

In both message- and connection-based high-level gateways, the unit of transfer and

therefore of control makes accessible more policy-related information than does an

individual packet. Connection based protocols must perform under tighter real-time

canstraints and therefore are more difficult to implement. Connection-based gateways

establish connections between entities on either side of the gateway and then ship

undifferentiated packets back and forth via that connection. Consequently, connection-

based gateways may introduce more vulnerabiities than do message-based gateways. Even

if controls are added to the connection set-up process, unless controls are applied on a per

packet basis, there is more chance for a connection that was approved initially to be used for

some undesirable purpose. A message-based gateway applies controls to each message that

passes through it while avoiding the cost of applying controls to each packet. However, if a

machine automatically processes the messages (even to simply display or format it) similar

attacks may be made by embedding executable commands or special control characters

within the text of the message. Even so, the staged delivery of messages makes it easier to

guard against such attacks by filtering traffic, On the other hand, message-based gateways

are ill-suited to delay-sensitive applications. Message-based gateways are discussed further

in section 6.4.2.
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There are many examples of higher-level gateways in use today. A few examples are

described below:

* As illustrated earlier, a host connected to two different networks can act as a
high-level gateway between them. For example, the host might forward
electronic mail between users on either network using the host's local mail
facilities. Similarly, a remote user logs in to the host (perhaps via the internal
network and public-network gateway of the user's own organization), and from
there might establish another connection to some other host on the internal
network. In both cases, the host acts like an endpoint in the mail or remote login
protocol.

* ISI operates an exprimental mail gateway called Intermail. This program
accepts mail from Arpanet users and forwards it onto one of several public mail
networks, including MCIMail and IEEE Compmail. Messages must conform to
a special format in which the destination network, and destination address, are
listed as the first lines of the message contents itself. This information is
interpreted automatically by the Intermail program, a new message is
constructed with this information as the header, and the remaining message
contents as the contents of the new message, and the message is forwarded on to
the appropriate network. [19]

* IBM's SNA interconnection technique terminates the communication protocol
at the gateway between SNA networks. To the end user, the gateway is
transparent, but at the connection level, two connections exist--one between
each gateway and each endpoint. Name translation is also done in the gateway
in a manner transparent to the end user. [61

* Cambridge university uses an X.25 gateway to connect its local area network to a
public packet-switched network. The gateway implements access controls by
checking all connections against a database of authorized users. Similarly,
accounting information is collected in the gateway. [181

" The University College London network, described earlier, supports mail, file
transfer, and remote login to the Arpanet in the U.S. Each mail user must
register his or her mailbox with the mail server in order to send and receive
mail; alternatively an entire host may be registered. File transfer and remote
login services require that the user log in to the terminal gateway using a
personal or group password. Mailbox registration is achieved via the terminal
gateway as well. The control information is used to conform to the Ministry of
Defense and PTT imposed policy requirements described earlier, as well as for
accounting purposes.
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a The UUCP based network operates at a higher-level than packet
forwarding. 1291 Electronic mail, mailing list digests. and sometimes files are
transferred between hosts or networks of hosts via telephone connections. It is
relatively easy to add filters to the forwarding of UUCP network traffic. Filters
may determine such things as which mailing lists are distributed, and which
types of services are provided to each of the neighboring UUCP sites.

Even at higher levels the distinction between topological (routing) and logical (organization

affiliation) information may be blurred. If an organization supports transit, and guidelines

are not set for the structure of source and destination names, address and routing

information can be confused with logical information. For example, if person Smith at QRS

Inc. sends mail to Jones at XYZ Inc. via MIT's network, then if XYZ receives the source

address as Smith.QRS%MIT, the XYZ ION gateway must figure out that the source's

logical affiliatior is QRS and not MIT. At the same time XYZ must be able to determine

how to return a message, namely via MIT. UCLnet has experienced this problem in its mail

connections to the Arpanet. As described earlier, trail from Ministry of Defense and

civilian users must be treated differently. Some mail is forwarded to the Arpanet from other

civilian research networks and hosts that are connected to UCL. The addresses assigned to

mailboxes on these hosts are constructed so that the mailboxes appear to lie within UCL.

The mail gateway relies on a list o,' registered users to filter mail, in part because the

organization affiliation of a user is not necessarily evident from the header. [16] However, in

general textual mailbox names carry more semantic information and are taken from a larger

namespace than network numbers. Therefore textual mailbox names can be constructed in

such a way that the correct affiliation can be interpreted using easy to follow guideline&.%

6.4.1 Placement of Controls and Higher-Level Connections

Previous sections have argued that based upon the need for non-discretionary controls in

network connections that cross organization boundaries, higher-level connections should be

considered. However, there remains the question of where the controlled, higher-level

56Arpanet Domain Name format is one possibility although it was not designed for this purpose and therefore
may not be practical. [401
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connection should be placed. This issue is less straight forward than it might appear because

it is sometimes unclear where the administrative boundary that requires enforcement lies.

In particular, if an organization and its computing facilities are divided internally into

subgroups, there exist administrative boundaries within the organization's internal network
as well. There are two general situations in which the placement of the controlled gateway

may be unclear. First. if one internal subnet has an external connection which entities on a

seconc internal subnet are not to use, it is unclear whether controls should be placed in the
external connection or in the connection between the two internal subnets. Second, if an
internal application (or set of applications) is used only by external users and is the only

internal application that external users access, it is unclear whether the controls should be

placed at the application level in the endpoint systems or at the communication level in the
ION gateway. The two design criteria that guide placement of controls are: location of the
information needed to make control decisions, and proximity to the administrative

boundary between internal and external facilities.

The appropriate location of a control function depends in large part upon the information

needed to make the control decisions. For example, assume that the ION gateway forwards
messages and communication requests. If usage control policy discriminates according to

the source or destination of traffic, the controls can be implemented in the ION gateway
since the gateway has access to source and destination information in message headers or

connection set-up requests. On the other hand, if the policy discriminates according to

content (e.g., the amount of a purchase order or the particular file requested), it is better

done by the endpoint (i.e., destination) which has access to such application-specific
information. However, as we have argued, controls on external use should be placed where

they will cause minimum interference with internal use. In other words, controls should be

placed as close to the administrative boundary as possible so that the controls will impose on
internal operation as little as possible. Consequently, in some cases where an end-to-end

arguments might appear to favor of placing controls on external use in the end

application, [59] concerns over interference with internal use of the application and access to

the policy-relevant information favor placing control in the gateway that connects external

users to the internal network.
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Altho,)ugh usage control design often Must balance these two criteria, in two degenerate

cases, both criteria can be satisfied simultaneously: namely, when an ION gateway is

dedicated to a single application. i.e., outsiders use it to access only a single application, and

when the application(s) accessed by outsiders are used only by outsiders, i.e., not by internal

users. In the first case, all controls can be placed in the gateway since it is application-

specific and need not support more general communication. This solution accommodates

end-to-end concerns and minimizes interference with internal operations at the same time.

For example, if the ION gatewa) supports outsider access to a mail system only, the gateway

can stage the mail and implement all necessary communication and application-level

controls. In the second case, all zontrols can be placed in the end application since it is used

only by outsiders. This solution accommodates end-to-end concerns without interfering

with internal operations since there is no internal user of the application. For example, if

the ION gateway supports outsider access to a VLSI design. service system that is used only

by an organizaticn's paying customers, all controls can be placed in the VLSI design system

without infringing upon internal users. The exceptional characteristic of the first case is that

the application-level access can be extended out to the gateway since only one internal

application is accessed. The exceptional characteristic of the second case is that the

administrative boundary can be said to exist between the application and the rest of the

internal network, instead of at the ION gateway per se, since no internal entities use the

ION application.

In other situations, there is more of a trade-off between application level controls and

interference with internal usage. For example, many university computer science

departments are facing the following dilemma. These computer science departments have

connections to the Arpanet (or one of several other research networks) which they have

made available to all users of department facilities, routinely. Recently, maay of these

computer science departments have connected their respective internal network(s) to a

much larger and diverse population of users across their respective university campuses;

and sometimes to other non-university organizations as well. These connections introduce

the need for usage controls in order to meet Arpanet policy requirements such as that the

Arpanet be used for research purposes only. The question is, should usage controls be
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placed in the gateway between a Computer Science department's internal network and the

Arpanet. or in the gateway between a department's internal network and the other

university networks? The gateways are not application specific, nor are the applications

external-user-specific. Therefore, neither of the degenerate cases exists. Nevertheless, by

considering the two design criteria in turn, the appropriate decision can be determined.

First, because both gateways (i.e., CS-Arpanet and CS-Campus) support access to multiple

applications, end-to-end argument implies that the controls in the gateway restrict

communication- level functions, not application-level functions. Application level functions

must be restricted in the end applications that are made accessible to outsiders. Second,

because the policy requirements that must be enforced in these cases are imposed by

Arpanet management, the communication-level controls should be placed in the CS-
57%

Arpanet gateway and not in the CS-Campus gateway.5 -

6.4.2 Message-Based IONs

A message-forwarding gateway is a special type of high-level gateway This section is

devoted to message-based interconnection because of its suitability to the loose coupling

often desired across organization boundaries.

Organizations can augment traditional person-to-person communication media such as C

telephone, postal mail, telex, and face-to-face meetings, by interconnecting their internal

electronic mail systems. In addition, messages can be used as the transport method for

sending commands to, and receiving responses from, computer-based services. For

example, the Electronic Data Interchange standard (ANSI X.12) specifies a set of formats

and commands related to purchase orders and invoices. [31] Using this standard a machine

can automatically interpret and act upon messages, and thereby convert a passive

communication channel into an active one. In a similar way, message protocols can be used

to retrieve documents or programs, and to subscribe to and deliver information services. For

example, Arpanet users invoke a fabrication system called MOSIS (developed by

7Additional controls may be placed in the latter gateway but these would address intra-campus requirements,
not Arpanet-imposed requirements.
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Infonmation Sciences Institute at USC) via electronic mail. [451 Clients use specially

formatted messages to enter designs into the fabrication qucue, request status infi'mation,

or check that a design is acceptable to the system. MOSIS interprets the design messages as

textual descriptions of the geometry of masks for IC fabrication and the physical products

are eventually shipped to the client via air carrier. More recently, Sciencenet, a network

poposed to support supercomputer access, proposes to support some batch, message-based,

service access. As end-users increase their computing activities and autonomy with personal

hardware and software. electronic mail can provide a convenient substrate via which to offer

end-user developed servers. For this reasons alone, the number of message-invocable

servers within organizations is likely to increase across a broad range of organization

functions. Even in those environments whose services are invocable via connection-based

protocols only, message-based gateways may support loose external couplings by acting as

front-ends. For example, an outside user would send a formatted message to the gateway

which would interpret it and apply access control filters. Assuming the gateway found the

request to be legitimate, the gateway would carry out the users request by setting up a a

connection to the indicated server and generating the indicated commands. To the end-user

the service would appear to be message-invoked; however, the ION gateway is acting as a

front end to those services for which it is programmed to understand messages. Although

the asynchronous nature of message-based services is not transparent to the end application

or user, speed and turn-around can be tailored to support semi-interactive applications.

Several characteristics make message-based interconnection appropriate for inter-

organization communications and interchange. First, many ION applications are more

loosely coupled than are internal applications and can be supported adequately by

asynchronous message-based communications. Second, protocol conversion, which is often

necessary between distinct organizations that have not coordinated equipment selection, is

easier because it need not be achieved within real-time performance constraints. For the

same reason, overall gateway implementation is less complex. Finally, message-based

communication accommodates filtering and access control more easily because it provides

higher-level information than packet-based communication, and yet does not impose real-

time constraints as do connection-based protocols. In addition, if internal users invoke most
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internal servers via connection-based protocols while external users have access to mcssage-

based protocols only, then only those internal servers that support message-based invocation

will be accessible to external users.

However, message based interconnection alone does not solve the problem of ION usage

control. Non-discretionary controls arc still needed in the gateway as described earlier. The

need for such controls is particularly great in those environments that contain message-

invocable services; as compared with environments where message-based communications

is used for person-to-person communication only. Moreover, because message-based front-

ends are relatively easy to write, message-invocable servers will probably grow in number

within organizations; i.e., as a means for end-users to construct and share their own servers.

Although we claimed above that controls are somewhat easier to implement, message-based

gateways may raise conflicts not encountered with connection-based gateways. In

particular, conflict will occur if the same communication protocol and gateway are used to

forward person-to-person and person-to-machine messages. As describe earlier for XYZ

Inc., an organization may want to support an open default for person-to-person electronic

mail, and a closed default for person-to-machine messaging. If the default is open so that all

internal hosts have electronic mail capabilities, then all internal, message-invocable servers

must know about ION connections and be equipped with appropriate defenses. However,

this may be unrealizable in an environment where both servers and ION connections are

established incrementally and without centralized administration. If the default is closed,

then all internal persons or hosts must be registered explicitly; which may or may not be

acceptable to the organization. If a host is registered as a unit, so that all users potentially

have ION mail access, a mail-invocable application on a registered host must still take action

to protect itself from external invocation. However, if host administrators have to take

explicit action to register their hosts as accessible, it may be feasible to require that they

make their local user population aware of the need to defend message-invocable

applications.

Whether message-based IONs support person-to-persoa cectronic mail or more general

message protocols, problems of mail forwarding must be addressed. Cohen and Postel have
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described mail tunnels via which mail can travel in encapsulated form between networks,

automatically forwarded from one to the next: the Internail system mentioned above is one

example. [15] Many mail systems automatically Forward mail to another host if they receive

a message for a machine with a known network address. This feature is quite useful at times

" but flies in the face of both packet-level and mail-level controls. To a packet level gateway

the traffic will appear to be from the host that did the forwarding, and not from the

originator of the message. Similarly, if the mail is encapsulated and a mail-level gateway

checks the outermost header only, the mail will appear to be from the forwarding host. In

order to regulate transit from internal systems without ION access, to the ION via internal

systems that do have ION access, a mail gateway must examine encapsulated mail headers,

or the organization must take some action internally to restrict off-net forwarding. In fact,

taking action with respect to the internal systems may be justified in this case because the

forwarding host is acting as an high-level ION gateway. Therefore organizations could

manage this problem by requiring that any host that automatically forwards mail call itself a

gateway and conduct checks and controls in accordance with ION gateway guidelines.

6.5 Conclusion

This chapter has argued that to implement non-discretionary controls in ION gateways,

certain logical information must be available. Two types of interconnection and their

suitability to ION applications were discussed. The conclusion was drawn that higher-level

connections are preferable for many ION applications. And where lower-level connections

are adopted for performance or generality, a visa scheme can be used to support many

simple usage controls policies. In addition, these controlled, higher-level connections should

be placed as close as possible to the administrative boundary being enforced. Finally,

message-based gateways are well suited to loose couplings desired for many inter-

* organization relationships. The next chapter describes security, and in particular,

authentication requirements in IONs and following that, Chapter 8 analyzes the

implementation issues and trade-offs of ION gateway design.58

58Discussions with J.N. Chiappa. D. Clark. D. Reed. and L Zhang contributed to the ideas presented here.
In addition. D. Feldmeier and L Zhang provided detailed comments on an earlier drft
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Chapter Seven

Security and Authentication
in Inter-Organization Networks

7.1 Introduction

Previous chapters did not address vulnerabilities introduced by ION communication that is

sanctioned by official policies. In other words, discussion has focused mainly on how to

tailor IONs to include only those resources desired by the organizations and did not address

the risks associated with converting a manual information or resource channel into an

automated one. In many cases the risks may be fundamentally altered in the absence of

extremely costly measures, where cost is measured in both dollars and convenience of use.

On the other hand, in many applications it is adequate to accept the risks if they can be

identified and assessed a priori and monitorability and auditability are adequate.

Two aspects of ION communications that are inherently more risky than traditional voice or

paper communications are the difficulty of authenticating inrormation about the source and

destination of -communications, and the ability to cause internal mechanisms to behave

contrary to the intended procedure. In general, human boundary-spanners are more cost-

effective at both tasks than are machines because of the flexibility with which humans can

combine multiple sources of information and detect suspicious or unordinary events. Often

these procedures are not conscious or are at least hard to codify. The majority of this

chapter discusses authentication in IONs. The last section addresses the second issue which

resembles the Trojan Horse phenomenon.

7.2 Authentication Requirements

The controls outlined in previous chapters rest upon assigning categories or ights according

to the organization affiliation of the source and destination. If the source and destination

information can be falsified, then the controls are not effective. More accurately, they are
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noteffctie f tey an e alsifie wiihout detection before or after the rIct. Therefore,

environments in which the risk of falsified source information is significant will require
mechanisms to authenticate that a communication is from the cntity it claims to be from. A
range of authentication mechanisms can be used. In some cases the gateway may rely on the

correct operation of the communication system, i.e., that the communication system does

not accept mislabeled communications from sources and does not change the information in

transit. Such reliance may be reasonable if the organizations employ a third party whose

reputation depends upon proper operation and whose own accounting interests rely on

proper identification of sources. Similarly, the gateway may rely on the fact that the source

will not be able to receive replies to its messages if the source address is not correct. If
falsification is not detectable through malfunction of this kind, the gateway may require a

more explicit authentication mechanism. For example, a predefined password, ticket, or
key may be used to authenticate a source to the gateway. Finally, ION participants can

employ a third party mechanism to dynamically authenticate a source using session keys or

ticket mechanisms. These alternatives are discussed in the following sections. It is also
necessary to authenticate that the destination is who the source claims it to be. The latter
function is more easily left to the reliable operation of the communication delivery system.

Since the delivery system for incoming communication belongs to the organization, it is

more reasonable for it to be trusted. In the case of outgoing communication, the

authentication mechanisms described above must be employed to achieve the same level of

trust.

An interesting problem that is not solved by any of these authentication mechanisms is
message encapsulation and forwarding as discussed in Chapter 6. Message forwarders can

cause a message to appear to have a different organization affiliation than that of the

message originator. However, we assume that message forwarders must take responsibility

for their actions and if messages are encapsulated in such a way as to mask the name of the

originator, it is the responsibility of the forwarder to declare itself as a mail gateway/tunnel

and conform to organization guidelines (e.g., implement usage controls). [15] Therefbre. as

part of the guidelines specifying the ION usage controls that each ION gateway must

implement, an organization must make clear that automatic forwarding of mail off of the

internal network constitutes gateway behavior.
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The remainder of this chapter describes authentication requirements and protocols for

IONs. Need ham-Sch roedcr type authentication tools are shown to satisfy the authentication

requirements outlined in the usage control model. The primary ideas presented here are

that internal authentication mechanisms need not necessarily be modified to comply with

inter-organization requirements, and that multiple classes of authentication are desirable.

In order to enforce the desired policies and controls, and to comply with contract

agreements, interconnecting organizations must be able to authenticate one another. Tlhe

main purpose of authentication in this domain is to assure accountability should some

behavior transpire that is in violation of contracts.

There are two types of authentication required:

0 First, when one organization contacts another for the first time, the
organizations must authenticate that each is legitimate. For example, when a
new client contacts a vendor, the vendor typically cheeks the client's credit
rating just as the client has checked the vendor's credibility in the market. In this
case, the new computer-based transaction mechanisms should allow
organizations to assess one another via third parties in the same formal way that
is done currently via telephone and paper.

*Second, each time an organization contacts another, it must authenticate that it
is the organization that it claims to be. When an established client contacts a
vendor to reorder some item by telephone or paper mail, both parties typically
have informal or formal procedures for assuring each other that they are who
they claim to be. For example, purchasing agents recognize one another's voices,
or rely on the letterhead of invoices and letters, or call back the requester at the
claimed organization. In this case, the new mechanisms must substitute for what
are often informal procedures via telephone or postal mail

In both cases, different levels of authentication are appropriate for different organizations

and types of transactions. For example, the larger the proposed purchase, the more

cr fdent, the vendor will want to be that the customer has an adequate credit rating and

that it is who it claims to be. Similarly, the larger the purchase, the more confident the client

will want to be that the vendor will be able to uphold its end of the agreement-delivery

date, quantity, quality, service, etc.
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The goal of this discussion is to spccify how two or more organizations can make use of

trustcd third parties to authenticate one another without having to modify internal systems

and protocols, with the exception of the ION gateway. The methods proposed fit well with

the model of usage controls described in earlier chapters. The discussion begins with a list

of assumptions about organizations' and third party facilities. Initiation authentication is

then described, followed by transaction authentication, and multiple levels of service for

both types of authentication.

7.3 Assumptions

Several assumptions are made about the ION participants' internal facilities. First, each

organization,59 A, has an internal authentication server, ASa, that it, A, trusts to authenticate

individuals within organization A. Contracts between ION participants specify that an

organization, A, is responsible for the integrity of the information provided by AS.. A

second assumption is that an organization shoulC be able to participate in ION

authentication using existing internal authentication mechanisms. Although the

organization might choose to beef up such mechanisms in the presence of new liabilities for

correctness, it remains an internal decision. Finally, organizations are assumed to have a

known and small number of ION gateways (we will assume 1 for simplicity). All packets

that enter or exit an organization's internal network must pass through one of these official

ION gateways. Much of the function described below for the ION gateways can be

oMoaded to special policy servers to improve the gateway's packet-forwarding performance.

However, for simplicity all functions will be treated as a part of a single logical gateway,

even though they may be physically separated.

Several assumptions are made with respect to third party services as well. First, each

organization has many ION-supported relationships each of which is governed by a separate

contract. If no third party is employed, authentication must be handled on a pairwise basis.

Since authentication fundamentally depends on sharing a secret, each organization would

59An organization is defined here as a set of entities that are willing to trust and be represented to other
organizations by a single authentication server and gateway.
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have to keep track and guard as many secrets as there arc organizations it communicates

with. 'Me benefit of employing a third party is not the traditional space considerations, but

rather the liability associated with guarding each of the sccrcts. In addition, minimizing the

number of organizations that one trusts with a secect makes it is easier to certify that the

secret is being kept. Also, if the communicating organizations are competitors or otherwise

mistrustful of one another, the third party can act as a buffer between them. The function

of the third party is twofold. The first is to provide information about organizations to one

another when they interact for the First time. The second function as ION Authenticator is

to certify that a particular transaction/connection/message/packet is from the organization

that it says it is from. It is left to the source organization's AS to certify that the

packet/message/connection is from the claimed individual, i.e., x, within the organization,

A. Our final assumption about third party services is that they are available to authenticate

organizations (ION participants) to one another. Different levels of service (of guarantee)

are available for different types of organizations, transactions, and relationships. Any two

(or more) organizations that want to be able to authenticate messages from one another

must agree on a single mutually-trusted third party.W

7.4 Initiation Authentication

If transactions are carried out online it makes economic sense for organizations to be able to

initiate relationships with one another online as well. For example, a computer

manufacturer may buy a certain chip by sending online price queries to a collection of

suppliers and initiating a purchase with the lowest bidder. In this case, the selected supplier

will want to check the credit rating of the new client just as it does when a first-time

purchase is proposed over the phone or on paper.

In the paper and voice world a wide range of requirements and corresponding procedures

exist for evaluating the legitimacy or credit of a new client. We will discuss this further in

section 7.6. For now, we will assume that the third parties that a supplier traditionally

6Actually. the scheme below could be extended to allow the participants to use different third parties [581 but
for simplicity we will assume that they agree on a single one.
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checks with are accessible online. Tr they are not, then the supplier must use traditional

media for evaluating new clients.

7.4.1 Protocol

The general approach to initiation authentication is described in terms of a new client, A,

proposing to purchase something from a supplier, B.

When the supplier receives a message it checks the source listed on the order against a list of

known entities, i.e., initiated clients. If the source does not appear on the list, the supplier

sends an authentication request to one of several third parties employed for this purpose. A

may send a suggested third party's name along with the original message if A anticipates the

need for initiation authenticat., n. Along with the namc of the claimed entity, A, B includes

the criteria according to which the AS should evaluate A, e.g., credit ;ating. B may set the

criteria according to the destination of the message (i.e., the level of risk or value of

information or product control residing at the destination), or the size of the request.6 1 If

the source is not registered with any of the thirc. parties employed by the supplier the

purchase order may be rejected or a message returned saying that registration with third

party X is required. It is then up to the customer to rein itiate the purchase after establishing

its id-ntity with X. If the third party does have the client registered, the third party returns

its evaluation of the client (e.g., credit rating, or perhaps just an assurance that the client is a

real company).to the supplier. The supplier adds the client to its list of initiated clients along

with the evaluation. The supplier also records the name of the third party that was able to

prov, e the information about the client. From this point on the client is initiated until the

supplier decides to recheck the evaluative information.

Following is an example of a dialog that could be used to implement initiation

authentication as described above:

611n the latter case. gwb would have to pass the purchase order to some service in order to determine the
appropriate evaluation criteria since it is based on something other than the source and destination of the
message, which is the only information the gateway has direct acces to.
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1. A -- >B: purchasc order

2. B -- >AS: A, evaluation criteria

3. AS --- > B: A, evaluation

4.1{ B --- > A: m. register with AS

5. B adds A, evaluation, AS address to known-enitity list

At this stage the organization that the purchase order claims to be from is initiated as a

legitimate entity to do commerce with. However, the supplier still needs to know that the

purchase order in fact came from that organization. In addition, in the future, when the
initiated client sends other purchase orders, the supplier must be able to authenticate that

the purchase orders are from the claimed client for which the supplier maintains credit

rating information, etc. What is needed is a mechanism for authenticating that a particular

transaction is from the claimed party. The following section describes an approach to

transaction authentication.

7.5 Transaction Authentication

Assuming that a client has been initiated and is now a registered client with the vendor, each

transaction must be authenticated. This section outlines the approach and describes a

simple protocol for transaction authentication and implementation issues.

7.5.1 Protocol

A protocol for ION authentication will be described for two organizations, A and B, who

want to authenticate messages from one another. However, we assume that both

organizations communicate with many other organizations as well so that the approach must

scale well. After each organization has registered itself and a secret key with a common third
party, a Needham and Schroeder protocol is used to authenticate the organizations and

provide communicating pairs with session keys so that they can authenticate messages from

one another [441.
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Bcelore describing the protocol, we should empliasize why it third party is employed in this

dynamic phase of authentication. As long as each organization is maintaining information

about the other, each pair of comin IILnicating organizations could exchange a secret key with

which to authenticate one another. Our rationale for employing a third party is that there is

significant overhead in protecting a secret. Given that organizations have many

correspondents (i.e., other organizations that they transact with), it is significantly more

manageable for an organization to safeguard a single key to communicate with a third party

than it is to safeguard n keys, one for each of its n correspondents. Note that the concern is

not for space. since as mentioned, some contract or other information is already stored for

almost every correspondent. Rather, the concern is for the nuisance associated with

safeguarding secrets. For this reason, a third party is employed for transaction

authentication.

The protocol begins when an individual x in organization A sends a message to y in

organization B; x and y may be people or machines. TIhe message header lists the source and

destination organizations and individuals. All messages travel in and out of A and B via gwa

and gw~ respectively. If B considers there to be no need (i.e., no risk associated with open

access to y), it may forward the message to y unauthenticated. However, if B wants wants to

control external access to internal resource, y, then for this discussion we will assume that B

uses non-discretionary controls and assigns category labels to incoming messages, as was

described. Because B assigns a category label according to the source of the message, B

wants to authenticate the source, i.e., make sure that the source listed in the message header

really generated the message. Functionally, this means that the organization listed in the

header will take responsibility for the message.

To authenticate the source organization, B sends a message to the third party that it has

listed as the one to use to authenticate messages from A; we will call this third party

authenticator AS~b 6  B asks ASb for a key with which to authenticate A and subsequent

6We assume that during initiation authentication described above, the two parties identified a mnutually
trusted third party.
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messages sent by A during this session. R3 also returns thc message, r, to gwa saying that

authentication is required. When gwa receives the returned, unauthenticated message from

gwb it asks its internal ASa to authenticate x. B also authenticates y through a conversation

with its internal ASb.

ASab sends gwb a session key, Eb , along with the session key encrypted in A's private key,
Ea; included also is a timestamp and an identifier of B. The entire message includes a time-

stamp or nonce and is encrypted under B's private key, Eb.63 B then sends A the session key

encrypted in A's secret key. B does not have A's secret key, but was given the encrypted

session key by ASab. B is guaranteed by AS ab that only A will be able to read this message.

Similarly. A is guaranteed by ASab that any message identifying B along with a session key

encryptt:d under A's secret key must have originated with ASab and that only B has been

given a copy of the session key. A and B now each have a copy of the session key and are

* guaranteed by ASab that any message encrypted under that key can be read by the other

organization, only. Finally, to protect against replays by an intruder, A and B carry out a

simple handshake, e.g., exchanging the current date and time.

Both gateways store the session key and gwa resends the message, m, from x encrypted with

the key. Both gateways encrypt all subsequent communication between x and y with the

session key until the session ends or either party decides to reauthenticate. gwb is assured

that any messages arriving under that key came from gwa and gwa relies on internal

authentication to assure that the message came from party x within A. Similarly, gwa is

assured that only someone in B can receive the message, since only gwb can decrypt the

message, and gwb relies on its internal authentication to assure that the message goes to y,

only.

The dialog that corresponds to this protocol is listed below.

1. x-->GWb: m .-

Both organizations' addresses and private keys have been stored with ASab previously when A and B

registered with ASab. ASab uses these secret keys to authenticate the organizations.
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2, GWb >ASab: (BA)

3. GWb-->GWa: m, error-unauthenticated

4 . GWa-->ASa: x and GWb-->ASb: y
5. ASb -->GWb: Eb(AEabEa(BEabT))

6. GWb-->GWa: Ea(B, EabT)

7. GWa--'GWb Eab(l)

8. GWb-->GWa: Eab(I-1, 1)

9. GWa-->GWb: Eab(J'l)

In summary, using their secret keys (e.g., Ea and E ), each organization can authenticate

itself to the trusted third party in order to request a session key. The gateways use this

session key to authenticate Lhe source and destination organizations of each message. The

organizations take responsibility for authenticating the destination within their respective

organizations, based on existing internal authentication mechanisms. Consequently, ASab is

liable if organization A or B is incorrectly authenticated, whereas AS and ASb are liab)e ifxa b
or y are not who they claim to be. This characteristic is significant because it allows an

organization with tight physical security to dispense completely with internal authentication

if it so chooses.

7.5.2 Implementation

The following changes are required to implement this protocol among organizations with

heterogeneous internal networks:

Third party:

1. A method for distributing keys between organizations and trusted third parties
is needed so that the trusted third party can authenticate the organization.

ION gateway:
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1. The gateway must maintain a list of trusted third parties so that when an
unauthenticated message arrives from another organization. the gateway knows
where to go to request au then tication. The gateway must also store the private
key used to authenticate its organization to trusted third parties. In addition the
gateway maintains the known-entities list which includes evaluation information
and mutual ly-trusted third party for each initiated organization.

2. Encryption in the gateway. No internal entities need to encrypt messages for the
purpose of authentication. Each gateway must store the session keys and
associate them with the appropriate incoming and outgoing packets; e.g., by
assigning the source, destination pair and the key to a virtual or physical port.

3. The gateway must be able to ask the authentication mechanism to authenticate
the source of an outgoing message (i.e., generated internally).

Note that the individual persons or machines that originate messages need not be concerned

with this procedure other than responding to authentication challenges from the internal

AS. The gateway handles external authentication requests, retransmission of the first

message in a session, as well as all encryption.

Several of the functions that logically are done in the gateway when a session is first

authenticated may be ol'floaded to different hardware in order to improve the efficiency of

forwarding packets that belong to ongoing sessions. However, if the level of authentication

is such that sessions consist of one message only (e.g., authenticating electronic mail), there

is little savings. On the other hand, if each packet in a mail, remote login, or file transfer

session is authenticated individually, the overhead may be great and warrant offloading.

Therefore, the appropriate engineering depends on the level of interconnection, i.e.,

whether the gateway is a packet forwarding gateway or an application level gateway in

which application protocols are terminated.

To offload this function to a server, the protocol would be modified as follows. When the

first packet in a session arrives it is assumed to be unauthenticated and is forwarded to the

ION policy server which sits in the destination organization (B in the above example). The

policy server carries out the protocol listed above for the gateway (gwb in the above

example). The gw automatically forwards all unauthenticated incoming packets to the policy
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server during this dialog with the third party ION authenticator (ASab). Once the source

organization is authenticated and the session key is obtained, the ION policy server sets the

port in the gateway to authenticated and sets the session key. From then on packcts arriving

to that port in that key will be forwarded to the destination(s) for which they were

authorized (determined by the rights assigned to the source organization, see [20D, until the

session is closed or until either side decides to reauthenticate. In either event, the policy

server resets the port and session key entries. The policy server could also handle the

initiation protocols for authenticating new clients.

As organizations adopt more sophisticated internal authentication mechanisms, such as

badge readers, the discrepancy between internal and external authentication levels will

g,'ow. If internal facilities and applications assume that authentication involves the

sophisticated internal mechanism instead of a less sophisticated external mechanism, it may

be inappropriate to tell the application that an ION user is "authenticated" in the same way

that internal users are. 1ihe ION gateway must compensate for the lower level of

authentication of external users by taking responsibility for their authentication, or by

adopting additional mechanisms; assuming the internal application cannot be updated to

accommodate multiple levels of authentication.

7.6 Multiple Levels of Service

Different types of transactions require different degrees of confidence in the credit or

authenticity of the client. And. different strengths of authentication require different types

of equipment and facilities. When the highest level of authentication is not available, some

lower level of authentication may be adequate. If a purchase order arrives for $10,000 worth

of goods, the supplier must be relatively confident that the client is legitimate and in fact

made the order, before the order is acted upon; the cost associated with incorrect

authentication is high. However, if a smaller client sends a purchase order for $100 worth of

goods, relatively little authentication may be necessary and the facilities needed for the

protocol described above may not be available. Therefore, it would be nice to support
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intcrmncdiate services. i.e., multiple levels of service.M

One method for offering a "second-class" authentication scheme is to rely solely on

initiation type authentication. as described below.

7.6.1 Protocol

The protocol begins when A sends a message to B. We assume that A has no encryption

capabilities at A

Initiation authentication is only slightly affected by the lack of encryption capabilities. If A

is not on B's known-entity list then B contacts a (set of) third party(ies) to authenticate the

existence of organization A and to evaluate it. Assuming B contacts a third party that does

have A registered, that third party returns to B values of the requested evaluation criteria

along with a flag indicating the level of authentication that A can support-, for example,

first-class to indicate that A has encryption capabilities and can carry out the protocol

described earlier, and second-class to indicate that A has no capabilities and must rely on

passwords sent in the clear to authenticate itself to the third party.

Transaction authentication can no longer rely on a Needham-Schroeder protocol since A

has no encryption or decryption capabilities. Therefore, when B asks the third party to

authenticate a particular transaction or message from A (either the first transaction or later

ones), the third party informs B that only second-class transaction authentication is

available. One procedure that the third party could use in the absence of encryption would

be to ask the source of the message to B (presumably A) to resend the password that it

submitted upon registration. If the resent password matches A's registered password, the

third party could send a message to B indicating that the third party believes the source of

the message is in fact A. Similarly, the third party could authenticate B and inform A that

the third party believe that the destination is B. In both cases, the third party must include

the authentication level rating, second-class. A and B can then decide whether to accept or

64This feature was suggested by J. Saltzer.
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reject this level of authentication for the proposed transaction. The primary risks are that

there is no session key for the parties to authenticate themselves to one another directly and

there is no control over an impostor intervening in the transaction after it has begun. In

addition, passwords are subject to intervention because they are sent to rthe third party in the

clear.

For certain types (low risk) of transactions and communications, this limited level of

assurance may be acceptable, and preferable to no authentication at all to the extent casual

impostors are detected or discouraged. However, it is vital that both parties keep track of the

level of authentication in use. For example, if in the middle of a transaction A proposes to

increase a purchase order by an order of magnitude, B should know that only second-class

authentication is being used and reject the suggestion if it sees fit.

7.7 Initernal Authentication

Before concluding it is worth emphasizing that although organizations do not have to

modify their internal authentication mechanisms in order to support ION authentication,

inter-organization connects can heighten the need for reliable internal authentication

mechanisms. The mechanisms described in this chapter allow an organization to decouple

internal and external authentication. However, if an organization's internal authentication

mechanisms are weak or non-existent, the ability to authenticate external entities leaves

several problems unaddressed.

First, using the protocols described above, an organization is liable for requests that its

gateway allows to flow to the outside world, i.e., by passing a message the gateway has

asserted its belief that it was generated by an authorized program or user. Just as an

organization needs to guard against employees writing fraudulent or excessive paper

purchase orders, so it must guard against fraudulent or excessive online purchase orders.

Many organizations have extensive authentication procedures in place with respect to

traditional paper purchase orders;, certainly more extensive than it has for electronic mail.

An ION participant must recognize the need to augment traditionally-weak electronic mail

authentication with something better suited to the application.
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A second concern that impinges on internal authentication requirements regards incoming

communication. For example, an internal order-entry system that accepts online orders

from customers via the gateway relies on the gateway to authenticate that the originator of

the order belongs to the organization that it claims to belong to. However, if the level of

trust on the internal network is low, the order-entry system will need to authenticate that the

requests that claim to be from outsiders actually arc coming from the ION gateway. If this

authentication does not take place then an internal user could spoof the order-entry svstem

by sending a message that claims to be from the ION gateway.

In summary, offloading responsibility for external authentication to the ION gateway is -

desirable because it decouples external from internal authentication. However, such

decoupling may also be dangerous if the organization does not carefully reevaluate

assumptions made about the trust-worthiness of the internal environment. In the absence of

external interconnection, the cost of unauthenticated communications may have been

deemed less than the expense of authentication mechanisms. Inter-organization connections

change the parameters of the equation and should lead ION participants to reevaluate their

internal as well as their external authentication mechanisms.

7.8 Subverting Access Controls

The first security issue outlined above is similar to the trojan horse phenomenon; namely,

that special commands or control characters can be embedded in a communication and

cause the receiving machine to behave in a way in which its operating organization did not

intend it to behave. For example, control characters can be embedded in a text message

which is then sent for display on the screen by a person's mail-reader. If the recipient's

display terminal interprets these control characters as pseudo-commands (e.g., to clear the

screen, interrupt the current program, interpret the following text as a command, etc.), the

text message can turn an otherwise passive communication medium into an active one. In

other words, the remote machine can be made to take some action aside from delivering and

displaying text to a human. A similar problem arises with some text formatters that

interpret a piece of text as a command if it is preceded by special characters. A with the
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display system that interprets control characters as commands. the formatter interprets these

special characters as commands and transforms a passive channel into an active one. In

ordcr to guard against such misuses, the gateway must Filter messages for control sequences.

This requires that the gateway be able to recognize a control sequence. Therefore, generic

control characters and commands can be Filtered at the gateway, while system-seiic ones

may require filtering at the endpoint.

7.9 Conclusion

In summary, organizations can initiate relationships with one another using third parties to

authenticate one another's identity and desired credit information, can carry out

tzansactions using third parties to authenticate that the transaction request travels from and

to the claimed party, and finally, both of these activities can be carried out at the

appropriate authentication cost level.
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Chapter Eight

Implementation of [ON Gateways

The implementation of usage controls in an inter-organization network gateway consists of

two parts: the protocol for forwarding packets, messages, or connections via the [ON

gateway; and the association of these packets, messages, or connections with access rights.

In general the ION gateway implements controls related to communication characteristics,

i.e., source, destination, and mode of communication. Application-specific controls are left

to the endpoints. If a gateway supports communication with only a single application it

could implement the application-speciFic controls as well: if in addition the application

supports only outsiders, the controls could be implemented in the application instead of the

ION gateway. This chapter focuses on a solution to the more general case in which the ION

gateway interconnects the internal network to multiple external organizations, and supports

communication with multiple applications which have internal, as well as external, users.

8.1 Protocol

The protocol used by internal hosts and users to communication with outsiders via the ION

gateway depends upon the communication service supported (e.g., mail, remote login, file

transfer) and upon the level of interconnection. We discuss three types of protocols via

which hosts can communicate with the outside world: packet-level, message-forwarding,

and connection-terminating.

If the ION gateway operates at the packet level, an internal host communicates with the

outside by setting up connections directly with the external destination host. The ION

gateway simply routes the packets to the network designated in the packet header. Policy

controls operate based on information available in the packet header or using a visa scheme

as described in chapter 6.
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Message protocols, by definlition, imiply asynchronous interaction between source and

lestination- person-to-person electronic mail is a typical example. A message-based gateway

stages messages between internal and external host. Internal machines send mail destined

for external machines to the gateway, and vice versa. Thie gateway applies policy controls

and sends the messages on to the appropriate external network. An internal user may

specify an external destination ~o an internal machine by explicitly listing the gateway as

part of the dcstination address (e.g., Smith at ABC via ION gateway, or Library at MIT via

ION gateway), or the internal machine could be programmed to recognize names of

external destinations and forward such mail to the ION gateway (e.g., Smith at ABC and

Library at MIT are forwarded to the ION gateway if ABC and MIT are not recognized

internal host names). In either case, internal hosts forward the mail to the ION gateway

using the same mail transfer protocoi used to forward mail among internal hosts. The ION
gateway implements policy controls on a per-message basis using information in the

message-header. An internal host that is connected directly to an external network, as well

as the internal network, can be configured to serve as this type of mail gateway.

A connection -based ION gateway operates at a higher protocol-level than packet-level and

supports highly-interactive services (e.g., remote login and interactive file transfer) which

are not easily supported by message-based protocols. As with message-based gateways, a

connection-based gateway acts as an endpoint in the higher-level protocol and terminates

the connection. Internal hosts set up sessions with the ION gateway which in turn sets up

sessions with external hosts, assuming policy controls permit the requested communication.

An internal hosts that is directly connected to both an external network and the internal

network can act as a this type of higher-level gateway, or a dedicated gateway machine, may

be used. A multi-network host gateway enforces controls on all commands that generate

network traffc based on the initiating user's identity, the particular command, and the

indicated destination. A dedicated gateway filters all communication requests based on

connection set-up control information, i.e., source, destination, and application type. As in

the message-gateway case, users may specify explicitly to their local machines that a session

be established with the gateway, or the local host may detect that the destination is external

(based on the destination host name) and initiate a session with the gateway automatically.
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In all three cases. the usage controls implenmcnted involve a common sct of functions which

are described below. The protocol alternatives are compared and contrasted in section 8.4.

8.2 Evaluating Access Rights

When a packet, message, or connection request arrives (depending upon the level at which

the gateway operates), the [ON gateway must associate the communications with accessj
ights. The first step in this process is to identify the communication characteristics that are

relevant to the policy decision. The second step is to identify the category sets that

correspond to these characteristics. The Final step is to compare the category sets against the

policy algorithm's definition of a permitted operation. These three steps are each described

in turn below.

8.2.1 Associating Communications with Access Rights

Many ION usage control policies can be expressed in terms of the mode of access (e.g.,

electronic mail, file transfer, database query, remote login) and the organization affiliation

of source and destination. Some control policies may require logical information other than

mode of access and organization affiliation of source and destination for evaluating access

rights; e.g., the amount of communication resources requested, or the time of day. However,

the logical information focused upon here (source, destination, mode) satisfies a significant

portion of high-level gateway usage control policies that are not application specific. This

logical information about a packet, message, or connection is available to most higher-level

communication protocols. In the approach outlined in chapter 5, the ION gateway uses this

logical information to determine which destinations a packet, message, or connection may

travel to, i.e., the access rights of the communication. In order to enforce non-discretionary

policies in this way, the ION gateway must be able to evaluate the logical characteristics of

communications based on the packet. message or connection-request headers. If only one

outside organization uses the gateway, there is a default association between the external

sources and organization affiliation. However, if the gateway is used by more than one

organization, association must be achieved according to the name information provided.
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In many cases associating communications with logical information is the most difficult

aspect of impleenting controls in an ION gateway. The solution is constrained by existing

protocol and naming semantics which are not easily changed and most often were not

designed with usage controls in mind. Internet Domain-style naming provides a means of

structuring names so that organization affiliation can be easily determined for higher-level

communication such as electronic mail and remote login connections. [40] However,

Internet Domains were established to correspond to name management authorities which

do not necessarily correspond to access control authorities.65 Finally, depending upon the

application, the gateway may need to employ authentication mechanisms such as those

described in the previous chapter to authenticate the logical information which the gateway

uses to make its policy decisions.

8.2.2 Information Management

Once the gateway has associated a packet, message, or connection with logical information,

it must determine the corresponding category sets in order to enforce a non-discretionary

policy such as that described in chapter 5. The gateway may maintain the category

information locally or may request it from a separate policy server, as suggested in chapter

6 The following discussion assumes that the information is held in the gateway; however,

the form and management is the same in either case.

The category information can be represented as a table. Depending on the symmetry of the

policies applied to incoming and outgoing communication, one or two tables may be

maintained. If the policies are asymmetric, an external host may be assigned one set of

categories when it acts as a source of incoming communications and another set when it acts

as a destination of outgoing communications. For example, if an organization is concerned

about invocation of internal resources but is not concerned about flow of information to the

outside, internal hosts may be assigned a restricted set of categories for incoming

communications and an unrestricted set for outgoing.

65*

6 5Note that domain-style naming alone does not offer a means of associating lower-level packets with ac=-
rights since packets carry numerical destination addresses only.
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Traditional non-discretionary controls apply to two generic access types. rcad and write, and

use the same category sets for both. However, an ION participant may want to discriminate

among several different communication modes, e.g., mail, database query, ile transfer,

remote login, etc. Each mode represents a different logical network. If a gateway supports a

single communication mode such as mail, then each external group or entity can be assigned

a single category set. If the gateway supports multiple modes of communication to any host
or group, then different category sets may apply to the different modes of communication,

i.e., to the different logical networks. The same general non -discretionary framework can be

used. However, a host that can be accessed using multiple communication modes may be
assigned multiple category sets, one for each communication mode. These multiple entries

represent the fact that there are multiple logical networks-one corresponding to each mode

of communication.

Category information may be aggregated so that all hosts in an outside organization are

assigned the same category set, or it can be very detailed so that each individual host is

assigned an individual category set The former imposes a greater burden on the association

process described earlier, i.e.. associating information available in the packet, message, or

connection header with organization groupings. The second scheme requires maintenance

and searching of a much larger amount of information and is equivalent to maintaining a set

of capabilities for each user. In many cases, organizations treat outsiders according to their

organization affiliation and role more so than on an individual basis. Individual identity is

more relevant to the end applications accessed. Therefore, generally, the gateway should

control access on the coarser level of organization, and leave more refined distinctions to the

end applications that are being made accessible. In summary, aggregating category

information is generally more appropriate where sources and destinations are grouped and

assigned category sets according to organization affiliation, or subgroup affiliation within an

organization (e.g., according to project or division).

An organization or subgroup is assigned categories on a need-to-know basis. Categories or

compartments represent the finest grain of access desired. Some compartments may include

only a single machine or mailbox, while others may include entire subnets. The fine grain is
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necessary becausc according to the intersect rule described earlier, if a resource is assigned a

category. anyone belonging to a group that has that category in its category set can access

the resource, for the specified communication modes.

For the sake of illustration, assume that XYZ is a customer of ABC. ABC could assign sales

a single component so that XYZ would have access only to those resources that pertain to

sales. Meanwhile, MIT is engaged in a joint research project with the research division of
ABC and has access only to research -related resources, Finally, geographically -remote

employees of ABC are permitted to communicate with all internal resources via the

gateway. An example is a sales agent located at a customer site.

8.2.2.1 Assigning Categories

Assignment of categories and category sets is critical to any non-discretionary control

system. Because it is so critia1, assignment should be adaptable to changing environments

and policies. The maintenance of all such information in the ION gateway(s), as opposed to

in numerous hosts distributed over the entire internal network, facilitates this adaptability.

Each ION participant must classify outside entities into groups such that all members of a

group have uniform capabilities with respect to internal facilities. A participant can then

assign a single category label to each group. If an outside entity is a member of more than
one group, its category set should include multiple categories. A group may include an

entire outside organization, a division of an organization, or several organizations. The

gateway includes a particular group's category label in the category set of each internal

facility that that group is allowed to communicate with. In order for this method to be

meaningful, the gateway must be able to evaluate and authenticate the group membership

of messages and communication requests.

8.2.3 Control Policy

Earlier chapters argued that most usage control policies can be expressed in terms of non-

discretionary access controls. In particular, the following non-discretionary rule was
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Resource

Organization Categories Mode iLimit

XYZ Inventory Query x/day

MIT Rscarch, l)cvelopment Mail *

MIT Research * *

Remote employees * "

Mail Research * *

R&[) Hosts Research * *

Customer accounts Internal only * *

Field service support Internal only * *

Figure 8-1 :Category set information maintained by ABC's ION gateway. * indicates all.

Order/Entry[Inventory]

• R&D

[Research] XYZ
[Inventory)

ABC -AMIT
(Research)':" :::" / V'I Field Service {eerh ''

(Internal] Remote Employees

Customer Accounts (Internal)
[Internal]

KI Gateway Physical Network

"] Computer Resource (a) Category Set

Figure 8-2:The ION that correspond to the above category information.

proposed: a source may send a message or establish a connection to a destination if and only
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if thcir respective category sets overlap, i.e.. share somec element in common. In terms of the

evaluation proccdure describcd above, the gateway uses the logical information associated

with packets, messages, or connections to identify the category sets that correspond to the

source, destination, and mode of the communication. The gateway forwards the traffic if

the category sets of source and destination overlap for the mode. The gateway rejects the

traffic if category information is not found for either source or destination, or if the category

sets are disjoint.

8.3 ION Application- level Controls

Some usage controls are best implemented in the ION applications themselves because that

is where the access-related information resides.

Table 8-3 illustrates several ION applications and the information needed to evaluate

communication or transactions requests. The examples listed are ones in which thte

information needed for at least some of the policy decisions is available to the ION

application, and not to the type of high-level ION gateway described above. In the first

example, the operator of the online order-entry system provides each outsider with access to

inventory data about select product lines only. Similarly, the operator limits the quantity

and dollar amount according to credit rating and dates. In the Cad/Cain system each

subcontractor can access a small set of components only, and can access only certain

versions of those files. These restrictions depend in part on the type of contract and mode of

access. The algebra system restricts users according to licensing and cpu time, the software

distributor restricts updates to customers according to the customer's contract, different

field service is provided to different customers depending upon their contract provisions

and system configuration, and the information retrieval system filters according to the user's

name and the particular file and record requested.

The controls required in the ION application ame relatively standard. Discretionary or non-

discretionary control mechanisms can be employed. The choice depends upon the nature of

the policy and the mechanisms available in the ION application's environment. Aside from
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ION Application Non-Iiscretionary (ontrol Criteria

Purchase order Product type
D~ollar amount

Quantity

=Date

Credit rating of source

Cad/Cam Component type
orVLSr FileVLSI

Contract type

Operation (read/write/append/modify)

Algebra system CPU time

Licensed

Software update File
Operation

Contract

Field service Files

Contract
Configuration

Information Records
retrieval Files

User name

Figure 8-3:1ON applications and information needed to evaluate access.

the application-specific controls, the primary requirement introduced by the ION is that the

ION applications prevent external communications from propagating to internal, non-ION

applications and machines. For IONs in which the ION applications are not used for

internal purposes, application-level controls can be relied upon more heavily because they

do not interfere with internal operations.
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Application-levcl controls designed beforc. or without cognizance, of external connections

must be reevaluated if the application is to be made accessible to outsiders. For example,

ABC Inc.'s international sales database system implements application-lcvel controls which

assume that terminals have unique IDs and can be associated with fixed physical locations.

Therefore, terminal ID is used as a basis for access decisions to the extent physical security is

trusted. In addition, some newer applications assume that users must authenticate

themselves via a badge reader in order to use a terminal. When external users access these

applications via an ION gateway these applications may wrongly assume that a user can be

associated with a particular physical terminal or that the user has authenticated him/herself

with some internal systems badge reader. A properly designed ION gateway should

authenticate external users to meet the needs of internal, ION applications. However, in

addition, owners of applications that are made accessible to outsiders must reevaluate the

assumptions under which the existing application-level controls were designed.

8.4 Comparison of Visa and High-Level Gateways

Based on the implementation issues presented, this section outlines the trade-offs between

'isa and high-level gateway architectures described in Chapter 6. The two approaches differ

from one another with respect to several of the ION gateway tasks described above; in

particular, associating communications with logical iifonnation. The approaches also differ

with respect to several performance parameters.

A high-level gateway can associate communications with logical information directly, or it

can call an ACS. The visa scheme must employ a high-level dialog with an ACS to associate

packets with logical information. Similarly, high-level gateways evaluate each connection or

message according to programmed control policies. They may or may not apply some check

to each successive packet in a connection. In addition to employing an ACS to apply a

high-level control algorithm to each connection or message request, a visa-based gateway

always checks each and every packet against the visa.

A more significant limitation of visas for packet forwarding gateways is that they must make
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decisions based on informnation in the packet header, which usually contains source and

destination addresses only. The packet-level gateway must be able to evaluate the

legitimacy of each packet: based solely on the packet header and the visa. It is difflcult, and

sometimes impossible, to represent complicated policies in this manner. For example, there

is no way for a packet-level gateway to discriminate on the basis of mode of access (e.g.,

mail, ile transfer. remote login, etc.) because no information about higher application levels

is available in the packet headers. Consequently, even if mode of access is indicated in the

visa, there is no way for the gateway to verify that a particular packet is supporting one

mode of access and not another since this information is not carried in the packet header.

The same problem arises if the gateway needs to discriminate on the basis of user ID. For

this reason, higher-level gateways are better suited to implementation of some types of

policies.

The two schemes are comparable in terms of several cost and performance criteria-storage

and trusted components-but differ significantly in terms of others--end-user performance

and protocol modification. Storage requirements are the same for both, although a high-

level gateway may store control information locally or in an Access Control Server (ACS)

and a visa gateway by definition stores it in an ACS. in addition, the visa gateway stores

locally a small number of currently-in-use keys, whereas the high-level gateway maintains

more state information about the connections passing through it. In both cases, the amount

of storage used for access control information depends on the grain of control, i.e., user,

host, network, organization. The two approaches are also similar in terms of the number

and extent of components that must be trusted. In both cases, security depends upon the

authentication of header and connection request information, the evaluation program in the

gateway and ACS, and the ability to subvert the access control mechanisms used to approve

connections or messages. The latter risk is somewhat higher for gateways that do not

authenticate each packet.

The two schemes differ most in performance overhead and the modification required of

existing protocols. Each of the methods exacts a performance cost. The visa gateway is

costly because of the required dialog with the ACS and the checks applied on a per packet
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basis The high-level gat2way is costly because protocels arc terminated and because the

gateway must be programmed with each higher-level protocol that it supports. The tradeoff

depends much on traffic patterns: in particular, the number of packets per session or

message, the volume of traffic, and the number of communication service types. On the

other hand, protocol conversion is hardest for the lower-level protocol because of the tighter

real-time constraints: for the same reason protocol conversion is harder for connection-

based gateways than it is for message based.

A second significant difference between the two methods is that visa gateways require that

all internal systems that use the ION add the visa to the header or checksum calculation.

This requires that each machine modify its low-level communication protocols. In contrast

h:gh-!evel gateways require that application-level procedures be changed; or, in some cases,

only that name tables be updated (see section 8.1). Although the latter is less transparent to

the end user, the cost and inconvenience of software modification is avoided. This cost can

be quite high if it implies incompatibility with existing and future equipment. On the other

hand, an additional cost associated with higher-level gateways is the need to program the

gateway separately for each higher-level protocol that the organization wants to support; in

contrast, the packet-level gateway supports all higher-level applications.

8.5 Evaluation of Mechanisms for the Examples

This section illustrates the implementation issues and tradeoffs by evaluating gateway

designs for some of the cases introduced in Chapter 4. Most of the mechanisms proposed

below do not actually exist; those that are in place are indicated.

8.5.1 MIT Dial-up Gateway

MIT currently employs two packet-level gateways-the dial-up and Arpanet gateways. The

dial-up gateway is a candidate for the visa scheme as described in Chapter 6. The

characteristics of this gateway and its application are such that the costs associated with visa

schemes are minimized. First, the policies desired are quite simple and can be expressed in

terms of packet header information. If MIT wanted to restrict access according to the
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application type (mail, ile transfer, remote login) or according to an individual user's

identity, this would not be the case. Moreover, the size of the extcrnal user population is

rather limited so the expense of including visas in checksums is limited to that small

population. Because MIT is concerned with controlling incoming traffic via this gateway,

and not outgoing traffic, it need not be concerned with the much larger internal user

population. The only serious cost is implementing the ACS and investing in encryption

hardware for the gateway and all outside users of this gateway.

The function of the gateway controls is to specify the set of resources that each external user

can send packets to. This set is determined by the group to which the user belongs. If the

user is a member of MIT who happens to be geographically located elsewhere, that user

should be able to send packets anywhere on the MIT network. If the user is a member of

another organization that has been granted access to host x, that user should be able to send

a packet to host x only. MIT could implement user-dependent policies in the shared

gateway by assigning each group of external users and each MIT resource (host or device) a

category set. The gateway would associate communications with logical information by

calling an ACS where such category information would be held. Based on the category

information obtained, the gateway would apply the intersect rule--dial-up user U can send

a packet to MIT host (or device) H if and only if the intersection of U's category set with H's

category set is non-empty.

The gateway would operate as follows:

1. A user dials up the gateway and the gateway associates the user with a particular
port.

2. The user authenticates itself to the gateway as belonging to a particular category
(e.g. MIT, ABC, WMBR). The port is thereby bound to policy information.

3. The gateway looks up the user's category set and assigns the set to the port that
the user was given at dial-up time.

4. All subsequent packets that enter through that port, and that belong to the
authenticated user, are forwarded to their indicated destination if and only if the
destination's category set includes at least one of the elements in the port's
category set (i.e., non-empty intersection).
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5. When the user terminates the convcrsation. the category set associated with the

port is cleared before the port is made available to other callers.

The organization or group affiliation of a user would be determined through a conversation

with a higher-level, ACS, as described in the previous chapter.

8.5.2 MIT Arpanet Gateway

According to the procedure for implementing usage controls in an ION, described earlier in

this chapter. incoming and outgoing traffic are bound to policy information about source,

destination, and mode; category sets are identified and compared; and if they overlap, the

packet is passed. In the Arpanet gateway a less general mechanism is acceptable because of

the relatively simple policy required-prevent flows from educational users to Arpanet.

The gateway can assume a fixed association between organization affiliation and category

set, i.e., research has full, and education has no, Arpanet access. The gateway's task

therefore simplifies to binding traffic to organization affiliation and determining access

based on a simple pass-research-traffic-only rule. However, because the gateway operates at

the packet level, this task is difficult as described in the previous chapter 6. In order to bind

packets to organization affiliation, the gateway must either use a visa-type scheme, or

maintain a table locally that maps subnet and host numbers onto organization domain, e.g.,

Education, Research, and Arpanet. Unfortunately, unlike the dial-up gateway, the concern

is with outgoing traffic and the size of the user population is very large. Therefore the cost

of implementing a visa scheme-encryption facilities and modified network software for all

users-would be very large. However, the second approach, of maintaining the association

of network address to organization affiliation locally, is only viable for small user

populations.

The MIT-Arpanet gateway provides a good example of the difficulties associated with

implementing controls at the packet level. A higher-level connection would greatly facilitate

the binding of traffic characteristics to policy information. In addition, controls applied on a

per-message or connection basis, instead of per packet, reduce overhead. On the other hand, -

the major cost of a high-level gateway is the performance experienced by the end users
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because protocols arc terminated in thc gateway. A compromise between thc gencrality and

performance of a packet-level gateway and the convenience of a highcr-lcecl gateway is a

visa scheme as described for the dial-up gateway and in the previous chapter. Alternatively,

interactive protocols such as remote login could operate via a visa gateway while mail could

operate via a high-level, mail-forwarding gateway. This would allow those hosts that

communicate with the outside via mail only to avoid updating their communication

protocols to accommodate the visa scheme. These hosts would send all external mail via a

designated mail-forwarder that would in turn implement appropriate policy controls at the

mail level.66 Only those hosts that use remote login and interactive file transfer would need

to update their protocol software to use the visa gateway. The designated mail-forwarder

would also update its lower-level protocol to make use of the visa gateway. Moreover, only

some of the hosts that use connection -based, Arpanet applications need direct Arpanet

access. The remaining, more casual users. could use the directly-connected hosts as highi-

level gateways. The Arpanet gateway itself could then be simplified to a small fixed table of

approved network ll~s.

An alternative to putting controls in the Arpanet gateway at all is to put controls in the

gateways connecting the Athena educational network to the MIT research network. The

avnage of this approach is that each Athena gateway serves a much smaller community

than is served by the Arpanet gateway. Consequently, the binding of packet source and

destination numbers to organization affiliation is easier since the gateway needs distinguish

between a smaller population of sources. Nevertheless, there are several problems with this

app roach that suggest that the controls belong in the Arpanet gateway.

1. Regulating the flows between MIT and external domains should not impose
regulation on the flows within MIT. It is in the interest of MIT to facilitate
communication and integration of the research and education communities.

2. Policy information and mechanisms must be easily checked, updated, and
modified. Although MIT can establish guidelines for how ION gateways must

~As stated earlier in this discussion, we assume the existence of some administrative policies and procedures
requiring that external network connections be registered or approved in some fashion. Consequently, we
assume that all external mail would be sent via known ION gateways.
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be managed and the controls they must implcment. it is not practical or
desirable to require that each internal subnct gateway be modified every time
another ION gateway is established or modified, or each time an external policy
requirement changes. Therefore, the mechanisms that enforce a particular
policy should be located as close as possible to the administrative boundary that
imposes the policy requirement.

* 3. As the number of external network connections increase, the policy
requirements of the different IONs may conflict with one another and the
gateways between mit-subnets will not be able to satisfy all of them without
compronmsing capabilities with respect to others; or the rules will become
burdensomely complex.

8.5.3 Multics

Multics' role as a vehicle for external communication is by definition a high-level

gateway-users must establish high-level connections with Multics before communicating

with other MIT entities. Each Multics user has an account ID. In addition, each user is

given a project classification which could correspond to organization affiliation, e.g., UCLA,

CERN, DCA, Proteon. MIT internal facilities include MIT hosts, printers, and other

servers, in addition to the several gateways to external networks, i.e., Arpanet, Bitnet,

Usenet, Telenet gateway, Telex gateway. The modes of communication supported between

Multics and other MIT sites via the local network include mail, remote login, and file

transfer.

As described earlier, the non-discretionary policy that we want to enforce in the gateway is

not the traditional security policy. We want to implement a policy that allows invocation or

information to flow from A to B if the category sets of A and B overlap, i.e., have a non-

empty intersection. This rule does not achieve strict confinement and isolation of categories

and therefore can not be implemented under the traditional security policy. Consequently,

it can not be implemented under Multics with Access Isolation Mechanism (AIM) which

enforces the traditional security policy. The remainder of this discussion will assume

therefore that AIM is turned off and an alternative set of non-discretionary control

mechanisms are activated, which are similar to AIM but with a different non-discretionary

policy.
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For each communication request Multics has access to the source. destination. and mode

information nccdcd to determine category sets. For example. mail messages include source

and destination text names which can be associated with organization affiliation if

guidelines are followed in assigning project IDs in Multics. Similarly, connections

established for File transfer or remote login require explicit network commands using the

textual name of the source and destination sites which can be evaluated and associated with

to organization affiliation. In addition, the mode of communication invoked is apparent

from the command of the user. In other words, all packets sent over the internal network

can be associated with a command and a particular user, organization, or group.

Figure 8-4 illustrates the category information that Multics could maintain to implement

non -discretionary controls. The categories defined for this environment are commercial,

university, international, and government (* indicates all of the above). Multics looks up

the category sets associated with the individual source and destination textual names. If the

individuals are not listed, it looks up the names of groups (e.g., organizations) to which the

source and destinations belong, respectively; according to the textual names. If category

information is not found for either source or destination, individual namne and group name,

then the communication is rejected.67 An internal site without any registered category

* . information is also treated as inaccessible to outsiders. Similarly, an external site without

any category information is treated as strictly external (i.e., not accessible to, and not able to

access, insiders). When the category set assigned to a MIT facility differs for different

communication modes, two entries are listed; alternatively, two separate tables could be

maintained, one for each communication mode.

8.5. MIT Administrative Mail

If a gateway is used to connect to only a single organization then the association between

source ID and organization affiliation is fixed. Similarly, if the gateway is used for only a

single mode of communication, then the association between category sets and mode is

67.
6Alternatively, the gateway may query a policy or ACS before rejecting t~raffic.
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Organization Categories Mode

MIT* *

Protcon Commercial Mail

DCA Mail

UCLA Research Mail, File

CERN International Mail

CERN Science *

French IT International

LCS hosts Research

EECS hosts Educational Mail

Athena hosts Educational Mail

MIT admin MIT-only *

UUCP gw Commcrcial.Rcsearch
Gov't, International

Arpanet gw Gov'tResearch *

Bitnet gw Research, Educational *

ScienceNct gw Sciencc,Rcsearch

Figure 8-4:Example of category tables for a Multics system
connected to multiple networks.

fixed. If an ION gateway has both these characteristics, its construction is simplified

immensely. One example of such an application in the MIT environment is described

below.

The headquarters of MITs Laboratory for Computer Science wants to be able to send and

receive electronic mail from other laboratory members. However, the personnel and budget

information maintained on the headquarters computer is too sensitive and the operating
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system s security is too weak to make direct network connection tolerable. By inserting a

mail-forwarding gateway between the headquarters' and the laboratory's local area

networks, headquarters can achieve interconnection at the mail level without exposing its

computer system to an environment against which it can not protect itself adequately.

Because the headquarter's mail gateway is "hard-wired" to a single outside organization, i.e.,

the rest of the laboratory, and because it communicates in only one mode, i.e., mail, a single

category set can be applied to all communication. In short, this single-organization, single-

application ION gateway requires none of the category infomniation described above. All it

needs to do is attend to the security issues of whether in fact only a single organization is

able to communicate with the gateway and whether in fact that organization is able to

communicate with the gateway in mail mode only. A prototype of a mail-forwarding

gateway implemented on an IBM PC-XT is described in [25).

8.5.5 R&D Mail Gateways

Both ABC Inc. and XYZ Inc. would like to support mail and some file transfer and server

access to universities with which they collaborate. However, much of the information and

resources kept on their respective internal R&D computers is quite proprietary. Moreover,

many industry competitors are also connected to these shared research networks. Some

internal information and resources can be made accessible to outsiders on a special contract

basis. Other information and resources can not be made accessible at all without

endangering trade secret rights. An additional constraint on ION usage is imposed by the

operators of the shared research networks. Namely, the participants must not allow other

non-participants to which they are connected to use the participant as a transit path onto the

shared research networks.

Currently ABC and XYZ Inc. use high-level mail gateways to interconnect their internal

R&D networks to CSNET. Given the importance of protecting proprietary information in

these environments, mail is the only widely-available service type that the organizations

support. ABC Inc. is more protective of these resources and implements controls that allow

only registered users to send and receive CSNET mail; users register with their local site
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manager and are permitted access if they can justify an R&D related need. XYZ Inc.

implements no controls in the mail gateway so that all internal users may send and receive

mail. As network use increases, and the table of individual users grows, ABC could move

towards a per-group-access scheme, in place of the current scheme that registers individual

users. In that case, it would need a mechanism for associating header information with

group affiliation, and category information similar to that described for Multics (See figure

8-5.

Organization Categories Mode

Corporate R&D Corporate

UCLA University Mail,File

CERN International Mail

MIT University,Athcna Mail

MIT Athena File

Corp R&D hosts *

Athena hosts Athena Mail

UUCP gw University MailFile

Telex gw Corporate Mail

Bitnet gw University

CSNET gw Corporate

Figure 8-5:Example of category tables for a a corporate R&D organization
connected to multiple research networks.

Both ABC and XYZ have internal servers that are invocable via electronic mail. ABC Inc. is

protected from unwanted invocation because only registered mailboxes can receive

mail-the default is no access. In contrast, all message-invocable servers on XYZ's internal

network are vulnerable because the default is open. XYZ desires to maintain the open
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default for person -to-pc rson communication and therefore can not imnplement a closed

default for servers that are accessed via the same protocol and naming structure. One

solution is for the gateway to tag all incoming messages from outside the organization and -

require that the message- in vocable servers internally check such tags if they contain

sensitive information or services.

A similar gateway for connection -based communications could be implemented for ABC's

connections to subcontractors and XYZ's various customer and vendor connections. The

design tradeoffs are similar to those described for the MIT Arpanet and Multics examples of

high and low-level connections, respectively. Alternatively, many of these applications may

be supportable with a mesage-based invocation paradigm. The advantages of this approach

were described in section 6.4.2.

8.6 Conclusion

The most difficult aspect of implementing ION gateways is the association of

communications with logical information. Aside from this difficulty the major

implementation decision is whether to interconnect at the packet level and employ an ACS

and visa scheme, or whether to interconnect at higher levels and employ structured naming.

Each approach is well suited to different environments and may be used in conjunction with

one another in some cases. Finally, some loosely coupled connections may be best served

with message-based high level interconnections.
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Chapter Nine

Technical Conclusions

The precc Iing chapters characterized IONs, and the security and network interconnection

issues raised therein. In the area of security and usage controls we characterized a set of

non -discretionary control requirements that were not addressed by traditional non-

discretionary controls (i.e., invocation control. protection of invoked parties, two-way

communications applications) and applied category sets and a simple intersect rule to

address these requirements. This approach was integrated in a design that allows strictly-

internal applications to be logically isolated from external intei connections without

requiring physical isolation, and demonstrated the approach with design studies of existing

IONs. The technical mechanisms are described in the context of administrative guidelines

and controls under which they operate. In the area of network interconnection we

identified and characterized a class of applications for which performance criteria alone are

not adequate for selecting the interconnection method and evaluated higher-level and visa-

based interconnections as alternatives to packet-level interconnection. Message-based,

high-level gateways were emphasized as a means of achieving loose couplings across

organization boundaries.

The concepts presented can also be applied to intra-organization applications. Most large

organizations are composed of subdivisions which exhibit many of the characteristics of

separate organizations. When these subdivisions interconnect their respective computational

resources and communication networks to support interchange, they can be considered to

form an ION; even though a common administration exists, and accountability among

participants is greater than in the case of distinct organizations. Even when the organization

is not formally subdivided, communities and regions of users typically exist. Each

community may not perceive a need for controls on internal use. However, as was described

at the beginning of Chapter 6, efficient network usage may favor differentiating between
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these communities. Searching for a resource is an application in which the end user may

desire to confine the search to a local environment, both gcographically (e.g., a near-bye

printer) and organizationally (e.g., one that my account number is good for). In addition,

recognizing these regions can allow an organization to allocate communication resources

more efficiently; for example by employing lower cost interconnections at those points

where traffic is lower. One example of a lower cost interconnection is message-based

interconnection described in chapter 6.

The first part of the thesis asked the question "how is inter-organization interchange

impacted by the use of interconnected computer networks?" Subsequent chapters

addressed the dual question "how should and can usage controls and network

interconnection protocols be adapted to the requirements that arise when network

interconnection supports inter-organization interchange?" We now return to the first

question and describe the use and impacts of IONs in particular domains. In the following

chapter we illustrate the components of the model for distribution channels. Then in

Chapters 11 and 12 we describe in significantly more detail the use of IONs in R&D.
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Chapter Ten

IONs in Distribution Channels

Having discussed the design of IONs to it organization boundaries we return to our

discussion of how the technical characteristics of this medium efrect the relationships and

communication patterns among ION participants. Chapter 3 described our model in

general terms. However, the implications of ION use are contingent on environmental

factors and it is most useful to discuss IONs within the context of particular domains. One

domain in which IONs are and will increasingly have a significant impact is distribution

channels. Moreover, the general model described has much to offer this domain in both

descriptive and predictive power. Examples of distribution channel applications include:

airlines to travel agents, hospital suppliers to hospitals, subcontractors to manufactures in

automotive, integrated circuit chip, and computer systems design. In this chapter we

illustrate how the model applies to such relationships. We describe general characteristics

of distribution channels, the changes in communications and cross-boundary activities

predicted by the general model, and two examples of customer-supplier IONs. In chapter

11 we describe in far more depth IONs in a second domain, Research and Development

Laboratories.

10.1 Distribution Channels

Distribution channels are composed of manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and

consumers. Among these participants, the several functions are carried out: [671 carry

inventory and physical distribution; selling; after sale service; and extending credit to

customers. The use of IONs may result in a reallocation of functions among distribution

channel members.

The individual customer-supplier relationships within a distribution channel are inherently

asymmetric. Suppliers provide non-liquid assets (goods and services) in exchange for
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highly-liquid assets (currency) from Cuistomners. Consequently, the prcdictcd imipct of

IONs on customer-supplier relationships are a tailored subset of the impacts dcscribed in

the general model.

Porters competitive analysis framework for value added chains is quite germane to the

study of distribution channels. He characterizes thc competitive environment according to

the following parameters: buyer power, supplier power, substitution, entry, and intra-

industry rivalry. Cash describes how IONs can impact these characteristics of distribution

channel relationships. [12] Bargaining relationships among buyers and suppliers may be

affected through changes in selection criteria, threats of backward and forward integration,

switching cost changes, and product differentiation. Entry barriers may be increased

through economies of scale, increased switching costs, product differentiation, and restricted

access to distribution channels. Rivalry among competitors may also be affected by
restricted market access, changes in cost effectiveness, and product and service

differentiation. Finally, substitution may also be affected due to redefinition of products

and services.

10.2 Implications of ION Use in Distribution Channels

As described in the general model, suppliers can use increased efficiency of [ON-based

communications to reduce operation costs of order entry and other communication-

intensive customer service. In addition, faster feedback on customer orders can support

tighter production control. Suppliers can also use broader capabilities to enhance existing

products and services by introducing information, maintenance, and other online services

that were not feasible previously. Meanwhile, given lower per-transaction costs and more

information from suppliers, customers can reduce inventory costs and increase flexibility by

ordering in smaller lots with shorter lead time-just-intienvtoym ag en These

behavior changes correspond to increased intensity and scope of the communications.

Increased scope can also include new information and design or product selection support

facilities, and new value added products altogether. At the same time, IONs can make

communications more segmented for the customer if the ION cannot be used to

communicate with competing suppliers.
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Almost by dclnition, suppliers do not willingly decrease thc number of organizations

(customers) with which they transact, nor do they shift activities out of the market.

Therefore, the primary change in cross-boundary activities that a supplier might use an ION

to support is an increase in the nunmber of customers reached and in the market share. The

increased efficiency and capabilities of the ION can increase the effectiveness of a sales

force and therefore may allow the supplier to support a larger mnarket. In addition, the

supplier can design the ION to prevent its use for communication with competing

suppliers.6 As a result of this reduction in universality, customers may find it relatively
more costly or inconvenient to transact with other competing suppliers, thereby increasing

the ION-providing supplier's sales per customer, In other words, customers may segment

their transactions into those that are and those that are not I ON -supportable. To the extent

they favor the latter, the customers may ind themselves transactin~g with a smaller number

of suppliers, i.e., only those that have ION access. Suppliers may also increase restrictions

on customer relations by asking customers to sign agreements regarding usage of the system

or of facilities provided by the supplier. If fixed cost is high, a supplier may subsidize the

ION facilities for large customers only and therefore other changes attributed to the ION

would apply to those large customers only.

A4nother form of increased cross-boundary activity is the introduction of new products that

previously were not feasible or economical to distribute in the market. Suppliers can use

ION facilities to distribute information and resources as stand alone or auxiliary products

that previously could not be distributed in a timely or cost-effective manner. Furthermore,

IONs reduce communication and coordination costs -nd thereby allow a manufacturer to

support direct service to consumers. Such forward integration in the distribution channel,

i.e., bypassing distributors, is another form of shift in market governance, but in the other

direction, from external to internal (vertical integration).

In contrast to suppliers, customers do vary the number of suppliers transacted with and do

IThe non-universality of an ION facility can be designed into the ION or it can result due to lack of planning
(i.e., due to lack of an available standard).
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make choices between intermal and market governance. Thcrcforc. a primary opportunity

introduced by IONs is to increase reliance on cross-boundary activities (e.g., buy over make,

or joint ventures) and purchase from a larger number ofsuppliers, if the ION is not specific

to a single supplier. Customers may also increase the restrictions imposed on supplier

relationships to cope with new risks introduced by the ION. For example, in the case of a

cad/cam connection between manufacturer and subcontractor (customer and supplier,

respectively), risk is high due to the internal value of computer-based information and

resources. Therefore, the customer has greater requirements for restrictions on

subcontractor interchange, and might limit the number of ION-supported subcontractors.

On the other hand, in the case of traditional product purchase (e.g., medical supplies,

grocery stock, etc.), there is less concern about the proprietary nature of online information

and therefore less perceived risk, allowing the customer to use the increased efficiency of

the ION to survey a larger market, if non-standard ION facilities are not irposed by the

supplier.

The eventual impact of IONs on cross-boundary activities depends upon the characteristics

of the particular industry; the unrealized production cost advantages of cross-boundary

activities, the nature of the internal facilities made accessible, and the level of decision

*? making attention to ION issues. For customer-supplier IONs, the result can be

complementary benefits for both customer and supplier, or it can be a shift in bargaining

power or cost burden from one to the other. The outcome is determined largely by which

party initiates and retains control over the ION.

10.3 Examples

More work is needed to elaborate the model's analysis and predictions for distribution

channels. I describe the major impacts reported in trade literature and by Barrett and Cash

and others for two cases, the hospital supply and the airline industries. These examples are

outlines for studies that could be carried out to test the model. The examples do not

represent systematically collected data!
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10.3.11 lospital Supplies

* American Hospital Supply Corp. (AHSC; rvices close to 3000 hospitals with automated

purchase orders, inventory control, and record keeping. [50169 The technology is relatively

simple, terminals connected over telephone lines to a single time sharing system.

The speed and turn-around of' online purchase inquiries and orders is improved as

compared with traditional paper and telephone media. Similarly, customers experienced

lower incremental cost per order in terms of preparation time, and for the supplier in terms

of eliminated data entry. Capabilities include order-entry and inventory support. This

major industry supplier does not employ standard facilities and therefore the facilities

cannot be used with other suppliers.

Enhanced speed and capabilities allow orders in smaller lots and thereby reducing inventory

for customets. One customer, based on the new 24 hour delivery period, reportedly reduced

inventory from 80 to 33 day supplies. Intensity is increased. Scope increased to a less

quantifiable extent in the form of new services and information related to products.
Penetration also increased somewhat since the supplier has more market data on the

customers habits and inventory needs. Segmentation is higher due to the combined eff'ects

of ION advantages and lack of universality. For example, in one case buyers so preferred

ordering via the online system that they did so even when prices were lower elsewhere. [41

The size and volume of the suppliers market is increased whereas the size of customers'

markets is decreased, or at least no greater due to non-universal facilities. Cross-boundary

activities are not necessarily increased for customers since in this industry, most customers

do not consider the make option on products because production cost advantage

overwhelms the transaction costs independent of the ION. Customer's market size was

reduced because the system convenience discouraged seeking of competitive bids as time-

consuming and expensive. The ION has supported new product offerings by the supplier in

the form of ancillary information and services. No known restrictions or controls have

I9nformation for this section was also obtained from Mr. E Doerhoefer in an MIT Laboratory for Computer
Science Seminar in 1983.
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increased. In any case, the risk is relatively low given thc nature of the information and

resources accessed. The supplier introduced and controlled the network and treated it at a

relatively high level of management as a strategic tool. The customer reacted and only upon

encountering problems did the issue elevate beyond a procedural development.

10.3.2 Airline/Travel Industry

Another example of a distribution channel ION is the connections between airlines and

travel agents. The suppliers (airline companies) use online reservation systems to provide a

larger range of information in a more timely fashion. Consequently the travel agent

potentially can access more flight information, more easily and economically, and in

addition can scan a larger number of airlines when satisfying a clients request. However,

most travel agents use systems that belong to a single airline company. Although these

systems provide information about other airlines, the systems are somewhat biased in favor

of the ION providing airline. Consequently, the number of airlines actually considered for

a transaction may be limited if not decreased as a result of these biased online systems.

In addition to improved speed and turn around, capabilities are increased because of the

greater amount of more detailed and timely information available from a wide range of

services. However, the various forms of bias built into the airlines reservation systems

reduces universality since the purchaser does not have equal access to all suppliers.

In addition to increased intensity, scope is greater as a result of new types of information

and services (e.g., hotels, cars, travel packages). Segmentation is greater to the extent non-

universality in the form of system biases are effective in making travel agents and customers

favor the ION-supplying carrier. Penetration is not increased significantly since the nature

of the information and resources accessible are not of significantly greater internal value or

internal nature than non-ION access.

Customers reduce their effective market to the extent non-universal facilities leads to

greater segmentation. Once again thie production cost advantage of the airline makes

customers make/buy decisions irrelevant. However, for the supplier, it is possible to view



the miove away From travel agent mediation to direct end-user access to reservation systems

as a form of forward integration. In addition, new services olliered by carriers are made

possible by the ION and can be viewed as increased cross-boundary activities of a sort (e.g.,

travel packages). Restrictiveness is increased along with segmentation in the form of travel

agent contract conditions (e.g., that a certain percentage of reservations be booked via the

ION). Controls are not necessarily increased since the internal nature of access resource, and

associated risk are low. As with the previous example, the supplier initiated and controls the

network and treated it at a strategic level whereas most travel agents reacted at a procedural

level.

10.3.3 Additional Examples

Other industries also provide interesting examples of ION impact which should be

investigated further.

*Grocery: The electronic data interchange standard for invoices and purchase
orders supports enhanced speed, turn around, and incremental costs but
capabilities initially are not changed. Universaiity is relatively high because
standardization preceded ION adoption. Based on these characteristics intensity
is likely to be greater but scope and penetration are not affected significantly.
Segmentation is low given the standardization process but participation rates are
not known. There are significant opportunities for expanded numbers of
interchange partners (expanded competition?), and moreover, for forward and
backward integration in the distribution channel. [1]

a Banking: Electronic funds transfer among banks and online financial services to
customers are two forms of IONs. The speed and incremental costs of EFT
supports more intense inter-bank coordination. However because of the
extensive regulation and rigid institutional structures the implications for inter-
bank activities requires special investigation. Online services to customers-in
particular, large business customers-resembles other customer-supplier
connections. Enhanced speed and capabilities support more intensive
communication of greater scope, while the non -standardized equipment and
interfaces increase segmentation of ION and non-ION supporting banks from
the client's perspective. Depending on the extent of this segmentation and other
market factors, the client may or may not change the number of banks dealt
with. Similarly, the extent of enhanced capabilities and scope may or may not
lead to new banking activities.
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*Automotive Dealers: Online connections between manufacturers and dealers
support speedier communication at lower incrcemental cost. as well as new
capabilities of accessing online automobile information. In addition to
intensified communication, greater scope can be supported including customer-
defined car configuration and locating Of unavailable parts, warranty
information, and even accounting assistance for dealers. Dealers are often
dedicated to a single manufacturer anyway so the effect of segmentation is not
detectable.

* Automotive Subcontractors: Online exchange of design specifications between
auto manufacturers and their parts vendors supports greater speed at lower
incremental cost, as well as capabilities to exchange machine readable cad/cam
designs and updates. In addition to more intensive interaction in the design
process there is potential for penetration and segmentation to increase
significantly. However further investigation is needed in both these areas. Small
vendors without the cad/cam capabilities may be affected if manufacturers
narrow their purchases to online accessible vendors only; however, third party
services can alleviate this barrier.

10.4 Issues

In these market environments IONs raise several additional questions:

1. Is it feasible or appropriate to automate non-routine, in addition to routine
transactions? And what is the impact of automating routine transactions only?,

2. How real is the threat of suppliers tying in their customers through non-
standard facilities? How rapidly will third parties and standards obsolesce these
tactics ?

3. Does the tighter coupling between neighbors in a distribution channel make one
organization's information and policies more relevant to the strategy of its
neighbors?

4. What will be the role of third parties in IONs? What qualities favor the use of
private and internal facilities over, shared, third party facilities?

The following chapters investigate more deeply the role of IONs in R&D relationships.
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Chapter Eleven

The Use of IONs
Among Research and Development Laboratories

The previous chapter described how the use of IONs can affect inter-organization

communication and interchange in distribution channels. This chapter describes ION use

in another domain-research and development (R&D) laboratories. The next chapter

describes an empirical study corducted in this domain to test many of the propositions and

predictions set forth in the general model.

There are several reasons for choosing R&D as a starting point for evaluating the general

model. In addition to the accessibility of a large number of organizations that use IONs, the

users and applications are varied and range from simple administrative scheduling to more

sophisticated resource sharing. This wide range of applications allows investigation of the

contingencies described in the model within a single study. In contrast, most other domains

currently exhibit only a single ION application, e.g., airline resenations, banking funds

transfer, or customer order-entry. Therefore, although there are several reasons why the

R&D organizations studied are poor models for more competitive market environments, the

diversity and integrated nature of the applications make. R&D a rich domain in which to

begin such investigation.

One of the limitations of conducting our study in this domain is that R&D laboratories have

uncommonly porous organization boundaries-communication and resource sharing are

vital to the survival of any laboratory. Similarly, competition is a less dominant factor in

dealings among R&D laboratories-even among commercial labs- than in traditional

market activities. Similar to non-profit organizations and public welfare agencies, etc., R&D

relationships are non-economic in character. [76] They are not governed by markets based

on prices, nor are they internal. Consequently they do not fit traditional Williamson and

other economic models as well. A third factor is the sophisticated nature of the computer

usage in the R&D laboratories studied. --
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The remainder of this chapccr characcrices R&D laboratories very generally and describes

communication patterns and resource flows. The parameters of the general model are

evaluated for this domain and the IONs used among R&D laboratories are

described-historical, functional, and technical aspects. Based on this characterization of

the context and the networks, the general hypotheses put forth in the previous chapter are

presented for this particular domain. These hypotheses form the basis for the study

described in the next chapter 12.

11. 1 Characteristics of R&D Laboratories

This section briefly outlines the general functions, organization structure, resource and

information flows, and communication patterns typical of R&D organizations.

11.1.1 General Functions

The functions performed by the R&D laboratories studied range from theoretical research

to advanced experimental design of new hardware and software structures, to development

and engineering of information systems; all of the laboratories focus on computer- related

areas. The "end-products" of the research are not the end-products of the companies nor

universities, rather they are the research components. These products and services are in the

formn of reports, tools and techniques, solutions to problems, etc. The market for these

products is composed of other R&D laboratories, product development groups, and large

commercial and government users.

The degree of risk or uncertainty in research is universally high but varies with the maturity

of the area as well as its location in the basic-applied spectrum. Most research laboratories

cover a large variety of subjects, and therefore participate in several markets. Resource

availability also varies across the organizations studied but is often lower in universities.

Similarly, the number of employees and operating budgets vary widely but are often higher

in industry.
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11.1.2 Structure of R&D Organizations

In university research the number Of Supervisory levels is small. Typically, a faculty member

directs a small staff, and is quite autonomous. Consequently, administrative intensity is

relatively low and the faculty member, who is also the researcher. holds most of the decision

making power. Similarly, within a university department, job titles and research areas are

loosely defined according to the general area of research.

Commercial labs remain less formally structured than other aspects of the commercial

world, but are more bureaucratic than universities. Usually there are at least two

management levels and a wider variety of job titles. Departments are also more strictly

defined. Consequently, administrative intensity is higher than in universities and less of the

Lltimate decision making power belongs to the researchers themselves. However, actual

distribution of power between management and research staff vafies significantly from one

organization to the next. Another common difference between the two types of laboratories

is that universities typically have only one geographical operating site; whereas commercial
laboratories often have at least two. Geographic dispersion can influence communication

patterns significantly and encourage the use of computer network technology within the

organization for inter-site coordination.

11.1.3 Resource and Information Flows

Resource and information flows from commercial to university laboratories include:

equipment, research funds, access to computational resources, manufacturing and

engineering resources and expertise. In contrast, flows from university to commercial

laboratories more often include: resources of a very experimental nature, people and

expertise in the form of consultation or training. The intensity and quality of these flows

varies across organizations and pairs of organizations. In addition, information and resource

flows can interact with one another-increased information flows may enhance a

laboratory's ability to assimilate expertise from the outside and thereby reduce the need for

activities such as joint ventures which make accessible outside personnel and physical

resources.
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11.1.4 Communication Patterns

In applying our model to the R&D domain, we refer to Allen's characterization of R&D

organizations, communications among them, and in particular the differences between

commercial and academic laboratories. [21

Allen illustrates that no R&D laboratory can be completely self-sufficient, that every

laboratory must "import information from its environment in order to sustain life." No

matter how resource and expertise rich a laboratory is, the nature of scientific and

technological development is such that it does not grow in a single location without input

from related activities elsewhere. Given that all R&D laboratories operate as somewhat

open systems, Allen distinguishes between two aspects of the process of importing

information: acquisition from the outside and dissemination within the organization. The

concern of this research is on inter-laboratory flows and therefore it focuses on acquisition.

Allen studied the time spent with outsiders, ideas acquired from outsiders, other problem

solving functions involving outsiders, the relationship between project performance and

reliance on outsiders, and the difference between university and commercial laboratories.

The findings that are most relevant to our study of IONs in R&D are summarized below:

* Sources: Vendors made up the largest group of outsider sources. Second was
unpaid consultants such as researchers from government, non-profit, and
university laboratories; these relationships were largely informal and brief.
Competitive pressures precluded most inter-industry consultation. The third
and rarest source was paid consultants.

*Project engineers spent 5% of their work time and 33% of their communication
time with outsiders.

*A greater number of ideas for solution of problems was acquired from outsiders
than from all other sources combined. Allen noted that this preference for
outside sources is not necessarily based on the unavailability of information
internally.

*Other problem solving functions served by outsiders were generating criteria for
problem solution, setting the limits of acceptability of solutions, and testing
alternative approaches.

O.
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*,Project performance was found to be inversely related to outside
communication. However this relationship was not thought to be causal. Poor
performers made much of poor use of outside communication, thereby skewing
the data. In addition, the problems were due to the poor quality of these
communication channels. This issue is described further below.

Allen also investigated the characteristics that most differentiate commercial from university

laboratories. He found outside channels of communication to be consistently more effective

for university than for commercial laboratories. He attributed this difference to two factors.

First, most commercial laboratories are somewhat typical bureaucratic structures, i.e.,

hierarchically organized, clear division of labor, work procedures, differential rewards by

position, etc; whereas universities are composed of autonomous departments and relatively

independent faculty. Formally structured bureaucracies tend to have formally structured

boundaries. These boundaries serve to isolate the organization from the outside. In the

process, the isolated organization develops specialized approaches and expressions that help

communication ideas rather efficiently within the organization. However, this same

specialization makes it harder to communicate effectively with outsiders. The second

difference is that the propr'etary interests of the commercial laboratory leads it to demand

the employees' loyalty; whereas a university faculty's loyalty is first to his or her colleagues

in the discipline, wherever they may be, and second to the university. In other words,

researchers in the commercial laboratory are first a part of the social structure of the lab and

therefore that is where the primary communication transpires. University faculty are first a

part of the social structure of their discipline so their primary communication transpires
with others in the discipline, across university boundar;es. 70 These factors together result in

reduced and weaker outside communication for commercial than for university laboratories.

Allen also found strong evidence of a gatekeeper role in c :mmercial laboratories. A

gatekeeper is an individual in the organization who dissemirites information acquired from

the outside to other researchers inside the organization. Allen found that the gatekeeper

role is particularly relevant to commercial laboratories and not so much to universities. This

70 Allen argues that in fact, the relevant organization boundary in the case of university researchers is not the
university but the discipline.
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gaeeprpeoeo is rlvatto the Study of ONs because it affects the number of

university laboratories. Because the gatekeeper plays a dissemination role, the information

he or she eollects is more likely to spread to others than is that of a typical communicator in

a university. Consequently the number of people in a commercial laboratory who have

contact with outsiders may be considerably smaller than the number of people in a

university laboratory who have outside contact; and yet the information may be

disseminated more widely and directly within the commercial organization.

11.2 Traditional Media, Communication, and Cross-Boundary Activities in R&D

In preparation for applying the general model of change associated with [ON adoption to

R&D laboratories, this section describes the communications and cross-boundary activities

typical of R&D labs in the absence of IONs. The description focuses on differences between

university and commercial labs with respect to the dimensions of the model.

R&D labs traditionally communicate via written documents, written correspondence, face-

to-face contact, and telephone; telex has some application internationally. The

communication and interchange patterns of inter-lab communication vary with the

organizations. research projects, researchers, phase of endeavor, and many other factors.

This section makes no attempt to characterize the absolute intensity, scope, etc. of inter-lab

communications. Instead, this section uses the differences between commercial and

university laboratories as a vehicle for summarizing the pre-ION state. The differences are

generalized statements;, exceptions exist to each one of them. The importance is that the

general cases differ in interesting ways.

Commercial laboratories typically carry out a smaller proportion of their projects across

organization boundaries than do university laboratories because of the need to retain

control over research products in order to benefit from them commercially. Information is

exchanged with outsiders only at very early stages of research, before it is ready for

exploitation in a product, and after product release. In contrast, universities are public
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institutions and within .ile limitations set by individual rescarchers, there arc no formalized

restrictions on information exchange at all stages and aspects of research. Similarly.

commercial labs engage a more restricted set of intcrchange partners because of the need to

establish ownership terms of agreement, and codification and restrictions on information

and resource flows is greater. One way in which external communication in a commercial

lab is controlled. implicitly, is through the gatekeeper roles described by Allen and

summarized in the previous section. In commercial labs, the number of individuals that

communicate regularly with outside entities is proportionally smaller than in university labs.

These gatekeepers then disseminate the information within the commercial organization.

Consequently, the portals to the outside world are fewer and somewhat more controlled

than in university labs. At the same time intensity may appear to be reduced-because of

the smaller number of communicators-but in fact because 3f t~he fanout from the

gatekeeper to lab members, the difference in intensity may appear larger and more

significant than it is. In general, in commercial laboratories, work related communication

and interchange with outsiders requires management approval of one sort or another.

Different companies place responsibility at ditferent levels of management but it is

universally higher than for universities. At the same time, in commercial labs, the value of

communication with other laboratories is recognized by higher levels of management,

particularly in areas experiencing rapid technological change. In addition to limiting

penetration of external communications, these restrictions can limit the scope of

information and resources flows, as well as the intensity. On the other hand, the more

iestricted is the set of partners with whom joint research is carried out the more segmented

the interchange is likely to be between members of that small set, and other research

organizations with whom contact is less serious. Consequently, commercial labs have more

segmented interchange than do university laboratories because the latter do not have as

much in the way of special arrangements surrounding their dealings with outside

organizations; dealings with outside organizations is one of the defined roles of the

university.

University labs do not have as a dominant goal the protection of commercial interests and

therefore engage in more cross-boundary activities. In fact, as Allen and others have shown,
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a university researcher's affiliation to his or her "invisible college" (i.e., mcembers of the

researcher's discipline) is greater than thc affiliation to his or her university and therefore

promotes cross-boundary activity. Similarly, the set of interchange partners is larger since

the primary criteria for selecting a correspondent on a particular research topic typically is

area of research. more so than organization affiliation. In this absence of policy restrictions

on information and resource flows, cross-boundary activities and the number of interchange

partners are limited by the incremental overhead of coordinating and assimilating

interchange with each outside organization or person. The greater amount of cross-

boundary activity entails a greater intensity and scope of communication and interchange to

support it. For many cases, the wider range of interchange partners and reduced formality

implies that communications is less segmented for universities than for industry labs.

University collaboration typically does not entail any formal arrangements, unless there is a

commercial research lab involved, and therefore there is less distinction between an

organization's communication with current collaborators and potential collaborators and

among different collaborators. To the extent a university laboratory makes use of

information or resources that lie deep within an organization, i.e., to the extent penetration

is deep, the information or. resources used are likely to be rather unique to the outside

organization and can therefore lead to segmented communication. Because university

laboratories are less restrictive of penetration, they are somewhat more likely to have

communication that is segmented on this basis.

Although as described, university researchers tend to be less protective than researchers in

commercial laboratories, some fields have a tradition of being quite protective of their work

in progress, even in the university. The field of research studied and described in Chapter

12, computer science and engineering, has a tradition of greater openness than many fields

in the more traditional sciences. Consequently, the distinctions between university and

industrial laboratories described apply to the particular R&D laboratories studied more so

than to other fields of science.

A inal point is that because university laboratories have fewer institutional restrictions on

interchange, university researchers are more likely to maximize their interchange, within
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limits of how much they an assimilate. Researchers in industrial laboratories arc more likely

to operate below their personal saturation points on account of institutional restrictions.

This is a vey rough and over-generalized picture of the environment into which IONs are

introduced. The new economics of communication and interchange could allow university r

laboratories to increase cross-boundary activities because of the reduced overhead of

coordinating and assimilating a wider range of external inputs. The new economics could

also encourage commercial labs to reduce some restrictions so as to take advantage of the

increased, and lower-cost, benefits available. At the same time, the deepened penetration of

[ON-supported communication could cause commercial labs to intensify restrictions or

could cause universities to find their interchange more segmented between different

external entities. The remainder of this chapter addresses IONs in R&D and outlines

several predictions. Many of these predictions are evaluated empirically in Chapter 12.

11.3 Characteristics of R&D IONs

This section describes existing Inter-Organization Networks (IONs) in the R&D domain,

both their common characteristics and the ways in which they vary. It begins with a brief

history of the primary R&D networks. The Arpanet was developed in the early 1970's by

the Department of Defense (DOD) to link university, government, and industrial computer

science research centers that were funded by DOD. It was partly a project in

communications and partly an effort to share expensive or scarce computational resources.

Arpanet supports electronic mail, file transfer, and remote login to all sites. In the early

1980's CSNET was started by NSF to extend connections to commercial and industry

computer science research centers that were not DOD contractors and therefore not

Arpanet members. CSNET is a logical network that operates on top of Arpanet, telephone,

and X.25 facilities. CSNET supports only electronic mail to phonenet sites (i.e., those that

rely on telephone access) and electronic mail, file transfer and remote login to X25net and

Arpanet sites. A third research network is called BITNET. Historically BITNET connected

university computer centers that happened to be IBM shops. It now includes a more diverse

set of university sites. Because of this history BITNE" uses IBM protocols to support file
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transfer, mail, and some remote commands; although software has been developed to allow

non-IBM machines to participate as well. A fourth research network, called UUCPnet or

USENET, has grown in the most decentralized manner of all the research networks.

However, unlike BITNET, a very large number of members are commercial firms of

varying sizes. UUCPnet is composed of Unix machines and is used mostly for mailing lists.

Although UUCPnet also carries person-to-person electronic mail, many if not most

organizations experience long, variable delays in receipt and delivery. Consequently users

do not choose this network to support conversations that are sensitive to delays and

variability. For both UUCPnet and Bitnet an organization need only have a system that can

speak the communication protocols (for UUCPnet any Unix system and will do, and for

Bitnet, most IBM machines and many Digital machines), and arrange with a geographically-

nearby organization that is already on the network to poll the new member organization in

order to send and receive communications.

The technical/performance characteristics of these different networks vary across the

different networks, and sometimes across the different participants. Speed varies widely

from 300 to 56,000 baud lines, and from 3-day to less than one minute turn around for mail

messages. File transfer and remote login, where supported, are almost transparent.

Incremental costs are ill measured, however many users perceive lower message preparation

time relative to most other media. Fixed Costs include the communication equipment and

transmission, as well as software and maintenance costs. Electronic mail service requires

significantly lower investment than do more delay sensitive services such as remote login.

Capabilities vary systematically-most places have either electronic mail only, or they have

the full range of services. The most common service is electronic mail. Automatic response

varies with the capabilities supported. Where electronic mail refers to person-to-person

communication only, the change in automatic response is not significant. Remote login, file

transfer, message-invocable services and other person-to-computer or computer-to-

computer applications do introduce significant change. Message-invocable services are more

common in environments that do not have connection-based internal networks. However,

even in connection-based networks, message-based invocation will become more common

because of the ease and low cost of implementation. The IONs described typically connect
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directly to one host in each laboratory. That host is then connected to the laboratory's

internal network, if one exists. In this way. access to internal information and resources is

provided to outsiders. However, the degree of access varies between universities and

industry because of the latteis concern for proprietary information and resources. The

access also varies among universities and industry according to the sophistication of internal

facilities. The more widely computers are used throughout the organization, the greater the

chance that valuable information will be made accessible to the outside via the ION. IONs

are less universal than are other communication media. However, universality is higher in

R&D networks than in many other domains because of the quasi-standardization that took

place a priori. There are only three or so protocol families used on the various R&D

networks and means of exchanging electronic mail exist between all of them. Nevertheless,

incompatibilities across the four basic networks, Arpanet, CSNET, Bitnet, UUCPnet, do

reduce universality as compared with telephone, telex, or postal mail. As a result, all sites

cannot experience equal benefits of ION interchange with all other sites. Each network

provides full access to its own capabilities and only mail access to the others. Moreover,

Arpanet is the only one of the networks that supports remote login. The network

membership is based on whether a laboratory has DOD funded research and whether it is

rich in resources.7
1

11.4 Hypotheses for IONs in R&D

The general model predicts that organizations will change their external communication and

cross-boundary activities in ways that are consistent with their differing organization

characteristics. However, in the longer term, to the extent IONs change the economics of

communication and interchange, organizations may make decisions that involve altering the

nature of their organization policies and boundaries. Based on the general model described

7IA second source of non-universally is the access to unique remote resources that IONs support. For
=. example, a university laboratory may be able to make effective use of a very expensive simulation resource in a

large company. The ability to do so remotely and conveniently may encourage researchers in the university
laboratory to incorporate use of this facility into their research plans. At the same time. because the resource is
unique to the particular company involved, the interchange may be more company-specific. i.e., less universal,
than other research arrangements that involve more traditional forms of information and resource sharing.
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in the prcvious chapter. this section predicts the effiects of ION use among R&D

laboratories. The predictions are broken down into two parts-characteristics of the

communications and of the cross-boundary activities. Each of these two parts discuss thej

dimensions introduced in the model.

11.4.1 Communications

Intensity of communication will increase for both university and commercial laboratories

based on greater speed and lower incremental cost of IONs.

Scope of communication will also increase for both types of laboratories based on the

greater speed and capabilities supported by IONs. Increased scope will be limited in

commercial laboratories because of the need to limit information flow for commercial

exploitation.

Penetration will increase for commercial laboratories, Within the bounds needed to protect
proprietary information, resources, and trade secrets. Because such bounds do not exist for

university researchers, and because the role of universities is to act as public institutions,

university R&D labs may exhibit full penetration before the ION.

Segmentation will increase for both types of laboratories when all former interchange

partners do not have access to one of the research networks. Increased segmentation may be

more visible for university laboratories because industrial labs have more limited joint-

research relationships, as a matter of course.

11.4.2 Cross- Boundary Activities

Cross-boundary activities will increase for both university and commercial labs based on the

greater intensity and scope of communication that can be supported at the same cost.

However, the increase for commercial laboratories will be limited by counterbalancing

needs to retain commercial control of research products, while the increase for university

laboratories will be limited because of the very public nature of university research activities

to begin with.
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Set of interchange parners will also be greater for university and commercial laboratories

because of the reduced overhead of coordinating collaboration. However, commercial

laboratories will still limit this set in order to manage their external dependencies; i.e., to

control research products and commercial operations.

Restrictions on interchange and cross-boundary activities and partners will increase for

commercial labs because of the penetration potentially supported by IONs. The public

nature of universities reduces the risk due to penetration and therefore reduces the need for

such restrictions.

In general, the absence of policy-driven restrictions implies that commercial laboratories

will experience greater increases in cross-boundary activities and interchange. On the other

hand, to the extent university researchers were already operating near saturation with the

old media, they too will limit the extent to which they expand their cross-boundary

interactions. The medium only eases some economic and technical constraints, it does not

expand the researchers ability to cope and assimilate information into mental activities. In

contrast, commercial labs have policy requirements that are in tension with some of these

expansions. At the same time, the commercial labs are operating much farther from

saturation point (largely because of these restrictions) and therefore can expand more

without encountering this limitation. This qualification is related to the discussion of

production cost advantage in the previous chapter.

11.4.3 Electronic Mail in R&D

As described earlier, electronic mail is a somewhat special case because it is the one ION

application discussed that supports person-to-person communication as opposed to person-

to-machine or machine-to-machine communication. At the same time, it is the most

pervasive of all the applications. For the most part the predictions outlined above hold for

electronic mail. However, some of them need amending in order to best reflect IONs that

support only person-to-person electronic mail.72

72As more organizations make use of message-invocable servers to support cross-boundary resource sharing.
the distinction become more difficult
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Scope will still increase but beca~use electronic nmail does not introduce Fundamentally new

technical capabilities, as do other ION services, it will not increase as much. The increase

that will occur is due to the ability to import and export more perishable information based

on the improved speed and incremental cost

The increase in Penetration will also be less for electronic mail because it does not support

unmediated online access to computer based resources. Because email is a person-to-person

communication medium, the automatic response is not greatly increased, and oversight is

not fundamentally different than traditional media. However, some increase in penetration

is likely because of the greater ease of sharing information in general, which implies internal

information as well.

Segmentation will still increase but because electronic mail is more standardized and easier

to interconnect across different standards, segmentation due to non-universal access will be

reduced. Similarly, because penetration does not increase as much, that aspect of

segmentation will be dampened.

Restrictions on interchange is another dimension that will not change for electronic mail

alone as for other applications because of the limited penetration experienced. Restrictions
will still increase where an organization does not trust its ability to educate its employees

adequately to the new medium, or where the organization is unable to differentiate between

person -to-person electronic mail and person -to-machine (server) invocation messages; the

latter intwoduces the automatic nature of other ION applications.

11.5 Conclusion

The next chapter describes an empirical study of IOns in R&D. The predictions proposed in

this chapter reflected a direct mapping of the general model onto the R&D domain. We

found strong evidence of increased intensity, scope, penetration, numbers of interchange

partners, and cross-boundary activities. In addition, we found some evidence of

segmentation. However, no increase in restrictions on communication or cross-boundary

activities was found.
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Chapter Twelve

Empirical Study of ION Use
by R&D Laboratories

To investigate the predictive and descriptive value of our model, we conducted a study of

ION use by R&D laboratories. The study included two types of organizations whose

organizational boundaries differ-industrial and university laboratories. Comparison of the

two groups' behavior illuminates the influence of organization boundaries on the use of

IONs. Each laboratory had a connection to at least one of the networks described

earlier-CSNET, Arpanet, UUCPnet, and BITNET. After collecting background

information from a liaison in each organization, we distributed an online questionnaire. The

quesdons addressed the characteristics of inter-organization communication and

interchange described in the model. As described in detail in section 12.3, strong evidence

was found of increased intensity, scope, penetration, cioss-boundary activities, and number

of interchange partners. Segmentation was indicated only weakly. We found statistically

significant behavioral differences between university and industrial laboratories for scope

and penetration, and scope did not include expanded exchange of resources, only

information. Furthermore, we found no increase in protective behaviors.

This chapter describes how the predictions were tested-the method and questionnaire used

to collect data, and the results of the data collection. After discussing the implications of our

findings and the limitations of the study, we reevaluate the theoretical model and propose

follow-up work.

12.1 Testing the Model

Our predictions regarding ION use in the R&D domain were outlined at the end of the

previous chapter. To test these predictions empirically, we investigated seven conceptual

variables. Following is a description of each of these variables and how it was represented

and measured.
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Intensity is represented by frequency of communication. Frequency was mecasured as the

number of times per week that a respondent communicated with a person or machine in an

outside organization: 0. 1, 2-5, 6-10, or more times per week. Change in intensity is

represented by reported increase, decrease, or no change in the frequency of

Communication.

Scope is represented by the range of information and resource types exchanged with outside

organizations. Information types measured were: research ideas, research results, joint

authorship, information for solving a particular problem, information about tools and

techniques, administrative scheduling. and other. Resource types measured were: software,

computer resources, remote applications, databases, and other. Change in information and

resource types is represented by reported increase, decrease, or no change in the amount of

each type reported.7

Penetration is represented by the classes of information and resources exchanged.

Information classes measured were: publicly available, available in internal documents only,

related to unpublished research, related to unreleased system or product proprietary, and

other. Resource classes measured were: widely available, limited, costly, critical for internal

operations, proprietary, and other. Change in information and resource classes is

represented by reported increase, decrease, or no change in the amount of each class

reported.

Segmentation is represented by the change in communication with non-ION organizations.

Change in communication with non-ION organizations was measured by reported increase,

decrease, or no change in the amount of information and resource types exchanged.

The number of cross-boundary activities is represented by the number of research projects

that involve information or resource sharing with external organizations. Change is

* represented by reported increase, decrease or no change in the number of research projects

that involve outside input since ION adoption.

73See section 12.4,2 for discussion of flaws associated with our measurement of this variable.
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The number of interchange partne,-s is reprcscntcd by the number of external organizations

with which information or resources are shared. Change in the number of external

organizations is represented by reported increase, decrease, or no change in the number of

organizations communicated with regularly since ION adoption.

Restriciionm on interchange is represented by contracts between the organizations and by

factors that inhibited more extensive ION use. Contracts included informal, consulting,

grant, and joint venture. Change in the restrictiveness of contract agreements was measured

by the difference between the ION contracts reported and the contracts governing non-

ION-supported interchange: no difference, more explicit, more protective, more exclusive,

more open-ended or ill-defined, other. Inhibiting factors were measured by reported

limitations: destinations inaccessible, inconvenient, poor performance, confidentiality of

information, company policy, none, other. Additional information on organization-wide

restrictions (administrative and technical) was collected from the liaison in each

organization.

Several other variables were measured which are related less directly to the model: number

of people and change in the number of people communicated with in each outside

organization; change in use of traditional media with each outside organization; and the

in formation and resource types exchanged within the respondent's organization.

The primary contingency variable is sitetype. Each respondent is associated with either an

industrial or university laboratory and the results are aggregated within these two types.

Other context variables measured were: years of ION use, job title, area, and frequency of

computer use.

12.2 Method

An ideal study of the behavioral changes that accompany ION use would measure

communication and cross-boundary activities before and after ION adoption and would

cover an environment in which the applications are advanced enough, in particular,

integrated, to reflect future uses of this technology. At the same time, an ideal study would ..
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look at multiple organizations to increase the external validity of the results. The study

conducted investigates a group of organizations that use IONs in intresting and diverse

ways but for which no pre-adoption study was possible. Consequently we rely on

retrospective data to measure the behavioral changes. On the other hand, the large number

of participating R&D laboratories does allow cross-organizational comparisons.

We addressed a questionnaire to researchers in twelve commercial and fifteen university
laboratories One hundred and ninety-two persons responded: all but a few responses were

returned online. Of the 192 respondents, 73 indicated no work-related ION communication

and therefore did not answer most of the questions. These individuals who indicated no
work-related use were left out of the final data analysis.

Data was collected in two stages. First background data on each of the participating

organizations was collected from liaisons. The data was collected through a combination of

* electronic mail correspondence and telephone conversations. The liaison in each
organization was the person officially responsible for administering the ION connection for
that organization. Table 12-1 lists the frequencies of 5 background variables, broken down

by the type of site-industrial or university laboratory. The first variable is the type of ION
service supported-electronic mail only, electronic mail and file transfer, or a 5ill range of

* electronic mail, file transfer, and remote login. Most of the 12 industrial sites supported

electronic mail only. In contrast, most of the 15 university sites studied supported the full

range of services (remote login, file transfer, and electronic mall). Note that these numbers

are representative only of the population included in our study, not necessarily of the larger
population of computer science/engineering R&D laboratories. The two site types also

differed significantly in the number of years they had been connected to the network-for

* example, seven of the industry sites, but only one of the university sites had been connected

for one year or I...

We grouped responses from the various sites into university and industry responses. The

* number of respondents per site did vary significantly as can be seen in Appendix B. Tests

showed that the responses from those sites that had very large numbers of respondents did
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noi differ from otlher sites. However. we cannot completely eliminate the possibility of

organization effect. See section 12.4.2 for discussion of why the numbers of responses per

site varied 9D.

The nature of the organizations' respective internal facilities did not vary significantly across

the two site types. Most of the industrial and university sites had internal networks

connecting multiple hosts to the ION. In addition, several of these laboratories supported

rather extensive internal services. However, a few of the industrial sites and one of the

university sites had only stand alone host(s) connected to the ION. Of the sites with- internal

networks approximately half consisted of large numbers of heterogeneous hosts,

peripherals, and services. The rest had smaller networks consisting of a few to a dozen

machines.

Very few sites (one of the industrial sites and two of the university sites) reported any

explicit technical access wontrols on gateway acces;-most relied on limited access to

network -connected facilities or limited capabilities supported through the gateway (i.e.,

electronic mail). Similarly, none of the sites charged end-users for network usage.

Most of the sites were connected directly to at least two of the four research networks

identified (CSNET, Arpanet, BITNET, and UUCPnet). University sites had on the average

more connections than did industrial sites.

After providing background information, the liaison in each organization distributed our

online questionnaire to end-users of the ION. The questions were closed ended and were

divided into four multiple-question parts. We pretested the questionnaire in two sites and a

small number of ambiguities were rectified. The final questionnaire, as it appeared on line,

is found in Appendix A. A short explanation was included with the questionnaire

requesting online or hard copy response. In many of the organizations the questionnaire

was posted on an electronic bulletin board. In the other organizations, the questionnaire was

distributed as electronic mail to mailing lists of individuals. The distinction between mailing

lit and bulletin board distribution turned out to be critical since persons are more inclined

to pay attention and respond to personal electronic mail than they are to a bulletin board
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Site Type

Industrial Lab University Lab

ION Capabilities
Elec. Mail Only 9 (75%) 1 (8%)
File Xfer, Elec. Mail 0 (0%) 1 (8%)
Remote Login, others 3 (25%) 11 (85%)

ION GW Controls
None 11 (92%) 11 (85%)

Registered Hosts 0 (0%) 2 (15%)
Registered Users 1 (8%) 0 (0%)
Years on ION

One or fewer 7 (50%) 1 (8%)

Two or more 5 (42%) 12 (92%)

.Internal Facilities

Single host only 3 (25%) 1 (8%)

Network 2 (17%) 3 (25%)

Enhanced services 7 (58%) 8 (67%)

Size of internal net
Small 4 (33%) 2 (15%)

Medium 2 (17%) 5 (39%)
Large 6 (50%) 6 (46%)

# ION connections

One 4 (33%) 0 (0%)
Two 4 (33%) 6 (46%)

Three 4 (33%) 5 (39%)

Four 4 (33%) 2 (15%)

Figure 12-1:Background information for each site:Capabilities of ION
connection. Access controls on ION gateway, Number of years on

network, Nature of internal facilities, Size of internal network,
Number of ION connections.

posting. Unfortunately, most of the liaisons did not have appropriate mailing lists and

therefore resorted to posting on electronic bulletin boards,
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aFch of the questions ,'clates to one of the variablcs p-escnted in the model and described in

the previous section of this chapter. In the first section on external information and

resource sharing:

* Question (a) asks about the number of organizations communicated with via the
ION.

* Question (c) asks about the change in this number.

o Question (d) asks about the change in the number of projects with external
input.

* Question (e) asks the extent to which the changes indicated in (c) and (d) were
attributed to ION use.

In the second part of the questionnairc--communication and access patterns-responses are

in terms of individual outside organizations identified in question 1(0:

o Questions (a) and (b) ask about the number of people communicated with in
each organization and the change in this number since ION use. (This variable is
not a direct part of the model.)

o Questions (c) and (d) ask about frequency of communication and change in
frequency--corresponding to intensity.

o Question (e) asks about the change in use of traditional media. (As with (a) and
(b), this variable is not a direct part of the modeL)

e Questions (0 and (g) ask about the types of information and resource
exchanged, and the change in the amount--scope.

o Question (h) investigates segmentation in the form of altered communication
with non-ION organizations.

o Question (i) asks about the range of information and resource types exchanged
within the respondents internal organization.

* Questions (j) and (k) investigate penetration in terms of the classes of
information and resource types exchanged and change in the amount.

o Question (1) asks to what extent the changes indicated were attributed to the
ION.

The third set of questions focuses on contracts and restrictions:
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* Questions (a) and (b) investigate restrictions and policies governing ION-
supported relationships in terms of contracts between the respondent's
organization and the outside organizations, and the difference between these
contracts and those governing non-ION mediated relationships.

* Question (c) asks about other factors that inhibit ION use.

Finally. the fourth set of questions collected background information on the respondent:

* Questions (a) and (b) ask about the total number of projects and outside
organizations, non-ION as well as ION.

" Questions (c) and (d) ask about the respondent's work area and job tide.

" Question (e) asks about the frequency ofcomputer use.

Respondents who answered zero to the first question (la)-i.e.. during an average work

week they did not exchange work-related information or resources via the ION with any

outside organizations-were asked to provide background information only (section 4) and

were not included in the data analysis.

Each response was encoded into 166 one- or two-digit variables. The large number of

variables is due to the fact that each respondent provided information on up to four outside

organizations and each information and source type and class were coded separately as one

, or zero. If a respondent answered for only two outside organizations, for example, missing

- data codes were entered for the remaining two organizations. The coding scheme is

summarized in figure 12-2.

For each respondent we took the average of his or her responses across the one to four

external organizations for which he or she provided data. For example, an average change

in frequency was assigned the value SUM(change-in-freql, change - in- freq2,

change - in - freq3, change - in - freq4)/f, where f is the number of organizations fbr which

". the respondent provided change values, i.e., 1, 2, 3, or 4. Of the industry respondents,

approximately half reported on one or two outside organizations and most of the rest

reported on three (21%, 27%, 33%, 18%). Of the university respondents over three quarters

of the respondents reported on three or four outside organizations.
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Questions Response Code

lalb,2a.4a.4b Number bctwcen 0 and 98 0 to 98

1c. I d.2b.2d.2c,2g,2h,2k I.css/Same/Grcater 0/1/2

le,21 Nonc/Somc/Quite a bit/Vcry Much 011/2/3

If Univ/lndustry/Gov'VlBboard/Committee 0/1/2/3/4

2c 0/l/2-5/6-10/More 0/l/2/6/8

2f,2i.2j Yes/No for each type/class 0/1

3a Nonc/Informal/Consulting/Joint Devcl/Othcr/Grant 0/1/2/3/4/5

3b None/Explicit/Protective/Exclusive/Lcss/Other 0/1/2/3/4/5

3c None/Proprietary/Inaccessible/Performance/Other 0/1/2/3/4

4c Sftwr/Hdwr/Theofy/Systems/Other 0/1/2/3/4

4d Mngr/Faculty/Rschr/Tech Staff/Scientist/Other 0/1/2/3/4/5

4e Rarely/Weekly/Daily/Always 0/1/2/3

Figure 12-2:Coding scheme for questionnaire data.

12.3 Results

This study tests whether certain behavioral changes accompany ION use. Chapter 11

concluded with a set of predictions for R&D laboratories which were derived from the

general hypothese. set out in Chapter 3. The test of these hypotheses is the proportion of

respondents reporting change and the variation in this proportion across the two types of

sites-university or industry. The results are presented in three parts-context variables,

hypothesis variables, and the interaction between variables-and are broken down into

industry and university respondents. The implications of the results are discussed in section

12.4.
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To summarize, most respondents who use the ION for work-related communication

indicated increased intensity, scope. penetration. numbers of interchange partners, and

cross-boundary activities. However. only reports of increased scope and penetration varied

significantly across university and industrial respondents. Contrary to our predictions,
reports of increased penetration were not accompanied by reports of increased segmentation

or restrictive measures. Since fewer than 25% of the respondents shared any kind of

computer-based resources-almost all of the interchange consisted of person-to-person

* information exchange-increased segmentation and restrictions may not have been needed.

12.3.1 Context Variables

* All of the respondents reported using a computer daily. Most of them work in software or

* systems related areas, only a few in theory or hardware. However, they were more or less

evenly divided among management faculty, research, and technical staff positions (only a

* small number referred to themselves as scientists). The frequencies of these context

- variables are grouped by site type in figure 12-3.

Over half of the industry respondents reported on communications with government and

- university research laboratories only. In contrast, three-quarters of the university

respondents reported on communication with at least one industrial laboratory. Although

our results, reported below, did not vary signiflcantly with the type of outside organization,

the numbers are too small to draw any conclusions.

12.3.2 Hypothesis Variables

The results reviewed in this section are summarized in figure 12-4.

Most respondents reported more intense (frequent) communications; in connection with

ION use (82% of 94). Although a greater percentage of university than industry respondents
reported an increase, the difference was not statistically significant (93% university, 77%
industrial p < 16).

* Most respondents also reported increased exchange of a wide range of information and
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Site Type

Industrial Labs University Labs

Years of ION Use
Less than one 5 (8%) 2 (7%)
One to Two 17 (26%) 2 (7%)
TwotoThree 17 (26%) 6 (21%)
Three to Four 7 (11%) 5 (17%)
More than Four 20 (30%) 14 (48%)

Area of Work
Software 61 (69%) 19 (51%)
Hardware 6 (7%) 1 (3%)
Theory 6 (7%) 6 (16%)
Systems 9 (10%) 10 (27%)
Other 6 (7%) 1 (3%)

Job Title
Manager 22 (25%) 2 (5%)
Faculty 0 (0%) 22 (60%)
Research Staff 22 (25%) 7 (19%)
Technical Staff 37 (42%) 1 (3%)
Scientist 5 (6%) 2 (5%)
Other 1 (1%) 0 (0%)

Figure 12-3:Context variables grouped by type of site:years of ION use,
area of work, and job title.

resource types. The most commonly exchanged information types were research ideas,

information for solving a particular problem, information about tools and techniques,

administrative scheduling, and software (see Appendix D). Overall, a greater portion of

university than industry respondents reported exchanging a research ideas, research results.

and joint authorship comments. Furthermore, a greater percentage of university
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Site Type

Industrial Labs University Labs

Frequency of communication
Less 2 (3%) 0 (0%)
Same 13 (20%) 2 (7%)
Greater 50 (77%) 27 (93%)
Types of information and resources
Less 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Same 13 (20%) 1 (4%)

Greater 51 (80%) 26 (96%)
Number of outside org.s

Less 0 (0%) o(0%)
Same 5 (9%) 1 (3%)

Greater 54 (92%) 27 (97%)
Number of projects with outside input
Less 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Same 21 (37%) 6 (22%)

Greater 34 (63%) 20 (78%)
Classes of information and resources
Less 2 (3%) 0 (0%)

Same 18 (28%) 2 (7%)
Greater 45 (69%) 27 (93%)
Communication with non-ION org.s
Less 13 (22%) 9 (36%)
Same 44 (75%) 15 (60%)
Greater 2 (3%) 1 (4%)

Figure 12-4:Responses to hypothesis variables grouped according
to site type-university and industrial labs.

,. respondents than industry respondents reported an increase in this measure of scope (%%

university, 80% industrial, p < .1). Almost all of the exchange reported for both site types
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wis information sharing between pcople. Less than 25% of all the respondents rcported

sharing any kind of computer-based resources even though 80% did so within their

respective organizations.

Almost all of the respondents reported communicating with a greater number of outside

.orgnizations. Moreover, there was no difference in the percentage of university and

industry respondents reporting an increase (92% university, 97% industry, p < .67). Over

half of the respondents also reported communicating with a greater number of people

within each organization (59% university, 61% industry, p < .29).

A smaller but substantial percentage of the respondents indicated an increase in the number

of projects involving outside organizations (i.e., cross-boundary activities). A somewhat

larger per:entage of university respondents tan industry respondents indicated such

increase (78% university, 63% industry, p < .28).

Most respondents also reported increased exchange of some classes of information and

resources. Moreover, a substantially larger percentage of university respondents than

industry respondents reported an increase in this measure of penetration (93% university,

69% industry, p < .04).

Despite the reported expansion in inter-laboratory communication and interchange, our

predictions of increased segmentation was not supported as strongly. Only a small number

of respondents reported any decrease in communication with non-ION organizations and

the difference between university and industry respondents was not significant (36%

university, 22% industry, p < .4). We found even less indication of restrictions on

interchange and cross-boundary activities. Almost no university respondents, and less than

half of the industry respondents, reported any kind of formal contracts governing their

ION-supported relationships. Furthermore, almost all respondents indicated that there was

no difference between the contracts governing ION-supported relationships and those

governing traditionally-supported relationships.
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12.3.3 Interaction of .uaribe

We tested for variance of these variables with context variables other than site type and with

one another and found almost no statistically significant correlations. The only significant

correlations found were for industry respondents. The frequency of communication,

* number of cross-boundary activities, and number of interchange partners varied

* significantly with the number of years of ION use. This correlation was not apparent for

university laboratories; in fact, there was some indication that the percentage of respondents

reporting increases decreased as the number of years of ION use grew. This finding is

probably due to the difficulty of recalling communication patterns before ION use, or the

complete absence of communication before ION use-i.e., for those persons who had used

ION facilities since their first day on the job.

The following section discusses the implications of these results.

* 12.4 Discussion

* After reviewing the hypotheses supported and refuted, this section discusses the problems

and limitations of the conceptual model, research design, and data collection instrument,

and theoretical implications of the overall findings.

12.4.1 Hypotheses

As reported above, the data supported our hypotheses of increased intensity, scope, number

* of outside organizations, number of cross-boundary projects, and penetration. Moreover,

* our measures of increased scope and penetration showed a significant difference between

the two site type; supporting our hypothesis that the more bureaucratic and protective

organizational boundaries would inhibit change for industrial laboratories. However,

* although all other reported changes were greater for university laboratories than for

*industrial laboratories, the differences were not statistically significant. Two other

* hypotheses clearly were not supported. Most dramatically, the prediction of increased

restrictions, in the form of contracts and technical access control mechanisms, was refuted.

In addition, very few respondents indicated an increase in segmentation. This subsection
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discusses each of the hypotheses. both the results and the limitations of the measurements

and theory.

The data confirmed our predictions that the greater speed and lower (end-user) incremental

cost of [ON communication would foster more intcnse communication. No difference

between industrial and university respondents was found. In chapter 11 we suggested that

the level of communication engaged in by university researchers might be closer to

saturation than that of industrial researchers before ION adoption and consequently

university researchers might not expand their communications as much. The only possible

evidence of saturation found was the decrease in increased communication for those

university respondents who had been using the ION for the longest periods of time. On the

other hand our questions were not fine grained enough to be test this issue conclusively;, we

asked only whether there was an increase, not what the size of that increase was.

The measured increase in information and resource types exchanged supports our

hypothesis of increased scope. In addition, a significantly greater percentage of university

respondents than industry respondents reported increased scope. This relatively lower

increase for industry sites demonstrates the restrictive effects of bureaucratic boundaries

suggested in our model. Although increased exchange of resource types is a particularly

interesting form of increased scope, (most resources cannot be exchanged via traditional

media), practically no sharing of computer-based resources was reported. This constitutes a

negative finiding in and of itself with respect to the model's scope hypothesis. We predicted

that sharing of computer-based resources would contribute to the scope of inter-laboratory

interchange. Despite these limitations, the wide range of information types exchanged, the

increased amount of these types. and the increased number of people communicated with in

each outside organization, does indicate a wide range of information exchanged.

The number of cross boundary projects increased equally for both university and industry

sites. However, overall, a smaller percentage of respondents reported an increase in this

variable than in the other variables. One of the reasons that we predicted an increase in

cross-boundary activities was the predicted increase in scope of ION-supported
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communications. To the extcnt increased scope was more limited than expected because of

the absence of resource sharing. it is consistent with the model that a smaller increase was

reported. A second factor that might have dampened the increase in cross-boundary

projects is the greater institutional overhead associated with changing the management of a

project, for example, to include outside entities. For these reasons, this variable, as well as

segmentation and restrictions discussed below, are likely to change more slowly than those

variables over which researchers exert more individual control (i.e., frequency, scope, and

even penetration). As reported these impediments to change appeared lower for university

than for industrial sites. Although the difference was not statistically significant, it is

consistent with the differences between university and industrial laboratories described in

chapter 11. In addition to these reasons for why increases in cross-boundary projects might

actually be dampened, our measurement of this variable may have suffered from a basic

mismatch in the units of analysis of the questionnaire and model. In particular, projects are

likely to vary more for a group as a whole than for an individual. For example, when the

* number of projects grows, the size of the research staff may be increased so consequently

individual researchers may not experience an increase in the number of projects

T'he number of interchange partners increased for a very large portion of respondents. and

increased equally for both types of sites. The model predicts increased numbers of

* interchange partners based on the increased intensity supported. The model also predicts

that for some sites this increase would be limited by increased segmentation and the need to

cope with risk of increased penetration. As described above, segmentafion did not increase

* significantly and therefore would not be expected to inhibit growth in the number of

outside organizations Similarly, no increase in protective or restrictive measures was

indicated.

The measured increases in ckzsses of information exchanged indicated increased penetration

for both university and industrial respondents. However, a significantly smaller percentage

* of industrial respondents than university respondents indicated increased penetration.

According to our model, this predicted difference reflects the industrial laboratories' more

bureaucratic and protective boundaries.
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Segmentation was hardly supported by the very weok rcport of decreased communication

with non-ION organizations. Moreover, the reports were equally low for both industrial and

university sites. However, this finding is consistent with the overall model, given the other

findings in this study. The model predicted segmentation would increase due to non-

universal facilities and penetration. In fact, the ION use reported consisted almost

exclusively of person-to-person electronic mail. Electronic mail is more universal, more

easily interchanged and intermixed with traditional media, and less penetrating than

resource sharing capabilities. Therefore, although electronic mail alone introduces some

bases for segmentation, the limited segmentation measured is consistent with our model

given the absence of resource sharing. Unfortunately, there remain two reasons why the

measurement of such segmentation may have been dampened. The first is the mismatch in

the unit of analysis described above. Namely, change in communication with non-ION

entities is more easily detected on an aggregate IeN el across a group or laboratory than on an

ind',vidual basis. Often researchers do not make independent decisions about whom to

communicate with-i.e., certain outside organizations are part of their home organization's

community and others are not.

The hypothesis of increased contractual and technical restrictions on cross-boundary flows

was clearly refuted. No evidence was found of administrative policies to cope with risks of

ION-supported penetration. Contracts of all kinds were rare and almost no change in

contracts was indicated. Several respondents even commented that the contracts with ION

partners were less restrictive and less explicit. In addition, most of the organizations studied

had minimal or non-existent gateway access control mechanisms or policies in place. The

prediction of increased restrictions was premised on an increase in external access to

internal facilities. Many of the organizations' internal facilities are quite sophisticated,

integrated environments which we predicted would amplify issues of penetration and risk

related to ION connections. Although restrictions were not anticipated for universities,

given their public nature, the proprietary nature of industrial facilities did lead us to predict

restrictions on cross-boundary flows. However, because most of the interconnections

reported supported person-to-person electronic mall only, these valuable internal resources

were not accessible to outsiders anyway. One of the bases for predicting an increase in
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penetration and restrictive measures, was ION-supported online invocation of another

* organization's internal resources. Given that most of the ION use measured was information

exchange via electronic mail, little such access actually occurred, and therefore it is less
* surprising that a more significant increase in penetration and compensating restrictions was

not detected. Apart from these explanations for our negative finding, the mismatch in units

of analysis described earlier may have dampened our measurement of this variable since

* individual researchers are less cognizant of administrative mechanisms governing their

* external relations.

* In summary, it is consistent with our model that some of the predicted changes in cross-

boundary activities were not found. Namely. because almost all reported communication

consisted of person-to-person information exchange, there were no increases in capabilities

* or automatic response, or decreases in universality of the communication medium.

Consequently, the communication patterns did not increase as much in scope, penetration,

* or segmentation, and no restrictive measures were imposed on cross-boundary activities.

12.4.2 Problems and Limitations

The most problematic aspect of testing the model is that it makes predictions about change.

* Two major difficulties in measuring change were encountered. The first is that because no
* pre-post study was possible, we had to rely on retrospective data. Although the questions

addressed formal communication for which such subjective data is somewhat more reliabe,

we are still limited by the subjectivness of retrospective data. For example, many of the

variables for which the model predicts an increase due to ION use, would naturally increase

over the course of a researcher'sprofessional life, independent of a change in media. We
* conducted one test for the effect but found that although many of the hange variables did
* vary with the number of years, none of these variations was statistically significant (with the

* exception of number of outside organizations). Because the model predicts an increase in

the rate or amount of change, a control is needed in order to isolate the effects of the ION.
* We attempted to address this need by including data only for those respondents who

explicitly attributed some change to the ION. A related problem was that some respondents
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were unable to comment on changes in behavior resulting from ION use because they had

always used the ION to carry on professional communications and therefore had no point of

reference; in general. or with the particular outside organization reported.

A second problem in designing this study was that of unit of analysis mentioned in the

previous section. The unit of analysis addressed in the questionnaire is the individual

researcher and his or her cross boundary activities; whereas the theoretical model addresses

organizations as aggregate units. For many of the variables measured, this mismatch in unit

of analysis was acceptable. However, some of the variable measures such as changes in

contracts and cross-boundary projects probably suffered significantly because an individual

researcher may not have the perspective of the larger group of which s/he is a member, and

therefore may not be aware of higher level factors such as contracts and aggregate projects.

Moreover, it is reasonable to expect that the number of researchers in a group would be

incieased along with the number of projects or cross-boundary projects, in which case

individual researchers would not necessarily experience a change. Several of the

respondents aso commented on the fact that often they are not conscious of the

organization affiliation of an individual and therefore had trouble answering questions that

addressed an aggregated external unit--the organization-instead of the individual.

In our measures of increases and decreases in the various information types and classes

exchanged space limitations forced us to aggregate the indicated changes across all types. It

would be interesting to measure increased scope and penetration in more detail to

investigate whether the various types of information and resources are affected differently

by ION use.

A final issue of concern is the online distribution and response to our questionnaire.

L Sproull conducted a study comparing the responses to an online questionnaire '" the

responses to a traditional paper questionnaire. [66] Her criteria for rating the different

media were respondent access, willingness to respond, and comparability of the data

collected. Sproull found that overall response rate was ten percent worse (lower) for online

questionnaires than for traditional, while the time to answer was fifty percent better (lower)
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for online than for traditional. Content of responses to factual objective questions were

comparable while responses to less objective questions were more extreme. Some of the

difference in response rate may be do to the fact that the papcr questionnaires; were

followed up by telephone to encourage response. and this was not the case for the online

response. In any case, Sproull concluded that the lower cost of online questionnaires made

them an attractive alternative. Because the questions in our online questionnaire were

primarily factual, and because online was the most effective (and perhaps the only) way to

reach the intended audience, we feel confident that our results did not suffer from online

response per se.

Online distribution was nevertheless problematic. Because of the diversity of mail reading

* programs and editors used by would-be respondents, we could not design the questionnaire

to take advantage of computer-based editors; e.g. an interactive questionnaire.

Consequently, although online editing is more convenient for most of the individuals in this

population, the questionnaire itself would have been easier to design and fill out on hard

* COPY.

A second problem related to online distribution was the difficulty of determining the

number of persons receiving questionnaires. As a result, the total population size was not

* known and no meaningfl measure of response rate can be calculated. Most of the

* organizations do not monitor use of the [ON connection and have no idea how many

researchers actually use it. Similarly, the bulletin boards are seen by an unknown number of

* users and even the mailing lists often had an unspecified number of addresses on them.74

Consequently, we cannot determine how representative the self-selected respondents

actually are of the total ION-using population.

Another issue related to the mode of distribution was the significantly larger number of

responses from those sites that distributed the questionnaire via mailing lists compared to

7Mailing lists can contain pointen to other mailing lists so the only way to count the number of individuals is
* to trace the entire tree. If different mailing lists are owned by different people, this is not always possible by the
*peronatathe tp ofthectree.
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these that posted it on electronic bulletin boards. In addition, the response appeared to vary

depending upon the nature of the mailing list used-in particular, the size, frequency of use

for other purposes, and position in the organization of the originator of the message. One

site in particular had a mailing list composed of all persons who had ever sent a message

through the ION gateway. Probably because of the appropriateness of this list, the fact that

it was rarely used, and that the distributor of the questionnaire was known to be the

administrator of the gateway, this site generated a very large number of responses.

Finally, several issues were not addressed in the general model, nor in this study. First is the

strategic role of personal communication. Particularly among researchers, the use of

electronic mail to enhance personal networks was not studied and there is good reason to

expect a significant role. A related issue is the saturation point of many of these variables,

and the reasons for the saturation, i.e., the limits to useful increase in communication

between researchers. We did not address computer based communication within the

boundaries of the organization. Inter-site and inter-division communication, in particular,

have undoubtedly been impacted by the use of internal networks.

12.4.3 Normative Implications for R&D Laboratories

Before discussing the more general theoretical implications of our findings in section 12.4,

this section identifies some normative implications for R&D laboratories. We will discuss

both opportunities and dangers of which ION participants should be aware. The items

discussed below were indicated by the study but require further investigation. Our objective

is simply to flag issues of concern to R&D laboratories and future ION studies.

Above all else, participation in R&D networks is important because it is becoming a

determining element of participation in the R&D community. Although it is difficult to

codify the significance of this parameter, some ongoing technical discussions already occur

only on the network, and some informal contact may be practically maintained only via the

network. " Our study does not address this informal role of the R&D networks, but

75 T"e IONs under discusion are Arpanet, CSNET. B.NET, and UUCOnet
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comments of respondents and discussions with site liaisons do indicate that this is a primary

function of the network services.

The study clearly illustrated that IONs can support intensified communication and

expanded cross-boundary activities. The question remains as to what the implications are of

these changes for the R&D organizations themselves. For example, although the use of

traditional media was reported to decrease in conjunction with ION use, there was

indication of an overall increase in communication activities, not just a shift from one

medium to another. The reported increase in the number of people communicated with in

each outside organization is one example of this trend. However, in addition to an overall

*increase in communication levels, introduction of this new medium will involve some

reshifting of communication among media. Different media are more appropriate for

different types of tasks (both in terms of cost and function) and some formal evaluaion and

guidelines for when to use which media may be in order.

Most of our discussion has addressed the effects of increased communication on relations

with outside organizations, However, such increases will affect internal communications as

well. For example, as larger numbers of individuals communicate with outside organizations

directly, the nature of internal information dissemination and the role of gatekeepers and

boundary-spanners will change.

Almost all of the communication reported by respondents involved exchange of

information, not resources, Consequently this study provides no data on the implications of

intensified ION-based resource sharing. However, it does suggest that there are more

impediments to incorporating shared resources into operations than there are to

incorporating increased amounts and sources of information. One such impediment is the

absence of application level standards. At the same time, what makes IONs so powerful,

potentially, is the ability to share resources. In other words, although we have found

evidence of the barriers to resource sharing, we should not conclude that resource sharing

will remain minimal or unimportant. Furthermore, if and when resource sharing does

increase, issues of penetration, segmentation, and restrictive actions which were minimally
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indicated or refuted in our study will require reevaluation. Evidence of greater formality

with respect to fund or resource flows is consistent with the findings of several studies in

other domains. [28, 73, 76) In fact, the absence of resource sharing could be indicative of

the ultimate form of restriction, i.e., abstention.

In general, the formal inclusion of outside sources of information and resources into

projects needs to be reevaluated in light of the change in economics of cross-boundary

activities. At the same time, policies governing these relationships will require reevaluation.

Although these policies may have to be adapted to cover risks introduced by ION-mediated

interchange, it will be of equal importance to assure that these policies are consistent with

other aspects of both external relationships and internal operations. For example, in some

cases ION use could be rejected because it would require a level of codified information

flow- and risk-management that is perceived to impose on internal or external

communications. The flexibility of the technical mechanisms employed can significantly

affect this dynamic; see Chapter 5.

Assuming that the levels of risk are not so excessive as to preclude [ON use, the type of

coping mechanism that participants should consider include educating more personnel to

act as boundary spanners. [2] A similar educational requirement is the need to caution

boundary spanners and organizations as a whole against inefficient criteria for selecting

interchange partners, or sources of information. For example, convenience to the purchase

agent or researcher of accessing online sources may lead individuals to obtain information

or orders from an online supplier instead of from an "off-line" supplier of superior price-

performance.

Finally, universities have a different, and in some ways conflicting, set of interests than do

industry laboratories. Universities play a public role to which accessibility and multiplicity

of information sources and sinks is essential. In a larger sense, there has been general

concern in recent years that university relations are narrowing as a result of special and

sometimes binding industry contracts. and that this trend has some unhealthy implications

for academnia. Because of their public role, it is in the interest of university laboratories to
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maximize the number of entities on the network, so that reliance on the network does not

result in a narrowed community. Similarly, easy information flow within and and without is

particular important to universities. Consequently, ION participants should not bc forced

into imposing on internal or external communication with increased codification and

controls (see 4).

12.4.4 Theoretical Implications

Thus far we have discussed the findings of our study in terms of the hypotheses set out for

R&D laboratories. In this section we discuss the implications of our findings for the more

general structure of our theory.

In the spirit of Williamson's transaction cost framework, our model of ION impacts

proposed a set of relations between communication medium and communication patterns,

and between communication patterns and cross-boundary activities. This study provided

evidence for the existence of these connections since a large portion of the respondents

reported expanded communications and cross-boundary activities, and attributed at least

some of the expansion to ION use.

Our theoretical model also suggested a connection between the direct improvements that

motivated ION adoption and problematic side-effects of ION use. Generally, these

problematic side-effects were related to codification and formalization of inter-organization

*i flows as a result of penetration-related risks. Our findings did not show any increase in

- restrictions or codification of cros-boundary flows and activities. However, we believe that

this negative finding reflects an absence of the resource sharing that we predicted would

lead to these problematic side-effects. Because the ION communication studied turned out

to be almost all person-to-person electronic mail, we were not able to investigate the

connection between opportunities and problematic side-effects for resource sharing In

other words, although this study suggests that for person-to-person information exchange

S.alone, the restrictive effects suggested in the model are not active, we should not generalize

to other types of ION&
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This finding does suggest that communication patterns can change without being reflected

in the formal structures governing the relationships. At the same time we posit an untested

hypothesis that such is not the case for resource sharing-in other words, that the restrictive

actions suggested in the model (i.e., contracts, technical restrictions, etc.) would be exhibited

for IONs that support new kinds o" resource-sharing patterns. Walker and Townsend [761

and Van de Ven et. al. [73] findings support this hypotheses as to the difference between

information and resource sharing. Two highly related aspects of ION-supported resource

sharing leads to this distinction. The first is the difference between resources and

information: and the second is the difference between person-to-person communication and

person-to-machine or machine-to-machine communication. In short, information

exchanged between persons typically is less codified, less specific, and more fungeable than

information exchanged between machines because of the inherent flexibility of human

intelligence. At the same time, people in an organization can be charged with responsibility

for monitoring, overseeing, and applying discretion to incoming and outgoing

communication. In contrast, sharing computer-based resources implies that at least one of

the two correspondents is a computer that reacts automatically. These connections can

supports a wide range of capabilities beyond person-to-person communication and

information retrieval, but at the same time the rules of operation for a computer system

must often be specified much more explicitly than those for a human being. Furthermore, a

computer system cannot be held responsible for the same type of discretionary actions that a

human employee can be. Moreover, because sharing computer-based resources is

qualitatively different than traditional communication, it raises many more unknowns and

fears for participants which itself exacerbates inhibitions. In summary, we propose that the

coupling between the opportunities of IONs and the problematic side effects is much

stronger for resource-sharing than for information-sharing alono.

S12.4 Genemllzabll

One way to assess the generalizability of our study is in terms of the environmental

conditions under which our hypotheses and findings hold. In particular, chapter 3

suggested that the production cost advantage of external communication and production,
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and the level of decision making were the two primary environmental, or exogenous factors.

However, our study suggests that the two primary factors are:

* Whether the function supported by the ION is person-to-person information
exchange or computer-based resource sharing, or both.

o The type of competitive relationship--peer coordination, peer competition, or
distribution channels.76

In the previous section we discussed the difference between information and resource

sharing and the implications for our model. Given these differences, the results of this

particular study apply most directly to information sharing contexts. Similarly, the findings

are most relevant to peer coordination relations such as government agencies and joint

ventures. As described in the previous chapter, the R&D environment differs from more

traditional market environments in several ways: communication and resource sharing are

vital to the survival of all R&D laboratories; competition is a less dominant factor since the

R&D activity is removed from the organizations' end-products or business; R&D

organizations do not operate in traditional price-based markets; and R&D laboratories

house many sophisticated users of computer equipment. The findings can be generalized in

part to other domains but require further investigation in more competitive environments.

,* Moreover, we studied R&D laboratories engaged in computer-related research. Not only is

there a tradition of freer information sharing in this discipline than in many more traditional

fields of natural sciences, but the use of computers internally is exceptionally high.

Looking at the individual hypotheses, neither intensity, nor number of interchange partners

" are affected significantly by the two primary environmental factors identified-resource

sharing and competitive relationship. Consequently, our findings should apply directly to

other domains such as distribution channels discussed earlier. On the other hand, resource

.- sharing is an explicit component of increased scope. Although we observed scope increases

76 In addition, several other environmental facton influence the level of demand for ION benefits and should
be investigated in future studies: the advantages of speeding up production processes; the importance of
external interchange; the role of unstructured person-to-person ommunication: the nature of computer use
internally.
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for the information-only IONs, we expect the extent of such changes to be far greater when

resources are also shared. Similarly, although increases in cross-boundary activities were

observed for the information-only IONs, we expect rcsource-sharing IONs to encourage a

far greater range of activities at the same time that they introduce significantly more risk.

Consequently, when participants share resources as well as information, communication

patterns and the management of cross-boundary activities will undergo more significant

changes. Examples of ION applications that are resource-based and therefore likely to

experiences amplified changes are the exchange of cad/cam designs and design tools

between manufacturers and subcontractors, or shared use of expensive processing

equipment by members of a joint venture.

Penetration, segmentation, and restrictions are all three directly aftTcted by both resource

sharing and the organizations' competitive relationship. Penetration was found to be

increased through information sharing but the nature of automatic, online access to

resources is qualitatively different than penetration based on person-to-person information

exchange alone. Segmentation is less relevant to person-to-person information exchange

than to resource sharing since information can be easily translated between formats even if

the transmission medium is non-standard. Resource-sharing protocols, i.e., protocols for

people and machines to interact with other application programs and machines, are far

more complicated than protocols for transferring textual messages between people.

Consequently, resource-sharing protocols are far less standardized and an interface to one

system is less likely to support access to another without significant expense. Segmentation

is also affected by the inter-organization relationship. In particular, in distribution channels

the incentives to impose or oppose segmentation (switching costs) are much higher than for

other types of relationships. Finally, restrictions on cross-boundary flows and relationships

follow from penetration and segmentation and therefore are tied directly to these factors.

Therefore, although we did not find segmentation or restrictive behavior in the R&D

environment, we cannot generalize to other domains where resources are shared and/or

where relationships are more explicitly competitive.
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12.5 Future Work

This initial study has confirmed the descriptive value of the general model and the overall

approach. The data provides a good base on which to begin more in depth studies of ION

participants and applications.

A particular study that could illuminate some of the issues addressed here would investigate

networks that connect different geographical and functional sites of a single organization.

This comparison would complement the two types of organizations studied here by

contrasting issues related to organization boundaries. For example, it would be interesting

to see if the more porous boundaries that exist between divisions or sites within a single

parent organization resemble the porous boundaries of universities; and if so, if the

behavioral patterns with respect to ION use also match.

Further work is also needed to understand the differences between information and

resource exchange. One way of approaching this problem is to compare email-only IONs to

IONs that support access to online computer-based resources. In addition to investigating

the distinction between information and resource sharing, it would be useful to isolate the

effect of automation, i.e., automatic response to external invocation as compared with

traditional human response which is maintained in the case of electronic mail. Theoretical

issues should also be investigated further to examine whether the relationship between the

three stages of the model--medium, communication patterns, and cross-boundary

activities-differs for information and resource exchange.

Changes in inter-organization communication and interchange patterns is likely to affect

internal communication as welL One example is the possible reduction in the roles of

gatekeepers and boundary-spanners should larger numbers of internal employees

communicate with outsiders directly. This change has implications for dissemination and

interpretation of internal information, as well as need for education of a wider range of

internal employees about rules and regulations governing external communication.

Perhaps of most importance, future studies should examine IONs in other, more traditional,
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market environments, where thc relationships and governing rules are more codified. In this

spirit, our previous discussions used examples from other domains, in particular,

distribution channels. Of particular interest is to determine whethcr the coupling between

formal governance structures and communication behaviors is any stronger in other

environments: and to identify the critical organizational and technical characteristics that

affect this coupling. For this reason, the relationships we would like to investigate further

are those that: support more than person-to-person information exchange via electronic

mail, involve more risk for participants because of the value of internal information and

resources, and are not necessarily supported by third party. Fin2lly, we would seek to

conduct such a study at a different unit of analysis-the organization and projects

conducted by the organization. as opposed to the individuals within the organization.
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Chapter Thirteen

Conclusions and Implications

The preceding chapters described the policy and technical implications of inter-organization

computer networks, which we refer to as IONs. We described how IONs change the

economics of inter-organization interchange and how interconnection across organization

boundaries affects the design requirements for network access controls and interconnection.

This chapter outlines the central conclusions of the thesis and discusses implications for

public policy and the study of new technologies.

13.1 Conclusions

The findings of this research lie in three related areas: organization implications of new

communication technologies, computer security and access controls, and network

interconnection.

We described how this new medium, i.e., IONs, changes the economics of inter-

organization communication and interchange and supports communications of greater

intensity and scope. These new communication characteristics allow participants to carry

out greater numbers of activities across their organization boundaries and to do so with

greater numbers of interchange partners. At the same time ION communications is more

penetrating and segmented and therefore encourages participants to impose restrictions on

cross-boundary flows and interchange partners. These effects are most pronounced when

participants share resources, as well as information, via the ION. Our study of R&D

laboratories showed that when 10N5 support electronic mail only communication is

enhanced and cross-boundary activities are expanded. but restrictive reactions to the more

penetrating and segmented communications are not very evident. As laboratories begin to

exploit the opportunities of resource sharing, the risks will increase along with the

enhancements.
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Based on the penetrating communications supported by IONs, we analyzed the unique

control requirements of networks that cross organization boundaries. Access controls for

IONS must address invocation as well as information flow, must protect the invoked as well

as the invoker, and must address two-way communications, all without imposing on internal

communication and resource sharing. Traditional non-discretionary control mechanisms do

not satisfy these requirements. However, we presented alternative non-discretionary

gateway mechanisms, based on category sets and an intersect rule, which do allow strictly-

internal applications to remain unaffected by interconnection without requiring physical

isolation from ION applications. These access control requirements and proposed

mechanisms indicate that packet-level interconnection is not always appropriate or

adequate. ION policy requirements are better met by high-level and visa-based

interconnections. We concluded that, in many cases, message-based interconnection is the

most-appropriate means of implementing loose couplings across organization boundaries.

Our analysis and design of ION mechanisms was gready enriched by our bimodal approach

which asked how industry and organization contexts shape a new technology, as well as how a

new technology affects the organization and industry contexts in which it is applied The

following sections conclude by discussing the implications of this research for public policy

and study of new technologies.

13.2 Implications of IONs for telecommunications policy

This research has value beyond that of design, implementation, and management of IONs.

As demonstrated in our model and study, IONs can be used to support new modes of

production that were not economic previously. In this way IONs exemplify the central role

of telecommunications and computing technologies to industrial behavior and policy. This

coupling has implications for telecommunications policy. In the past, inter-organization

telecommunications consisted of person-to-person information exchange via telephone and

telex. Today, a wide variety of machines and human users in distinct organizations

communicate with one another via interconnected computer networks. Just as the

development of private networks had serious implications for the public telecommunication
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infrastnucture. so does the development oF these IONS. By granting network access to

external entities, organizations are using their private networks to support their "public"

communications. As a result, it is increasingly unclear where the ION participants'

networks end and the public network begins. Questions arise as to who will own, operate,

and have access to, these communication facilities and services which mediate growing

numbers of business activities. Use is not widespread enough to say which modes of service

provision will dominate. Some IONS may be operated by closed consortia such as AIRINC,

the Insurance Value Added Network, and CSNET. Other IONS may be private offerings,

such as the individual airline reservation systems and supplier-owned online order-entry

systems. Alternatively, third party value added network operators such as MCI, Telenet,

GEISCO, IBM, and AUT may enter this potentially lucrative market. However, even if it is

too early to state conclusively what the long-term implications are for public

telecommunications, it is clear that the telecommunications policy issues are related to the

* industrial issues.

Telecommunications and computer technologies are used increasingly as vehicles for

enacting and supporting corporate strategy. Consequently, telecommunication policy,

industrial policy, and organization policy, increasingly impinge on one another. Given this

* interaction, one way to anticipate the effects of IONS on the public telecommunications

* infrastructure is to examine how and why organizations are using this medium, and what

their needs and constraints are. To this end, this thesis has described how the use of IONS

can impact inter-organization activities.

13.3 Research in the design and use of new technologies

*We have summarized the contributions of this thesis to our understanding of network

interconnection and security, the effects of computer-based communication on organization

boundaries and activities, and implications for telecommunications policy. At a more

general level, this research demonstrates how studies of system design and system adoption

* enrich one another. In particular, although our models of the technical mechanisms and

organization implications in many ways are dissimilar in structure and language, they are
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linked in two critical ways. The most cxplicit connection is the issue of penetration. The

organization model investigates how using this medium can affect organization boundaries,

while the technical model investigates how to design the medium so that it can be tailored to

support different types of organization boundaries and relationships. The second

connection relates to causality. To some extent, the organization model assumes technical

characteristics of the medium to be fixed, while the technical model assumes organization

requirements to be fixed. By investigating the technical characteristics in depth, we are able

to differentiate the fundamental from the artifact. Similarly, by investigating the use of

IONs in several domains we identify those requirements and constrnints that are common

across types of organizations and relationships and those that vary. We can thereby evaluate
which technical parameters must be variable. Our bimodal approach to the study of system

design and use reflects our view 3f causality in which organization and societal contexts

influence and structure the development of the technology, while application of the

technology affects the organization and social contexts in which it is used.

In conclusion. this study of IONs served as a rich example of:

* A systems design effort that necessitated investigation of implicit and explicit
assumptions about the organization context in which the systems are used.

e An analysis of the organization implications of a new technology that was based
on a careful specification of the technology's fundamental technical
characteristics.

We hope that this approach can serve as a model for analysis and design of other new

technologies.
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Appendix A

Online Questionnaire

The following questionnaire was distributed online at all sites.

* Online Questionnaire: Inter-Organization Networks

Computer-based communication and resource sharing ACROSS organization boundaries

are the focus of my doctoral research in the MIT Lab for Computer Science. As a test case, I

am studying the effects of INTER-ORGANIZATION NETWORKS on communication

among Research Laboratories. I am seeking responses to the following questionnaire. The 5

multiple-part questions are all short answer or multiple choice. And as you will see, because

* I am primarily interested in detecting patterns of change, the questions do NOT require

ultra-detailed answers. Please do take the few minutes to respond; it takes most people

* between 5 and 15 minutes. All information will be treated confidentially. You may respond

online (to estrin@mit-xx) by inserting your responses after each question or by numbering

your responses. Or respond on paper by printing the questions double spaced and writing in

or numbering your answers; send to Deborah Estrin, NE43-508, MIT.

* NOTE: I refer to electronic mail, file transfer, remote login, database, and other computer-

" based communication mechanisms as INTER-ORGANIZATION NETWORK (ION)

- FACILITIES. Telephone, face-to-face meetings, and postal mail are referred to as

TRADITIONAL MEDIA. EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONS are government, university,

or industrial laboratories outside of your university.

1) EXTERNAL INFORMATION AND RESOURCE SHARING:

a) During an average work week, with about HOW MANY EXTERNAL

ORGANIZATIONS do you exchange work-related information (e.g. research ideas, tools

:-i and techniques) or resources (e.g. equipment, software, data bases, computer services) VIA

ION FACILITIES ? If the answer is 0, please skip to question 4.
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.) About HOW LONG AGO did you first begin using ION facihties to communicate with

these and other external organ izations? (number of months or years)

c) Since you began using ION facilities, is the NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS with

which you share information or resources less, the same, or greater than it was when you

used only traditional media?

d) Since you began using ION facilities, is the NUMBER OF RESEARCH PROJECTS

that involve information or resource sharing with external organizations smaller, the same.

or larger than it was when you used only traditional media?

e) To what extent do you attribute the changes indicated in (c) and (d) to the use of ION

facilities? (not at all, some, quite a bit, very much)

o Identify the individual organizations with which you exchange work related information

or resources via ION facilities most intensively; select no more than 3 or 4. Assign a code

letter to each one (i.e., ab,c) and indicate whether each is a university(u), governmentqg), or

industriai(i) lab. Bulletin boards and distribution lists do NOT qualify as organizations per

se; please do not include more than one of these among the 3 or 4 organizations.

2) COMMUNICATION AND ACCESS PATTERNS:

Respond to the following questions by listing each organization's code letter (assigned

above) followed by the appropriate answer for that organization.

a) Approximately HOW MANY people in EACH of these organization do you

communicate with via ION facilities during an average work week?

b) Since you began using ION facilities, is the NUMBER of people that you communicate

with per organization less, the same, or greater than it was when you used only traditional

media?

c) HOW OFTEN do you communicate with people or machines in EACH of these

organizations via ION facilities during an average work week (0 times, 1 time, 2-5 times,

6-10 times, more)?
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d) Since you began using ION facilities, is the FREQUENCY of communication with each

of these organizations less, the same, or greater than it was when you used only traditional

media?

e) Since you began using ION facilities, do you communicate with each of these

organizations via TRADITIONAL media less.the same.or more than you did when you

used only traditional media?

t) For each of these organizations, which of the following INFORMATION and

RESOURCE TYPES do you exchange via ION facilities ? INFORMATION: (1)research

ideas (2)research results (3)joint authorship comments (4)information for solving a

particular problem (5)information about tools and techniques (6)administrative scheduling

(7) Other, please specify. RESOURCES: (8)software (9)computer resources (10)remote

applications (e.g.,Macsyma, VLSI tools) (11)database (12)Other, please specify. (List each

organization's code letter followed by the appropriate numbers.)

g) For each of these organizations, indicate if the average amount of EACH

INFORMATION and RESOURCE TYPE exchanged per week is less, the same, or greater

than it was when you used only traditional media.

h) Since you began using ION facilities to communicate with these outside organizations,

- has your communication with outside organizations that are NOT accessible via ION

*. facilities changed? Indicate if the average amount of EACH INFORMATION and

RESOURCE TYPE exchanged with the non-ION organizations is less, the same, or greater.

i) Which of the information and resource types do you exchange with people INSIDE your

* organization via internal computer facilities?

j) For each of the external organizations that you communicate with via ION facilities

(identified in 1f), which of the following CLASSES of INFORMATION and RESOURCES

do you exchange via ION facilities ? INFORMATION: (1)publicly available (2)available in

"" internal documents only (3)related to unpublished research (4)related to unreleased system
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or product (5)proprietary (6)Other. please specify. RESOURCES: (7)widely available

(8)limited (9)costly (10)cridcal for internal operations (12)proprietary (I1)Other. please

specify.

k) For each of these organizations, indicate if the average amount of EACH information

aid resource CLASS exchanged per week is less, the same, or greater than it was when you

used only traditional media.

I) To what extent do you attribute the changes indicated in (b).(d),(e).(g), (h),(k) to the use

of ION facilities? (not at all,some.quite a bitvery much) If appropriate, provide a separate

response for each of the 6 questions (b,d, e.g,h,k).

3) CONTRACTS AND RESTRICTIONS

a) What kinds of AGREEMENTS exist between your organization and each of the

individuals or organizations that you commur icate with via ION facilities?

(none,informal,consulting contractjoint development contractother specify)

b) Indicate if these agreements differ from the agreements governing relationships that use

only traditional media (no difference,more explicit conditions,more protective,more

exclusive to other organizations,more open-ended or illdefined,other please specify) ?

c) Indicate if any of the following factors significantly INHIBIT your using ION facilities

mor extensively (destinations inaccessible,inconvenient, poor perfonnance,confidentiality

of information,company policy,none, other please specify)

4) BACKGROUND:

a) About HOW MANY RESEARCH PROJECTS are you working on currently that

involve regular contact with persons in organizations outside of your own

company/university ?

b) During an average work week, with about HOW MANY EXTERNAL

ORGANIZATIONS do you share work related information or resources (via either

traditional or ION facilities) ?
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c) Which aspect(s) of research/development do you work in, primarily? (software.

hardware, theory, systems, applications, other please specify)

d) Which job category do you belong to, primarily? (manager, faculty, scientist, research

staff, technical staff, other please specify)

e) How often do you use a computer of some kind in conjunction with your work?

(dailyseveral times a week,once a week,monthlyother,please specify)

5) COMMENTS:

If you use ion facilities in interesting ways that the above questions have not touched upon,

please describe them here.

Thank you very much for your time! Deborah Estrin
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The following table out~ines the maipping of questions ,o hypothesis variable.

Question Hypothesis variable
---- -- --- --- ---

la. number of interchange partners
ic change in number of interchange partners
ld change in number of cross boundary projects
2c intensity
2d change in intensity
2f scope
2g change in scope
2h segmentation
2j penetration
2k change in penetration
3a restrictions
3b change in restrictions

le,21 change attributed to ION

Context variable

lb years of ION use
if types of outside organizations
2a number of people per outside organization
2b change in number of people
2e change in use of traditional media
2i info and resource types exchanged internally
3c inhibitions to ION use
4a total number of projects with external input
4b total number of outside organizations
4c area
4d job
4e computer usag
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Appendix B

Numbers of respondents per site
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No ION Use ION Use
Reported Reported

Industrial Labs 3 0

100% of row 0%of row

2% of column 0% of column

4 1
2 80% of row 20% of row

3% of column 1% of column

7 1

3 88% of row 13% of row

6% of column 2% of column

0 1

4 0% of row 100% of row
0% of column 2% of column

3 0
5 100% of row 0% of row

2% of column 0% of column
4 0

6 1C0% of row 0% ofrow

3% of column 0% of column

3 1

7 75% of row 25% of row
2% of column 2% of column

3 2

8 60% of row 40% of row

2% of column 3% of column
-1 0

9 100% of row 0% of row

1% of column 0% of column

4 3

10 57% of row 43% of row

3% of column 5% of columnS44 -45 t

11 49% of row 51% ofrow

35% of column 68% of column p(.05

13 chi-sq= 19.8
12 81% of row 19% of row d. = 11

10% of column 5% of colunn

This table lists the number of respondents per industry site. Respondents are divided according

to whether or not they reported using the ION for work-related communications.
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No ION Use ION U.s"
Reported Reported

University labs 1 0

13 100% of row 0% of row
1% of column 0% of column
4 1

14 80% of row 20% of row
3% of column 2% of column

1 0
15 100% of row 0% of row

1% of column 0% of column
4 4

16 50% of row 50% of row
3% of column 6% of column
1 0

17 100% of row 0% of row
8% of column 0% of column
7 1

18 88% of row 13% of row
6% of column 2% of column
1 0

19 100% of row 0% of row
1% of column 0% of column
1 0

20 100% of row 0% of row
1% of column 0% of column
3 1

21 75% of row 25% of row
2% of column 2% of column
1 0

22 100% of row 0% of row
1% of column 0% of column
4 1

23 80% of row 20% of row
3% of column 2% of column
3 0

24 100% of row 0% of row
2% of column 0% of column (continued)

This table lists the number of respondents per university site. Respondents are divided according

to whether or not they reported using the ION for work-related communications.
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No ION Use ION Use
Reported Reported

University Labs 4 1
(cnt)2.5 80% of row 20% of row

3% of column 2% of column
1 0

26 100% of row 0% of row
1% of column 0% of column

___________- 0P(. 9 0

27 100% of row 0% of row chi-sq 7.7
1% of column 0% of column d.f. =14

This is a continuation of the table listing the number of respondents per university site.
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Appendix C

Cross-Tabulations of Variables by Site Type

(A) (B)

Frequency or communication with outsiders. TFypes of information and resources exchanged.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

2 0 2 0 0 0
Les I'ss

3% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0%

13 2 15 13 1 14Same Sam-

20% 7% 16% 20% 4% 15%

50 27 77 51 26 77
Greater 2 77Greater

77% 93% 82% 80% 6% 85%

65 29 p(.16 64 27 p(.0 9

69% 31% chi-sq= 3.7 70% 30% chi'sq =2.8

d.f.=2 d.f.=1
(C) (D)

Number of outside organization. Number of projects with outside input.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

0 0 0 0 0 0-"L Ms L ess-
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

S 1 6 21 6 27
- Salm Same

9% 3% 7% 37% 22% 32%

54 28 82 36 21 57
Greater Greater

92% 97% 93% 63% 78% 68%

59 29 p,(.7 57 27

67% 33% chi-sq = 0.2 68% 32% chi-sq = 1.2

d..=1 d.f. =1
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,.-(II' 11,')

Number of people contacted per outside organization. Use or traditional media ror outside communication.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

0 1 4 32 18 50
Less 1ess

0% 4% 1% 49% 67% 54%

27 10 37 25 7 32
Same Same

42% 36% 40% 39% 26% 35%

G 38 17 55 8 2 10

59% 61% 59' 12% 7% 11%

65 28 p(.29 65 27 p(3l
70% 309 chi-sq =2.5 70% 30% chi-sq =2.4

d.f.=2 d.f.=2
(G) (H)

Classes of information and rsources exchanged. Communication with non-ION organizations.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

2 0 2 13 9 22

3% 0% 2% 22% 36% 26%

18 2 20 44 is 59
Same Same

28% 7% 21% 75% 60% 70%

,-.e 45 27 72 2 1 3,'. ~GreaterGrte
69% 93% 77% 3 4% 4%

65 29 P<.04 59 25 pIA
69% 31% chl-sq=6.5 70% 30% chi-sq= 1.9

d..=2 d.f.=2
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S(I) (J)
Contract with first outside organization. Contract i ith second outside organization.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

30 19 49 24 15 39

None 47% 68% 53% None 50% 56% 52%

7 4 11 5 9 14

Informal 11% 14% 12% Informal 10% 33% 19%

7 3 10 7 1 8

Consult. 11% 11% 11% Consult. 15% 4% 11%

14 2 16 6 1 7

Joint 11% 11% 11% Joint 13% 4% 9%

6 0 6 6 1 7

Other 9% 0% 7% Other 13% 4% 9%

64 28 PI.23  48 27 P(.05

70% 30% chi-sq =6.8 64% 36% chi-sq= 11.3

d..=5 d.f. =5
(K) (L)

Contract with third outside organization. Contract with fourth outside organization.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

15 14 29 10 3 13

None 46% 64% 53% None 71% 50% 65%

4 5 9 1 3 4

Informal 12% 23% 16% Informal 7% 50% 20%

3 1 4 0 0 0

Consult. 9% 5% 7% Consult. 0% 0% 0%

7 1 8 1 0 1

Joint 21% 5% 15% Joint 7% 0% 5%

4 1 5 2 0 2,.

Other 12% 5% 9% Other 14% 0% 10%

33 22 pI.24 14 6 p(.14

60% 40% chi-sq =6.7 70% 30% chi-sq =5.4
d..=5 d.f.=5
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(M) (N)

Change in contract with first outside organization. Change in contract with second outside organiiation.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

41 21 62 35 20 55
None None

77% 96% 83% 90% 95% 92%

3 0 13 0 0 0
Explicit Explicit

6% 05 4% 0% 0% 0%

3 0 13 1 0 1
Protect Protect

6% 0% 4% 3% 0% 2%

6 1 7 3 1 4
lss Les

11% 5% 9% 8% 5% 7%

53 22 p(.28 39 21 p(.68

70% 30% chi-sq = 3.9 65% 35% chi-sq=0.8
() d.f.=3 d.f.=2(0) (P)

Change in contract with third outside organization. Change in contract with fourth outside organization.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

27 17 44 12 7 19
None None

46% 64% 53% 92% 88% 91%

0 0 0 0 0 0
Explicit Explicit

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

1 0 1 1 0 1
Protect Protect

3% 0% 2% 8% 0% 5%

1 1 2 0 1 1
L35 Lm.

3% 6% 4% 0% 13% 5%

29 1 Pug69 13 8 p<.32

62% 38% chi-sq=0.7 62% 38% chisq=2 .3
d..=2 d.f =2
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(Q) (R)
Inaccessible locations inhibit ION use. Proprietary concerns inhibit ION use.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

44 12 56 41 23 64

67% 41% 59% 62% 79% 67%

22 17 39 25 6 31
No No

33% 59% 41% 38% 21% 33%

66 29 P(.04 66 29 p(.16

70% 30% chi-sq =4.3 70% 30% chi-sq =2.0
d.f.= 1 d.f. 1

I4

(S) (T)
Change in cross-boundary activities attributed to ION. Change in communications attributed to ION.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

7 2 9 0 0 0
None None

13% 8% 11% 0% 0% 0%

Soe 23 8 31 16 4 20 -
41% 31% 38% 24% 14% 21%

9 6 15 16 11 27-' Quite Quite
Qute 16% 23% 18% 24% 38% 28%

17 10 21 34 14 48
Very Very30% 39% 33% 52% 48% 51% ,

56 26 lK,64 66 29 p(.14
68% 32% chi-sq =1.7 70% 30% chi-sq =2.4

d.f=3 d.f=2
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(U) (V)
iype or first organization. iype or second organization.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

52 20 72 40 16 56":-Univ Univ
'i 62% 54% 60% 65% 44% 57%

21 9 30 10 16 26
Indust Indust 62•25% 2496 25%6 16% 44%6 27% .

6 8 14 9 2 11
Govt 7% 22% 12% 15% 6% 11%

4 0 4 3 2 5
BBoard BIloard %"

5% 0% 3% 5% 6% 5%

1 0 1 0 0 0
Other 1 0 1 Other 0 0% 0%- I1% 0% I% 0 % O

p4.1, p(.O2
-4 37 chi-sq =7.1 62 36 chi-sq= 10.1

70% 30% df.=4 63% 37% d.f.=3

(W) (x)
Type of third organization. Type of fourth organizatiom.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

26 13 39 6 7 13
Univ 63% 46% 57% Univ 70% 54%

8 12 20 5 2 7""Indust Indust
20% 43% 29% 36% 20% 29%

2 1 31 0 1
GV't 2 1 3 Govt I 0% 4%Gov't 5% 4% 4% O 4

4 1 5 2 1 3
BBoard BMond

10% 4% 7% 14% 10% 13%

1 1 2 0 0 0

2% 4% 3% 0% 0% 0-

p(.9 P(.5
.41 2 chi-sq 5.0 14 10 chi-sq 2.1

60% 40% d.f.=4 58% 42% d.f.=3
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P P. P

(Y) (Z)
Total number of projects with outside input. Number of yeurs of ION use.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

19 4 23 5 2 70 0
21% 11% 18% 6% 5% 6%

27 11 38 25 4 29

30% 30% 30% 28% 11% 23%

20 8 28 21 6 27
22% 22% 22% 24% 16% 21%

13 7 20 10 6 16

15% 19% 16% 11% 16% 13%

1 2 3 28 19 47-4 >4
1% 5% 2% 32% 51% 37%

P(.12
9 5 14 89 37>5 cis=.

10% 14% 11% 70% 30% d.f =4 L

9 3 p(.52 (BB) '

8 chi-sq = 4.2 Area of rescarch/development.70% 30% U~. =5 q

Indust Univ
(AA)

61 19 s0
Frequency of computer use. Software

Indst nly69% 51% 64%
Indust Univ

6 1 7
55 27 82 Hardware 7%  3 6%""Daily 7 % 6

71% 73% 72%
•6 6 12

p_22 10 32 Theor 76 16% 12%

Constant 29% 27% 2%7% 16% 10%

0 0 0 Systems19
Other 10% 27% 15%

0% 0% 0%
3 ii 6 1 7

7 3 chi-sq=0.0 7% 3% 6%
68% 33% d.=1

88 37 chi-sq= 10.1

70% 30% d.f,=4
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(GG) (il
Job title. Number of outside organia(ions reported.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

22 2 24 27 1 28
Manager

25% 5% 19% 30% 3% 22%

0 22 22 21 8 29
acuty 0% 60% 18% 2 24% 22% 23%

22 7 29 28 18 46
Rsch Staff 3

25% 19% 23% 32% 49% 37%

37 1 38 13 10 23
Trech Staff 4

42% 3% 30% 15% 27% 18%

5 2 7 89 37 P(._00
Scientist 6% 5% 6% 70% 30% chi-sq= 13.3

d.f.=3

2 3 2 (jJ)Other
2% 8% 3% Total number of outside organizations (non-ION included).

88 37 p(.00 Indust Univ
70% 30% chi-sq =75.6

d. =6 27 10 37
(II) 30% 27% 29%

Resources exchanged (in addition to information). 21 6 27
2

indust Univ 24% 16% 21%

44 21 65 16 7 18
No 3

49% 57% 52% 18% 19% 18%

45 16 61 6 2 8
Yes 4

51% 43% 48% 7% 5% 6%

89 37 pC.38 19 12 31
70% 30% chi-sq =0.3 21% 32% 25%

d f. =1

89 37 p.70

0% 30% chi-sq =2.2
d.f=4
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(KK) (lL)
Average frequency or ION use (per week). Average number of people in outside org (via ION).

Indust Univ Indust Univ

7 4 11 1 1 2
0 0

8% 11% 9% 1% 3% 2%

29 13 42 1 31 19 40

34% 35% 34% 37% 51% 41%

39 20 59 28 11 39
2-5 2"

46% 54% 49% 33% 30% 32%

6 0 6 6 4 I0'
6-10 3

7% 0% 5% 7% 11% 8%

4 0 4 5 1 6

>10 4
5% 0% 3% 6% 3% 5%

85 37 P. 5  3 0 3

70% 30% chisq =9.0 4% 0% 3%
d.f.=7

10 1 11

>5 12% 3% 9%

84 37 p(. 82

70% 30% chi-sq = 8.4
d.f.= 14
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Appendix D

cross-Tabu lat ions uf Types and Classes

of Information and Resources by Site Type
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L

(A) (B)

Research ideas exchanged. Research results exchanged.
K

Indust Univ Indust Univ

32 8 40 43 12 55
No No

49% 28% 42% 66% 41% 59%

034 21 55 22 17 39
Yes Yes

52% 72% 58% 34% 59% 42%

66 29 p(.09 65 29 1C04

70% 30% chi-sq =2.8 70% 30% chi-sq=4.1
d.f.=1 d.f.= 1

(C) (D)
Joint authorship comments exchanged. Information for solving a particular problem.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

55 19 74 23 9 32
No No

83% 66% 78% 35% 31% 34%

11 10 21 43 20 63Yes Yes.e 17% 35% 22% 65% 69% 66%

66 29 p(.10 66 29 p(.90
70% 30% chi-sq =2.8 70% 30% chi-sq =0.0

U =1 d.f.=1
(E) (F)

Information about tools and techniques. Administrative scheduling.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

25 8 33 31 14 45

38% 28% 35% 47% 48% 47%

41 21 62 35 15 50
Yes Yes

62% 72% 65% 53% 52% 53%

66 29 p(A 66 29 P1
70% 3o% chi-sq =0.5 70% 30% chi-sq =0.0

U.='1 d.f. =1
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(G) (H)

Other information types exchanged. F tware exchanged.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

58 26 84 36 15 51
No No

88% 90% 88% 55% 52% 54%

8 3 11 30 14 44Yes Yes
12% 10% 12% 46% 48% 46%

66 29 p(.l 66 29 p(.98

70% 30% chi-sq = 0.0 70% 30% chi-sq = 0.0
d.f.= 1 d.f. 1(I) (J)

Compuwer resources accesssed/exchanged. Remote applications accessed.

Indust Univ Indust Usi

59 25 84 58 27 85No No

89% 86% 88% 88% 93% 90%

Y 7 4 11 Yes 8 2 10

11% 14% 12% 12% 7% 11%

66 29 p(.9 2  66 29 P(.69
70% 3 chi-sq =0.0 70% 3% chi-sq=0.2

Sd.f. =1 d.f.= 1

(K) 
(L)

Database accessed. Other resources accessed/exchanP.

Indust Unk Indust Univ

62 29 91 60 29 89
N 94% 100% 96% No 92% 100% 95%

S 0 5

4 0 Yes

6% 0% 4% 8% 0% 5%

66 29 p(A2 65 29 p(3

*"70% 3 chi-=0.6 70% 30% chiq-- 1.1
d.f. = d.f=1
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(M) (N)
Publicly available information exchanged. Internal only documents exchanged.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

13 8 21 35 12 47
No No

20% 28% 22% 54% 41% 50%

53 21 74 30 17 47Yes Yes-
80% 72% 78% 46% 59% 50%

66 29 1(.56 65 29 p07
70% 30% chi-sq = 0.3 70% 30% chi-sq = 0.8

(0) dt 1 (P) df.=I

Unpublished research exchanged. Unreased systcm/product information exchanged.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

25 7 32 45 17 62
No No

39% 24% 34% 69% 59% 66%

40 22 62 20 12 32
Yes Yes

62% 76% 66% 31% 41% 34%

65 29 p(.26 65 29 p(.44
70% 30% chi-sq = 1.2 70% 30% chi-sq - 0.6

(Q) (R) df.=I

Proprietary information exchanged. Other classes of information exchanged.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

53 24 77 63 26 89
No No

82% 83% 2% 97% 90% 95%

12 5 17 1 3 4

19% 17% 18% 3% 10% 5%

66 29 pa1 65 29 p(34
70% 30% chi-Sq=0.0 70% 30% chi-sq=0.9

d 1.f. 1 d= I
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(S) 1,
Widely available resources accessed/made accessible. Resources that are limited accessed/made accessible.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

41 22 63 40 19 47
No No

63% 76% 67% 62% 66% 63%

24 7 31 25 10 35
Yes Yes

37% 24% 33% 39% 35% 37%

65 29 p(.33 65 29 PIC89
70% 30% chi-sq =1.0 70% 30% chi-sq = 0.0

d.f. 1 d.f.= 1
(U) (Y)

Costly resources. Resources that are critical ror internal operations.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

57 25 82 59 26 85
No No

88% 86% 87% 91% 90% 90%

8 4 12 6 3 9
Yes 12% 14% 13% 9% 10% 10%

65 29 p(l 65 29 pa"
70% 30% chi-sq =0.0 70% 30% chi-sq =0.0

d.f.= 1 d.f.= 1(W ) (X)"-

Proprietary resoumrces. Other classes of resources accessed/made accessible.

Indust Univ Indust Univ

64 28 92 No 57 28 85

99% 97% $6 88% 97% 90%

1 1 2 8 1 9
Yes Yes

2% 3% 2% 12% 3% 10%

66 29 pa1 65 29 p..33
70% 30% chi-sq-0.0 70% 30(% chi-q=LO

d.f.= 1 d.f.= 1
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